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OF THE DEAD PREACHER.
absence of five years has re
after,
tamed to this city and will receivt

STREET.

12 BROWN

NO.

0

Office Hours:

9.30

12 mM 2 to 4 p.

a. m. to

m.

DEFEGTIVE SIGHT.
All

so

eyes, imperfect sight, etc.,
rected accurately by

cor-

548 1-3

The execuwhich she was wounded.
the four Anarchists at Xeres
yesterday is believed to have precipitated the disturbances, their friends here
desiring to show their sympathy for

CONSULTATION FREE.

Exchange
Agents for Leading
Companies.
Steeling Dow,
St.

35

tions of

eodtf

them.

The Non Forfeitable and Incontestable features of the policies of the
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,places themin the
front rank of Insurance Contracts and
causes them to be unexcelled in liber-

®°w

N. Pinkham.

Liverpool, Eng.

1836.
Commenced Business in United States 1848.
GEo. W. Hoyt,
Hy. W. Eaton,
Deputy Manager.
Eesident Manager.
Dec.
31,1891.
ASSETS,
Heal Estate owned by the com-

unincumbered.$1,574,500.00

Loans on bond and mortgage
2,310,687.50
(first liens).Stocks and bonds owned by the
2,115,937.50
company, market value.
25,105.00
Loans secured by collaterals....
Cash in company’s principal office
and in bank.........
30,ll0.b3
Interest due and accrued.■
Premiums in due course of col770,490.21
lection.
21,790.47
An other assets.
—

Aggregate of aU the admitted

..

as-

sets of the company at tlieir acS7.o62,S47--Q
tual value.-..
■

TV_m

/« amount of unpaid losses and

daims..9 750,067.70

•Aaount required to safely re-in,ure all outstanding risks. 3,583,261.18
All

other liabilities-..

Cape.

Trade is to be called together to consider the purchase of the
Lincoln mill and fit it for the manufacMr. Ackroyd, who repreture of yarn.
sents British capital, says: ‘‘To buy and
equip the mill will cost half a million,
and I have friends in England who will
take one-fourth of it.
My first plan in
establish the
this
country was to
That
plant of the silk plush industry.
is a good business, will net good returns
and will be established at Cape Elizabeth. It is a certain investment and will
ton Board of

My next desire is to
pay large profits.1
These English
establish a yarn-mill.
capitalists will guarantee the product

market for it.”
Subscriptions have been secured in
Lewiston for the Cape Elizabeth entera

prise.

2,866,220.75

•

Aggregate amount of liabilities_
net surplus..$7,862,847.26
including
*

The

DOW &
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Storm Is*Over.

LAST HONORS TO SPURGEON.

PINKHAM, Resident Agents,

Washington, February 11.—[8p. m.]—
The following is the forecast of the weaMaine:
ther for
Friday, severe cold
wave; clearing; colder and fair Saturrl av_

Crowds

Immense

Dead

Do

Homage

at 11 o’clock

this

morning,

the

Portland, Me, February 11,1892.
lias

in the

4-Ln
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Preacher.

London, February 11.—The final funeral services over the remains of the
late Kev. Charles H. Spurgeon took
place

Local Weather Report.

laid practically in state from the

city from
packed
Barometer. 29.681 29.006
almost to suffocation, everybody present
28.0
Thermometer. 21.0
28.
Dew Point.IB.
being dressed in deep mourning. The
100.
Humidity. 86.
hymn, “Servant of God, Well Done,” was
NE
Wind.N
sung in a grand manner by the assem22
Velocity.8
HS
blage. Secretary Harold then delivered
Wather.LS
a touching prayer for the dead, dwelling
Mean daily ther.. .26.0Max. vel. wind. 45 NE
of the
Maximum ther.. .32.0 Total precip. v. *.0.63 most eloquently upon the work
deceased and the great amount of good
Minimum ther...l9.0i
he accomplished during his lifetime.
L S—Light snow.
The funeral procession began to move
8 A.

P.

M.

Weather Observations.

Scrofula in its Wont Stages

CURED!

Manchester. N. H., July 28, ’91.
/_?/>■»

•_With

a

fpplin.o’ nf

nfifiT)

wish
gratitude in our»p ■■ p hearts, we
monial to the

testi I ! ■ EL
cures your GREAT MEDhas
ICINE
performed.
Some four years ago, our little daughter
Hattie, theu 7 years of age, began to show

to

add

our

large list of

SYMPTOMS OF SCROFULA.

The disease rapidly increased. We conthe best
one of
if | H|
the
111 W in
Physicians
City, who began at once to treat her, but
disease
the
rapidly
instead of abating
advanced. We became alarmedT Took
her to Boston and placed her nnder the
eare of a famous Specialist, but
in spite of his skill

sulted

EARGE SORES FORMED
on different parts of her body. The finhand
gers of her TU AT ri£ht
swelled to I nMl twice their
natural size,sopcration around
the nails caused three of them
to drop off. We were in despair.
Hearing DANA’S SARAS APARILLA
recommended as a Great Blood Purifier, we, as a last resort, concluded to try it. At first it seemed to hurt her.
WE CAME NEAR GIVING IT UP.
We read the directions, reduced the dose
to half a
ItQETG teaspoonful.
When she WWI\E«> had taken
three bottles, we saw improvement.
She has now taken eight bottles and is
perfectly well—cheeks rosy—
buoyant. And the only thing
spirits
left to remind us of her terrible condition, is the absence of the three
nails whose entire roots were

destroyed.

Gratefully vours,
SIR. & MRS. JAS. A. HARDY.
Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.

Boston Paralytic and Nervine Institute.
Tremont St. Boston, Mass.
For the treatment of paralysis, deformities,
epilepsy, brain and nervous diseases in all their
■forms. The only paralytic institute in the United
States. Consultation and advice at the institute
free. Patients waited upon at their homes m
Circulars mailed to any
Boston if desired.
address. Institute open daily from 6 a. m.
augSdlawBljr
to & p. m,
308

are

the observations of

Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday. February 11, takthe

at 8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
en

Boston Specialist Baffled but
the King of Blood Purifiers Wins!!
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.,

The following

it

time

was

the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 32°, NW, snow; New York,
missing; Philadelphia, 36°, NW, cloud-

brought

to this

The tabernacle

Mentone.

H S—Heavy snow.

An

vimuutiui

of Spooks

Alarming

the

Lum-

bermen.

was

from in front of the tabernacle at 1
o’clock. The hearse was followed by 40
mourning codelies, to which succeeded
private carriages of all kinds. Immense
crowds of people were gathered at various points along the route of the procession to Norwood, four miles long. Rein the
ligious bodies were
Four delegates from the
procession.
Salvation Army occupied one carriage in
The sky was cloudy all day
the line.

represented

and theVeather

was

moderate.

MATTIE MITCHELL’S DUKE.
Religious Marriage of the Fair American

11.—Either the
February
Maine woods are full of spooks this winter or it is high time for some of the
More
lumbermen to change tho drink.
than one camp’s crew has been frightened half to death by the apparition of a
white buck on the tote road at midnight,
while others have seen a white-robed

Bangor,

on tne shoulders of an
moose, just before the camp
door. The men employed by F. C. Robinson, in the depth of the Aroostook,
forest, declare that a genuine' ghost,
dressed in pearl gray, wanders through
Some say that it is the
that region.
spirit of a hunter who was killed by a
companion many years ago, while others
believe that it is the ghost of a woodsman who was crushed to death by a falling pine and whose grave may he seen on
the bank of the Aroostook. Between the
pearl gray ghost, the Indian devils, and
the whiskey smugglers over from New
Brunswick there are lively times in the

figure perched
enormous

coffins down the steep bluff into Half
He described the scene
Moon stream.
so graphically that his son took his rifle
and started out to see what had stirred
When he returned,
up the cemetery.
two hours later, he brought the pelts of

Monday afternoon,

when a special delivery letter
to Mr. Barr. It read:

was

sent

Pittsburg, Feb 8.
^1 enclose the papers, including the pockets
a
book, as they were of no good to me.butI Isaw
didn’t
watch on the sideboard in the room,
take it for the reason that it had initials on the
case. I entered your house through the coal
hole on the front street which you left open.
Be more carefulnext time. Yours.
“F. liOBLKSOK.”

Battle

Between

pected

Troops and People ExGrande.

in Rio

London, February 11.—A dispatch

to

Janeiro announces
that another revolution is imminent in
Brazil. It was stated yesterday in the
the Times from Rio

dispatches

that the minister

terior of Brazil had

of the

in-

resigned his portfo-

it is added that three of the
ministers have resigned, and that there
appears to be little or no doubt that a serious conflict between the constituted

lio.

Today

authorities and those

opposed

while the owner had found the horse, he
discovered that he couldn’t get his property. Mr. Regan was persevering and

Down

Wires

Delayed—But

Trains

and

Portland People Get Around Much as
Usual—Life Savers Were on the Look-

Report

Shipwrecked Mariners—They
Night at Sea—Storm
Rockland.

Nasty

a

The Oreat Maine Central
Relief Ball.

consequently he soon succeeded in explaining things and the hack was rescued
before it was entirely buried,
SAVERS

WATCHING.

Rockland People Find Travelling
cult

a

Diffi-

A

BOREAS.

OLD

Operation.

DEFIED

COMPANY

GAY

[Special to the Press.]
Rockland, February 11—A terrible

storm, the worst of the witer, is
raging in this vicinity tonight, and travLast evening’s Boston Journal, speak- elling about the city is accomplished only
ing of the storm which prevailed yester- with the greatest difficulty. Telegraphic
communication with Boston has been
day, said:
The White
The advocates of the “sun spot and discontinued since noon.
They Head and Burnt Island life saving stastorm” theory are happy today.
can’t boast of great gales, bnt the snow tions report no disasters, but the crews
No vesstorm will probably prove the heaviest of are keeping the closest watch.
the winter in the United States. The sels have left the harbor today.
rain or snow has not been heavy along
Ice Harvesting Stopped.
the storm’s path before today, as the cyclone has come from the Canadian NorthBiudefohd, February 11.—It has been
steadily here since noon. About
west, and has not found much moisture snowing
six inches has fallen and the roads are
to feed upon.
Tuesday evening pressIce harvesting on the
badly drifted.
ure was 39.44 at both Fort Buford, N.
Saco river is at a standstill.
D., and Qu’Appelle, N. W. T., the
latter station being on the easterly slope
TROUBLE IN THE CAMP.
of the Canadian Kockies.
Wednesday
to Filibustering Against Free
morning 29.52 was recorded at Huron. A Besort
Coinage Not Unlikely.
That evening 29.42 was the Chicago record; this morning the pressure at Buffalo was 29.24. These stations were where
Washington, February 11.—The prethe storm was centred at the respective
liminary
ruling of the Speaker when the
times. Following its course at its presfree
Bland
near
centre
coinage bill was reported to
ent rate the cyclone should
Portland at 8 o’clock tonight, when the the House yesterday, has caused its
snow should cease falling at Boston folfriends to think that the three members
lowed by a cold wave and northwest of the committee on
rules, who absotook
centre
storm
The
probably
gales.
legislation of the
the shortest route from Buffalo, on Lake lutely control the
Erie, to the sea, passing the Hub at 2 House, will fix a day for the considerao’clock. Probably six inches of snow tion of this measure. There is, of course,
will fall in the city proper and nine or
no doubt, that if the bill should be formtwelve outside.
before the House it will
The gale had a velocity of some 30 ally brought
pass by a very large majority. The only
miles from the east at 2 o’clock.
snow

the Worst of the Winter in

At 2.30 this afternaon the snow fell so
densely as to occasionally hide the top of
the Ames \ Building from the view of
those who looked from the State Street

Exchange Building.

their

of

Falls, Bat

Snow

Trains Are Not Much

the

Delayed.

Yesterday morning snow began falling
in a leisurely sort of way, but as the
southeast the

wind veered more to the

faster, and was damper,
by nightfall the wind was blowing
snow

until

fell

a

gale

and the air was so filled with snow it
was almost impossible to see. any distance ahead. The effect was almost that
of a fog. In all about eight inches of
fell.
The storm

request.

Mr. Bland has put the matter immedi-

THE STORM IN THE CITY.
Over Six Inches

doubt in the matter is whether or not it
can be brought before the House without
a resort to the filibustering which the
free coinage men have threatened unless
the committee on rules shall accede to

The Ladies Who Were There and
the Clowns

They

Aisll UAiU/fi

nun

int

Season—City

jjviis

was a

the

of

Event

The Great Terpsichorean
Hall

GO

OFFICERS

GENERAL

GRAVE

Wore.

Mass of Bunt-

ing and Brilliant With Many Electric

Eights—The Engine
In

Buns

Over

a

Cow

the Ballroad Galop—The Belief Will

Gain Fame and Wealth

Evening’s

From

East

Event.

long time since City Hall
has seen such an elaborate and largely
attended ball as that of the Maine CenThe ball
tral Relief last evening.
l£t
year was a grand and elaborate affair;
but it was not equal to the event of last
It has been a

evening.
A crew of men were

working with

all

their might to keep the pathway to the
main entrance clear of snow last evening, when the hacks began to arrive.
Those who had expected the storm to

prevent

a

surprised

large attendance, were greatly
at the great crowd that stream*

before the committee on rules, in
the form of a resolution, asking that
Wednesday of next week be set apart for
the consideration of the bill. The Speaker has yielded so far to the wishes of the
free coinage men that he did not send
the bill to the committee on the whole,
the appropriation committee, on
or to
the point made by Mr. Dingley, that, as
it involves an appropriation to increase
the number of minutes, under the rules
it ought properly to go to either one of
the other of those committees.

ately

SKATERS ADRIFT.

snow

and

West,
son

heaviest towards the
For that reaEast.

was

Sixty Found

the Ice

lightest

trams over tne Maine

uentrai

Fields Sailing Out to

Sea.

anci

others, the largest more than Grand Trunk were but little if any deSandusky, O., February 11.—A most
and remarked that the tained
length,
by the storm. The trains due at peculiar accident happened here yestertnhnn-ivnn
nlidlnrirt-P flirt
finorl XT111
4.80 and 5 p. m. over the Eastern and day. The steamer American Eagle makes
was a spiritual mirage produced by his
Western divisions of the Boston & Maine trips during tlia winter from the Lake
father’s visit to Searsport.
The spooks of the West Branch are were delayed thirty and fifty minutes re- Erie Islands to Sandusky. Yesterday afquite active and chipper this season, par- spectively. The Rochester train, due at ternoon she came into Sandusky Bay,
ticularly the one with the bloody axe and
an hour. The
breaking her way through ten inches of
the one that drives an impossible load of 6 p. m. was delayed about
in
a
m.
are
at
8
Boston
white
horses.
There
from
ice. A large number of people were
six
due
train
behind
p.
got
logs
lumbermen who have always been afraid little over an hour late.
skating on the bay. The vessel detached
to cross Moosehead Lake at night, and
a large field of ice upon which over sixty
suffered
wires
The
severely.
Telegraph
since the recent fatalities there the paspeople were skating.
was
York
West of New
great damage
It rapidly began to drift out into the
sage of the great ice road is more than
ever a grewsome journey.
done to them and last night the Western lake, and before the skaters realized
Union had difficulty in keeping up com- their danger it was impossible for them
SAW STRANGE LIGHTS.
the mainthe to reach ice connecting with
all
munication with Boston,
land. Their screams attracted the attenof
number
a
for
useless
wires
being
The Peculiar Experience of the British
tion of people on shore, and also the crew
The captain
hours. This state of affairs naturally in- of the American Eagle.
Steamer Persian Prince.
the
terfered seriously with the news service, turned about and skiffs put off from
All the skaters were rescued
landings.
did
not
the
of
much
get after a half hour’s brisk work, the docks
report
New York, February 11.—Sailors cm and
the British steamship Persian Prince, through. The trouble will be remedied being lined in the mean time with an excited crowd of spectators.
which arrived today from Mediterranean this morning..
The electric cars to Deering, it was
ports, relate a most remarkable experiThe Beports Concering Mr. Blaine.
ence.
On the morning of February 8th, stated at the company’s office, had very
made
cars
horse
and
the
New Youk, February 11.—A Cincinthe Persian Prince was in lat. 38°, 50' and little trouble,
four horses on nati despatch to the Press says:
with
had
the
which
their
1°.
trips
regular
Suddenly
wind,
long.
Walter Damrosch arrived at the St.
been blowing heavily, died out, although both the city lines. The snow plows ran Nicholas hotel
today and talking freely
as
a high sea was running.
Captain Jame- frequently and kept the tracks clear
concerning Mr. Blaine’s letter declining a
son scanned the southern horizon, and
nomination for the Presidency.
possible.
the sudden lighting up of the sky caused
“Mr. Blaine’s mind,” he said, “was
The electric wires were troubled in
four big
six feet in

O ITa l'C

him to become anxious.

It was an un-

REVOLUTION

Obliging Burglar.

the robbery until

BY BLINDING SNOW.

out for

u.

Pittsburg, February 11.—On Sunday
night the residence of J. D. Barr on
White avenue was robbed of a pocketbook containing $20 in cash and a check
for $50. The family was not aware of

OLD SOL’S SPOTTED FACE HIDDEN

not

LIFE

earthly light, and the sailors became
less; Washington, 36°, NW, cloudless;
Accompanying the light
frightened.
in Paris.
Albany, 32°, N, snow; Bufalo, 26°, W,
came great heat, as if the vessel had sudsnow: Detroit, 20°, W, snow; Chicago,
to the tropics.
Paths, February 11.—The religious denly been transferred
16°, NW, cloudlliss; St. Paul, 8°, W,
The men were ordered to take in canvas,
cloudde
la
RochefouDuke
the
of
St.
N,
—12°,
Vincent,,
cloudy;
marriage
and as they went about their work the
Bak., 12°, NW, cauld and Miss Mattie Mitchell, daughter
Huron, So.
less;
perspiration streamed from them.
cloudcloudy; Bismarck, 2°, NW,
of Senator Mitchell of Oregon, took place
In a few minutes a gust of ice cold
less; Jacksonvlle, 62°, W, cloudless.
and the
today at the Church of Sainte Clothilde. wind came from the northwest,
The wind changed
with
the men began to shiver.
The church was crowded
A Peculiar Accident.
it was
and
about again to the southwest,
Miss like tlie heated air from an oven that
friends of the two families.
Nashua, N. H., February 1J.—A costdress was plain ivory satin, again swept the decks. The crew were
ly accident occurred at Ayer at 7.30 this Mitchell’s
In a few
startled
dumbfounded.
morning, in which 24 cars were thrown edged with orange blossoms. The dress moments and
more the wind veered around
from a bridge into the river, and the was covered with a long veil of tulle
the sky became
fastened at the top of the head by a again to the southwest,
oricige uaaiy wrecKeu,
black almost instantly, and an icy hurriIt was
G. Connors undoubtedly killed.
Henry VI. coronet of orange blossoms, cane was
whistling through the rigging
the regular freight from the west to anions them being a handsome diamond
In half an
Boston. When the train reached the and pearl brooch, the gitt ot Mr. ana and about the deck-houses.
hour the danger had passed.
bridge the engine and four cars passed Mrs. Whitelaw Reid. Miss Mitchell will
over all right and are still standing. The
be remembered as one of the belles of
The Ice Locomotive Comes to Grief.
following 24 cars were thrown into the Washington society. She is undoubtedher
neck
and
and
river and the caboose was left standing.
a
beautiful
February 11.—The ice
Poughkeepsie,
woman,
ly
locomotive invented by a New York boilThe theory is that a truck of the fifth shoulders have been described as being
the Venus er inspector was shipped from here to
car broke, the train separated and the
as beautiful as those of
The bridegroom wore the uni- New Hamburg and put on the ice there
wreck followed. The cars were loaded Medici.
threeAbout
Tenth
Chasseurs. yesterday. It got away from the man in
and
the
with beef, hay
form of a Captain in
grain.
Men
fourths of the bridge is wrecked, though The Hon. Whitelaw Reid performed his charge and started for the shore.
not down. Conductor Connors was last part of the ceremony, that of giving ran after it but could not catch it, and
manseen on top of the cars near the middle
coming to a weak spot it broke through
away the bride, in a most graceful
As he has not reported ner.
The whole American colony in the ice and sank. The trials so far have
of the train.
there is no doubt that he is in the Paris may be said to have been present. been very unsatisfactory, owing to the
soft condition of the ice, but the machine
river under the cars.
will be raised and another trial made.
IMMINENT.
«tuu

Storm.

Cumberland county.

WEIRD TALES OF THE WOODS.
AH Kinds

Yesterday’s

Cite

—

_

4f

of

_

Anarchists.

..

(Surplus beyond capital..

February 11.—Gov. Burnominated Charles E.
has
today
leigh
Oak of Caribou, for state land agent,
and Daniel D. Chenery of Deering for
Augusta,

During the past night proclamations Aroostook camps.
posted on the walls and other
A Prospect man witnessed a sight oue
places about the city, menacing the gov- night last week which caused his cheek
the
execufor
with
ernment
vengeance
to pale and his hair to rise. He was cutThe distion of the Xeres Anarchists.
ting eordwood on the steep banks of
tribution of these proclamations has had Half Moon
stream, a small tributary of
the effect of alarming the more timid of the lower
Penobscot, and ho worked in
the inhabitants, who believe a concerted close
proximity to the village burying
attempt will be made to damage their ground. The weather was very cold on
property. There has been no relaxation Saturday when the man reached Searsof the police vigilance, and arrests are
port with a load of wood, and he thought
frequent of persons who are suspected of that it would be a good scheme to buy a
The
doctrine.
preaching the Anarchist
of rum for use in case of a sudden
leaders of the lawless element are pretty gallon
On the way home
attack of the grippe.
well known to the police, and a close he
sampled the rum. It was very good,
watch is kept upon their every move- for
Searsport nun, and he took a few
ment. Today three men, known to be more
nips. It was past 8 o’clock in the
Anarchists, and a large number of others evening when he reached the scene of
who are suspected of being their sympa- his
chopping, the moon had not.risen
thizers, if not active supporters, were and the woods were white and ghostly in
taken into custody and lodged in jail.
He was about to
their mantle of snow.
Dispatches turn off into the road that leads to his
Madbid, February 11,
have been received hero today from sev- home when he heard a scurrying noise
eral places in Spain, showing that the on the snowy hilltop of the cemetery.
Anarchists have been greatly worked up Looking up he beheld a long, black form
by the executions yesterday at Kens, a dart out from among the trees and slide
manufacturing town in Tarragona. The at terrific sueed down the steep incline
The first
police have arrested several prominent into Half "Moon stream.
Anarchists who were openly distributing object was followed soon by several
to
declasses
the
lower
sheets
inciting
fly
speed
express
others, all sliding
At where it would be death for any human
monstrations against the authorities.
number
which
a
in
to
The
woodsman
large
very
Valencia,
gaped in
go.
being
of workmen are emploped in the various terror at the spectacle, and then started
industries for which Valencia is noted, for home, where lie related a horrible
placards have been posted calling upon tale of the dead rising from their graces
the Anarchists and their sympathizers to and starting on a toboggan slide in their
take vengeance for the death of the Xeres

THE WEATHER.

St32,179.18

Prpetual Policy liability

the

Lewiston, February 11.—The Lewis-

and there is

tom

Found There for the Plush

snow was

Believers iii Their Power Can Now

by Governor Burleigh to Succeed the hate Janies M. Webb.

were

ality.

Mill at

of

except a woman, who, it is believed, had
nothing whatever to do with the affair in

Congress St.

Jan24

sign

no

been exchanged by the police and members of the mob, nobody has been hurt

A. M. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN

NOTICES.

TmTTSn

Barcelona

this week have not been serious enough
to render necessary the calling out of the
military to aid the gendarmes in preserving order. Though revolver shots have

many headtired, weak and aching

aches,

trou-

between the Anarchists

abatement at present, but the two or
three disturbances that have occurred

of t.Tlft

“orrnre

eyes which cause

in

__

Marriage.

and the authorities show

GLOBE INSURANCE CO.,

i

Brazil—Miss Mitch-

To Be Imminent in

CHENERY.

l ppointed

by the Posting of Inflamma-

Barcelona, February 11.—The

SPINDLE CITY’S CASH.

pany,

Xeres

tory Circulars—An Innocent Woman a
Victim of the Trouble—Bloodshed Said

bles in

LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND Subscriptions

Incorporated

Followed

ell’s

CONSULTATION FREE.
feb6dlwlp

Ts~trIasI7reR

treasurer

at
The Execution of tlie Anarchists at

H.

of

:i:eat crowds at the funeral

an

INSURANCE.

nnr
Ip H iHa fr®

Known

it

missing. As the
deep enough to have covered up that animal, Regan began to
search for him. The missing horse was
soon found in Sawyer’s stable, near by,
where it had been left by a policeman
with orders that it was not to be given
So
up without permission of the officer.
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Appointments at Kittery.
Kittery, February 11—R. Chase Goodwin of Kittery has been appointed naval
constructor’s clerk at the Kittery navy
yard, in place of Timothy Dame of EliWilliam E. Noyes of
ot, deceased.
of the Portsmember
a
Portsmouth,
mouth Chronicle staff, gets
ment as

an

appoint-

shipkeeper.

The Governor of Indiana, in a proclamation, has called upon the people of that
state to aid the famine sufferers in Rusto them: sia.

#

4

at the corner of Chestnut and Oxford streets the electric wire
fell and was sputtering when it was seen
by the police, and Officer Brackett guardone or

two

places,

ed it so no injury could bo done, until
Sevthe company cut off the circuit.
eral other arcs were out but the general
lighting of the city was well preserved.

The telephone wires were not down, so
the operator stated, but on some of the
lines they were so noisy that conversation could be carried on with difficulty.
The life saving station reported that it
was very thick there and a heavy sea was

made up many months ago. At Bar Harbor last summer the family understood
it, and only occasion was needed to make
Mr. Blaine’s health is not
it public.
seriously bad, but he has reached an age
when lie quickly feels the effect of even
I cannot say anya slight indisposition.
thing about the rumor that he will leave
He never discussed the
the cabinet.
matter in my presence, nor. do I know
who his preference for President is, if,
indeed, ho has any preference,”

The Times
London, February 11.
doubts whether Mr. Blaine, in spite of
liis renunciation, will resist a strong party
appeal, should it appear that Mr. Harri—

son

is

losing popularity.

running.

BRIEFLY TOLD.

PAYS0X TUCKER.

ed into the hall for two hours. The galleries and the settees around the edges
of the floor were filled early in the evebetween
ning, while the ante-room
Reception Hall and the main hall, and
the entrywavs were crowded with ladies
and gentlemen in the splendors of fulldress, who gradually made their way
onto the floor.

the cynosure of all eyes
and Mrs. Payson Tucker, acAmong
companied by Mayor True.
those in their party were Mr. and Mrs.
Allen, Mr. and Mrs George Moore, Mr.
and Mrs. W. S. Eaton, Mrs. J. Hamilton,
Mr. F. E. Boothby and wife; among others present were Miss Addie Kennison of
Bartlett, Miss Calleman of Veazie, Mrs.
Ricker of Leeds Junction, Miss Alice
Whitney, Miss Carrie Burns, Mrs. C. J.
Of course

were

Mr.

Connell. Mrs. George Kennedy, Miss Sadie Mullaney, Miss Lizzio Roach, Miss
Jennie M. Rounds, Miss Emma Johnson,
Mr. and Mrs. Potter of Bangor, Mr. and
Mrs. Blackdeir of Lewiston, Mr. and
Mrs. L. W. Pulister of Bangor, Mrs. F.
G. Small, Mr. Foss, Mr. and Mrs. Hartshorn of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Colby, Mr. John Keating and wife, Mr.
F. D. Rogers and wife, Mr. G. P. Haskell

and wife, Mr. John Jewett.
The general officers of the road were
nearly all present, sickness detaining only
General Passenger and Ticket
a few.
[CONTINUED
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A STORY OF THE STORM.
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Mr.

anrl
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Kf'llf

Began Busy.

Last evening, Mr. Samuel Regan, a
hackman, started out in the storm driving a pair of horses, one of which he
had borrowed to take the place of one of
his

own

horses.

Now the horse which

There is said to be work waiting for an
15,000 men on the farms of North

army of

Mayor James G. Wyman of Alleghany
City, Pa., has been convicted on a charge

of extortion.

The Cincinnati, Hamilton and Dayton
railroad has acquired the Indianapolis,
Decatur and Dayton line.

borrowed objected to, helping haul
Regan's hack, and at the corner of
Col. James A. Grant, the distinguished
Pearl and Federal streets kicked and African explorer, died yesterday at his
Then Mr. Regan home in Nairn, Scotland.
broke the whiffletree.
The Australian ministry has resigned.
took the kicker and started for his stable
attorney
with the intention of getting the horse Hon. William Shields,offormerly is formand minister
railways,
general
at
left
to
fill
the
home
which had been
ing a new cabinet.
place of the animal which had gone on a
A statement prepared at the post office
Mr. Regan blanketed the horse
strike.
department shows the total number of
still attached to the hack, and expected employes in the postal service to be 1S4,the governto find him still standing guard over the 431. The grand total of all
But in this, ment employes is 247,294.
vehicle when he returned.
The Japanese government proposes to
Mr. Regan was doomed to disappointIt will put up
treat Chicago generously.
the
he
reached
when
for
again
ment,'
a stone building for the world’s fair, lay
the
fresh
horse, out gardens around it, till it with works
leading
hack,
his
carriage disappearing of art and when the fair is over give the
he found
under the drifts while the horse he had whole thing to the city,
was

Mr.
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CAME FROM TOGUS.
Anonymous Attack on the Management
of the Chelsea Home.

Boston, Mass., February

11.— Some

time ago, an anonymous circular was issued from the Soldiers’ Home at Togus,

The paper
Stripes,’’ and

Me.

was

signed “Stars and'

Some' Pertinent

Comments

on

THE
Recent

Occurrences.

IN. Y. Commercial Bulletin.]
The New York Life is saved. The
method of its salvati6p, i however, is an
its authof

inconsistent}!'yfhich
likely to explain. The report

enigma
are

ors

not

alleges
of the Insurance Department left 1I0
Elijah Eye, Jr., had been turned course possible for honest Trustees hut to
The naaway from the home at Chelsea, Mass., remove the President at once.
afterwards gaining admission to the ture of the official indictments required
home at Togus. At the meeting of the that the removal should be done without
Massachusetts Grand Army yesterday, either fear or
favor; but the inscrutable
Capt. J. G. B. Adams, president of the
the Trustees have exhibtrustees of the Soldiers’ Home in Massa- .mystery is that
chusetts. made a statement that Nye had j ited both. The President has been perapplied to the Chelsea home at an hour mitted to let himself down by resigning.
in the night when the regulations for- J
His resignation is accepted in terms of
Trade the acceptance of applicants. Capt. ]
of
Lutlier
Gen.
read
a
letter
from
flattering adulation, and the success
i
Adams
the Company is held up as a monument
Stevenson, governor of the Togus Home,
the
in which Gen. Stephenson said that the of “the
intelligence and honesty,
circular was inspired by George Baclielof the man
and
energy’
ability
“zeal,
der, at that time an inmate of the iiome.
of the conNye had not regarded himself as abused thus permitted to crawl out
All this
until Batchelder took tlie matter up. sequences of Ills misdoings.
Batchelder has been dishonorably diswith
one phrase of
is
unmixed
praise
charged from tb9 Togus Home by order blame for the long course of misdeeds
of the Washington authorities.
and mismanagement which the DepartToday, the department encampment ment so unqualifiedly charges against the
lYiolori minifiitV51.fi(in
which
cliose Janies K. Churchill of Worcester,
| commanuei, jl. vv. xihju ui ju.ymi, ueuiui charges the Trustees declare they accept
j vice commander, and W. A. Wetherbee, as true. Nor is this all. To these words
junior vice commander.
of unmixed praise is added a life-long'
pension of twenty-five thousand dollars
“favor” in
MAINE TOWNS.
per year! So much for the
the Trustees’ action—and surely there’s
The favor implies the
enough of it.
“fear.” But why the fear? That is the
Items of Interest Gathered by Correst
question a great many important people
pondents of the Press.
would like to have answered; but it is
concealed among the many dark doings,
that

veteran

a

HOTEL

MISCELLANEOUS.

MISCELLANEOUS.

ROYAL DISASTER.

dry goods.

ITubbys

Conditions That Made It Inevitable.
Warning Against Like Construction.
The Hotel Royal disaster in New
York last Sunday morning was precisely what might have been expected. It
is precisely what may be expected in
every other hotel or public and private
building where the same conditions

TUe
A

FESTAL

Closing Out Sale

named

Mr. JOHN

RAY,

ANOTHER

Watorviilo, Me.

LIFE

SAVED

-BY-

QnoBEtf'S Syqup
A WORD TO THE SUFFERING FROM
A RELIABLE FARMER.
I have suffered with Dyspepsia for the

last fifteen years and at times thought I
would die. Last winter I was having one
of my bad spells, and had called in two
doctors without receiving any relief.
Mv wife wanted to have a third one, and
asked me whom she should send for; I told
her to send for a bottle of Groder’s Botanic
Dyspepsia Syrup, which she did, and in
j. was
less than an nour alter using
relieved. I continued to take it until I
am
well
I
a
was completely cured.
Today
man, free from any stomach trouble.
distress
after
My greatest trouble was
eating, sour stomach, severe headaches, and
choking spells. I suffered everything but
death. I consider Groder’s Syrup one of
the best blood medicines ever made.

John Ray,

Waterville, Me.

—

Bridgton.
Rev. Mr. Parlin

lu rmMfr

faith

in

the medicine.

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
selling six bottles for $5.00, aucl guarantee
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Head guaranty
with every bottle. We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Loss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisv Pains, Bioat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
It is harmless to the smallest
or Morphia.
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless hearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPAKY,
WATERVILLE, MAINE.
TST&W

Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising from a disThe Old

ordered stomach or liver, such as: ConstiBiliousness, 'Indigestion, Loss of
ppetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists,
Or or the Proprietors.

Sation,

Dn. J. F- TRUE A CO., Auburn, Maine.
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SECOND HAND

PIANOSANDORGANS
the above which we
have taken in exchange and which have been
put in good order at our repair department- We
will sell them at the following very low prices
I Wm.
them:
as we haven’t room to store
Bourne. $185; 1 McPhail, $150; 1 H. Matt &
Co., $75; 1 Hallett & Davis, S40; 1 Brackett,
$40; 1 Hallett & Davis, $30; 1 Wilkins & Newiiall, $35; New England, Mason & Hamlin,
Small & Knight. Hastings, and Estey organs at
$75, $85, $40, $30, $50, $30 and $25.
We have

a

large stock

of

CRESSEY & JONES,
394

Congress St.,

OPPOSITE CITY HALL, PORTLAND, ME.
apr21
__eodlyr

A Famous
French Chef

pulfor

last

a

The last entertainment of the citizens

illustrated lecture on
Constantinople and the East, by George
Parsons Gilman of Boston, was given at conclusions
recorded by men
ever
Central hall, Tuesday evening. The au- charged with grave fiduciary duties; ct>wdience was one or the finest of the season,
ardly, because it shows subservient dread
of the maladministration;
and the lecture in every way satisfactory. of the author
immoral, because it sets up the shamewill
G.
A.
R.,
present ful precedent of conferring a monstrous
Farragut Post,
the drama, “A Social Glass” Thursday premium on methods of management
that portend ruin.
evening, at Central hall.
The way In which the Trustees have
A seven pound pickerel, one of the
lecture course^

largest

ever

an

seen

in

this

section,

taken from Peabody Pond in this

was

town a

days ago by our popular clothier, J.
Libby. A number of fine trout were

few
F.

also secured.
The insurance business is reported to
have been booming in this town lately.
Many people have insured their furniture and other personal property, having

taken warning from the recent fires.
The recent additional snow is a source
of gratification to people who wish to
work their teams in the woods. As usual at this season a very large amount of
hemlock bark is being drawn to the tannery, and the usual quantity of wood for
fuel is bought here for a market.
A large crew at the mill of A. H. Harriiuan & Co., are busy sawing spool and
chain stock, ther-latter which is sawed
fvnm
lifiinfr a now ATltArnriSA ffiV this
firm, for which they have lately made
preparation by the purchase of a gang
stripper of large capacity.
Oriental Lodge, F. <fc A. M., is adding
to its membership this season, having
work at every meeting lately.
The King Manufacturing Company,
which was' recently organized here by
some of our most acute and far-seeing
business men, have an office and labratory in the Wight building on Maine
street.
North

Yarmouth.

At a special town meeting
5, it was voted to repair the

road which

was

mill.

held Feb-

section of
washed away at Hayes’s

The many friends of Dr. Osgood are
to see him on the streets again.
The pulpit was supplied Feb. 1st by
Rev. Mr. Brown a very talented speaker.
The Grange met at the house of Mr. E.
G. Prince February 5th and passed a very

glad

pleasant evening.

Mrs. J. A. Gilbert is spending a few
days with her sister Mrs E. O. Morrill.
The funeral services of the late Mr. 1.
S. Stanwood were conducted by Rev. B.
P. Snow assisted by Rev. T. M. Davies.
The Masons of which order Mr. Stanwood was a member were in attendance.
Freeport.

Wednesday evening at about 5.30
o’clock a fire was discovered in the second story near the chimney of the house
owned and occupied by Jerome Nichols
family, living in Freeport

close to
the Yarmouth line. The tire at the time
of its discovery had made such progress
that all efforts to extinguish it were
fruitless. The house, barn and contents
The property was inwere consumed.
and

sured.

f

once

his

again
Sabbath, after being sick
week with the grippe.
pit

xn nnrtifr our

in

was

Liebig Company’s
Extract of Beef.”

SHERMAN MILLS.
JU,

JJCU|U'1UIU
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citizen of Sherman Mills, fell dead Tuesday morning, February 9, of heart disease.
Funeral of

Captain

R. M. Stevens.

BiddefohiI, February 11.—The funersignature. Invaluable m
al of Captain Robert M. Stevens of Old
and
economimproved
ic cookery. For Soups,
Orchard occurred at the Second CongreSauces
and Made
Dishes.
gational church in Biddeford, this aftereodlm
jan26
It was attended by large deleganoon.
tions of the Fifth Maine Regiment veterans, members of the Grand Army, Masons, Odd Fellows and Knights of PythiThe UNION MUTUAL LIFE INThe business of the city was susas.
SURANCE COMPANY is now in the
pended during the ceremony. The offiforty-third year of its existence. It
lias already paid more titan Twentyciating clergymen were Rev. William
five Millions of Dollars to its policyGenuine only with

M

holders and their beneficiaries and
possesses assets of more than Six
Million Dollars and a large
surplus
wherewith to meet maturing liabilities.

I REWARD OF S2S

is nereby offered by the Megantic P isli and
Game Corporation for information leading to
convietiori of any party taking fish or game on
tlie Megaiitie preserve in the close season.
J. O. WOODRUFF, President.
Attest; A. W. ROBINSON, Clerk.
dlawSly
itn'giia

SAVINGS BANK BOOK LOST.
have

been notified in writing,

as

required

47. Section
WE by Revised Statutes. Chapter
pistate Geo. H.

112, by Jonathan Hamor, Adnir.
Braey, that his Deposit Book No. 35,793 is lost
and that lie desires a duplicate book issued to
him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK.
By Alpheus G. Rogers. Treas.
Portland, Me., Jan, 29,1332. jan30dlaw3wS

Rader and Rev. John D. Emerson.
At the Fort of Bangor.

Bangor, February 11.—Harbor Master
Kirk has compiled his annual report of
the amount of navigation at the port of
Bangor in 1891. The port opened to navigation March 27, and closed December
17; opened again December 28, and
closed the second time January 20, 1892.
During the 293 days’ open time 1942 vessels of all classes arrived. Of this number 28 were steamers, 13 barks and brigantines, 10 brigs, 13 barges, and the remainder schooners. The total tonnage of
vessels for the year was 516,141. The
number of foreign arrivals was 14; foreign clearances, 27. The principal imwere as follows:
Corn, 176,461
bushels; salt, 76,514 bushels; oats, 59,986
bushels; Hour, 5261 bushels; coal, 99,113
tons; iron, 500 tons; lime, 26,785 tons;
cement, 5261 tons; pine lumber, 327,000

ports

feet.

got rid of the President, the fact that
they can condone and whitewash such
faults as have compelled his retirement,
most certainly affords a very unsatisfactory guarantee of the efficient management of the Company so long as the
The
present board remains in office.

Trustees may have had their individual
reasons for compounding with the President in the way they have, and may possibly lie congratulating themselves on
having been able to extricate themselves
from embarrassing or compromising entanglements; and if so they can all the
better afford to give the Company an
unobstructed chance to recover its position by themselves resigning at the earliest convenient opportunity.
They have
been more or less responsible for the
mismanagement and their report can
hardly fail to be construed as suggestive
of culpable complicity; and it is therefore to the best interests of the New York
Life that it should be freed from every
vestige of the personnel under which it

has

so

hotel royal fire.

The number of such fire traps in
every large city in the country is by no
means small.
A spark of fire in the
silent watches of the night, when the
chances against its discovery are infinite and every one is oblivious to the
threatened danger, is all that is needed
to disclose their existence and appal the
exist.

public.
The conditions for a disaster were exceptionably favorably in the Hotel
Royal. The building was an old one.
Its interior was of wood, dry as tinder.
In the center, from the basement to the
roof, ran an elevator shaft around which
wound the only stairways that led to the

corridors on the different floors. This
shaft, these stairways and these corridors were all of the most inflammable
material. With an undiscovered fire in
the rubbish that is usually permitted to
gather at the bottom of elevators, what
was to prevent the lightninglike extension of the flames from basement to
roof, from this column of fire to the
stairways and thence to the farthest
end of every corridor? Nothing, in the
case of the Hotel Royal.
Nothing, in
the case of every other structure like it.
Under such circumstances what fate
awaited the 165 or 175 guests sleeping in
the rooms off the burning corridors?
Could it be different from the one that
overtook the unknown number burned
to death and the greater number severely injured? The moment they opened
their doors on being awakened by the
alarm of fire flames and smoke barred
their way to the stairways. But even
if the corridors had been clear escape
The fire
was cut off in that direction.
from the elevator shaft had already
made the stairways impassable. The
only remaining chance for escape was
through the windows of the rooms.
One can imagine the conditions under
which this would have been adequate.
But these conditions did not exist in the
Hotel Royal. There were only two fire
It was impossible for the
escapes.
panic stricken and frantic guests to seek
safety through these in the few minutes

severely suffered.

The Granite State

We are closing out a big lot of them.
1 Lot of Black Broadbrook Woolen
Reefers, sizes 6 to 14 years, at only $5.00.
1 Lot All Wool Blue Beaver Reefers,
wide collar, hand embroidery on sleeves,
sizes 4 to 8, only $5.00.
1 Lot Black Astrachan Reefers, wool
lined, sizes 4 to 8, at only $4.00.
A few Reefers for large Boys, 30 to 33
sizes, $0.50, reduced from $10.
Several Lots of fine all wool Spring and
Medium Weight Reefers for Boys 3 to 10
vears 3.50. 4.0© and $6.00, nearly half
price; in cadet gray, diagonal cheviot and
plain cloths. All new goods, very desirable
and every one a bargain.
What looks more handsome on a Boy
than a nobby, fine fitting Reefer ?
Don’t delay buying such,—goods at
these prices don’t last.

into

the

255 Middle

Street,

IVoauerti

iu

Llectric

Ligntlng.

of currents alternating with
very high frequency Professor Nikola
Tesla has succeeded in passing by induction through the glass of a lamp energy
sufficient to keep a filament in a state of
incandescence/with the use of connecting wires. He has even lighted a room
by producing it in such a condition that
an illuminating appliance may be placed
anywhere and lighted without being
electrically connected with anything.

By

means

FTa hnia nrnfliipftri

fchft rfinrrirfiri f».nruFi-

tion by creating in the room a powerful
electrostatic field alternating very rapidly. He suspends two sheets of metal,
each connected with one of the terminals
If an exhausted tube is carof the coil.
ried anywhere between these sheets or
placed anywhere it remains always luminous.
The extent to which this method of

illumination may be practically available experiments alone can decide. In
any case our insight into the possibilities of static electricity has been extended, and the ordinary electric machine
will cease to be regarded as a mere toy.
—Professor William Crookes in Popular
Science Monthly.
New York architectural iron

struck for nine hours.

workers

■

■

---

ROYAL RUINS,

»

Oystermcn and fishermen will form
national union.

Office Stationery
I3NT

GREAT

~-

Price.

$15,0»|.

New
Price.

$17.50

l.

Old
Price.

EXTRACT OF

W.

OIL,

MALT,

COMPOUND SYRUP OF
«-ime * soda.)
▲ RflLiABLE remedy for Pulmonary Diseases,
Coughs, Colds, Dyspepsia, Scrofula, and
General Debility. Very easy to take and
AND

HYPOPHOSPHITES,

assimilate.

No

nausea.

Thousands

Physicians prescribe it and many say it

9f
is

THE BEST EMULSION IN THE MARKET.
Druggist for it, and take

no

other.

MAGEE EMULSION CO., Mfrs.,
Lawrence,

Mass; Toronto, Canada.

Jan20W&S4\v
PUBLIC SALE
OF

—

SIDE-WHEEL PASSENGER STEAMER
“PLOBIBA.”

THE BALTIMORE STEAM PACKET CO.
will sell, by public auction, at the COLUMBIAN
IRON WORKS AND DRY-DOCK COMPANY’S DOCK. BALTIMORE, their SideWheel Steamer "FLORIDA.” 1200 tons gross
measurement, on WEDNESDAY, February 17,
Terms and full de1802, at 1 o’clock P. M.
scription mailed, or Steamer show n on applieato
tion
Hjj j g t Balto. Steam Packet Co.,
or WM. SEEMULLER &CO„ Allots..
11 So. Charles St.. Baltimore, Md.

jaul8,20,23,25,30,161)1,6,8,13,15

fel)2<12w

1. 38.00
1. 45.00
50.00
2

••

•

*•••»••«•••

(uiminiiv

New
Price*

$30.00

SIZE! 36.
New
Price*
$20.00

Old
Price.

Quantity

1.$30,Oo’
38.00

6....

25.00

FUR LIED CIRCULARS.
Old
Price.
size
1 Mink Lined,
38.$75.00

New
Price.
$62.50

American Sable Lined.

1
1
1

Old
Price.
size 40...$50.00
»*

.40

Price.
$32.50

“

42. 50.00

32.50

Ar>.no

44. 46.00
.“

.. 65.00

1
1
1
1
I
1

Old
Price.
size 34...'.$25.00
‘(
«

«

36.. 25.00
36.,. 26.00
38. 25.00
42. 25.00
26.00
44_:

«7

Quilted
®5.00 per

Weutwortli,
STREET.

New

an no

30.Q0
45.00

BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN

1
1
1

For the treatment of all chronic and complicated diseases that flesh is heir to, all cases
given up as incurable, I will take them to make
a cure.

Dr. Reed will not ask yon any questions In
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you have a true examination of your case lie
will tell you if you can be cured, llr. Reed’s
medicines are strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell me difference
between a person afflicted with a disease or a
person becoming an entranced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
tlielr lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my office every day including Sunday from 0 a. m., to 9 p. m. Examination by
letter stating their name, place or residence and
age and one stamp, $1.00.
my22d9m

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO.
Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Pullman sleeping cars.
Call on or address E. E.
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pas
cific Co., 193 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

New
Price.
$16.00
15.00
16.00

16.00
15.00

16.00

Satin lined Circulars.

Old
Price.
$23.00
38. 23.00
38, Mink Collar and
Edge. 38.00

size 36.

New
Price.
$15.00
15.00
24.00

Fur Trimmed Cloth Garments.
The trimmings of Mink, Astrachan, Wool Seal, French
Hare and French Seal.

Old
Price.

New
Price.

size ..$30.00

$20.00

No 399 1-3 Congress Street, Portland.

cod'jiu

Old
Price*

••*.$50.00

Hampster Lined.

Dr E. B. Reed..

Janl9

28.00

PLUSH REEFERS.

1

eodtf

31 MYRTLE

24.00

30.00

SIZES 40.

McGOXJXjDHIO,

XX.

New

Price,

$18.50

Quantity 1.....*28.00

STOCK

OF PURE COD LIVER

24.00

38.00

SIZE] 44.

Polishing

Can be had for a short time at
Share by Calling: on

28,00
30.00*

Old
Price.

1

-ff

24.0$

38.00
1
3. 45.00
50.00
1.,.

Quantity 1.*25.00

Congress Street,

PiV.bin.ff

/

SIZE! 42.

The LONE STAR

Vsdim

28.001

30.0Of

Quantity 1....*20.00

PIANOS.

(lec2

*24.0$

New*
Price*.

«

WEBSTER and
WESER BROS.

T. C.

New

Old

WEBER,
HARDMAN,

Catalogues mailed free.
and
Repairing
Tuning,

21.00
24.00
25.00

SIZE 40.

CRANE.

promptly attended to.

20.50

2..;,,.,.
1.... 50.00

STEINWAY,

Portland Branch 540

Ask your

a

eodtf

dec2<3

New
Price.
$18.50
20.00

Quantity 3.*38.00
45.00

CABLER,

LORING, SHORT k HARMON.

28.00

30.00

Old

The largest Piano Honse in the World.
Wholesale and retail representatives in the New England States for

VARIETY.

18.50

20.00
24.00
25.00

SIZE! 33.

1. Steiner! k Sons Co.
FOR THE NEW YEAR.

New
Price.
$13.50

Old
Price.
$18.00

Old
Price.
$28,00
2..... 30.00
33.00
1.
2. 35.00
4. 38.00
40.00
2.

Quantity 1.

The Christian church of the northern
states is known as the Campbellite sect
in the south. Its founder was Alexander Campbell. His daughter, Virginia,
a woman of
exceptional beauty and fine
presence, married a southerner named
Thompson, who died in Louisville., leaving his widow comparatively without
means.
Influential citizens secured for
her the appointment of postmistress of
Louisville. She has performed her duties to the satisfaction of persons of all
political creeds, and has enjoyed the unusual distinction of having served under
five consecutive presidents.

14.00
15.50
20.00
24.00

Quantity 5.

PIANOS.

Served Under Five Presidents.

$13.50

SIZE 30.

—----

_

New
Price.

1. 50.00

Kidney

and

_MRS. S. H.

history.

price.

2. 28.00
]. 30.00
2. 38.00
.. 40.00
1. 45.00

Allen’s Sarsapabenefit.
rilla was recommended to me
very highly, and I decided to try
it. When 1 had taken it about
three days 1 began to feel better.
My food did not distress me so
much; my backache was better,
and 1 was better generally.
By

two or three of the children came hanging around her. The youngest, a boy of
three, was trying to climb up on her lap

Hew

new

Old
Price.
Quantity 2.$18.00
1...... 22.00
1. 25.00
1. 30.00
38.00
1.

I had tried one medicine after another without obtaining any

A

Greenwicti Village.
When New York was so small a place
that the square where the city hall
now is was far up town and farms
stretched to the river on the other side
of Broadway, there was a prosperous
little village called Greenwich about a
mile to the north. This continued to be
called Greenwich village even after the
great city had swallowed it up. It was
also known as the Ninth ward—the
American ward of the metropolis. There
the people were fierce Know-nothings in
1854, ana they were wont to say tnat
they were not proud and had no prejudices, but that they would have neither
foreigners nor Catholics in their neighborhood.
Until very recently this locality had a
distinctive character, but this has been
fast passing away; and with the destruction of the buildings on the square
bounded by Greenwich, Christopher,
Washington and Barrow streets, to
make room for the new United States
appraiser's stores, the last vestige of the
old settlement is swallowed up and the
village of Greenwich has passed into

each

PLUSH CLOAKS.

„

ing results.

HOTEL

under

of that size in each quality at

ence.

The asso-

that separated them from death. Four
or five fire escapes would have been none
too many.
For those shut from this
avenue there remained only the rope escapes so much derided by hotel men.
But with one of these not every room
was provided in obedience to the law.
Many guests in the rooms that did have
them were thus enabled to save themselves. This is the reason why the death
list was not greater. It is the reason,
too, why the criminal responsibility of
some one was not greater also.

given

size the number we have

the time I had taken one bottle my
1
troubles were nearly gone.
have not had the headache but a
few times since, and it was very
slight compared to what it was
before taking Allen’s Sarsaparilla.
1 am confident that one more bottle will entirely cure me.
One quarter of a bottle of
Allen's has done me more
good than all the medicines i ever used.
My
daughter has taken it for the same
troubles, with the same gratify

on

are

SIZE! 82.

Lame Back

ciation has local branches in Biddeford,
Portland and Westbrook.

“What?”
“Why, the reason that every one of
our seven young ’uns are gittin deaf as
adders.”
“What’s the cause?'
“It’s our boxin ’em on the ears with
that pesky hymn book so often! We've
got to quit it, and do you go over in the
lot the first thing and cut me a big
bundle of gads to use on ’em the rest of
the week!”—Detroit Free Press.

Below

Trouble. My headaches were
terrible and of frequent occur-

Provident Association, and has
it permission to extend its business in this state, the association having
complied with the new state law by depositing $25,000 with the state treasurer

the
when she reached out for a book
stand and used it to give him a resounding box on the ear. He ran away howling, and as she began telling how troublesome children were I replied:
“Haven’t you ever heard, ma’am, that
boxing a child’s ears may cauBe deafness?’
“La! nor she replied. “Does any one
really say so?”
“All surgeons say so, and there is no
doubt of it.”
“Is it possible! Excuse me a minute.”
She went to the back door and called
“Henry—oh, Henry!” to her husband,
and when he came in she said:
“I’ve found out all about it from the

Rare Chance to Purchase for Nejtt
Season’s Use.

No. i Oak Street, 1
BlDDEFORD, Nov. 20, ’91J
For fifteen or twenty years 1
have suffered a great deal from
Headache,
Indigestion,

s:,/

Change to Gads.
The old man had gone out to feed my
mule, and as 1 sat talking to the wife

can

be Saved.

Portland, Me.

-

•...

of the Granite

Maine investors.

Dollars

Many

Quantity 1.

State

protect its

THE OPPORTUNITY OF THE SEASON.

SIZEI 34.

granted

to

Fur Lined Circulars.

STANDARD CLOU

May Do Business.

affairs

-AND-

Strictly One Price.

February 11.—Bank Examiner Bisbee has completed his examination

PLUSH CLOAKS

old price and jhc

Biddeford.

stranger.”

Sherman.

wrote: “The very soul of

cooking is the stock-pot, and
the finest stock-pot is

in the New York Life that are not likely
to be ever revealed. What are we to infer, what are we not justified in suspecting, when a board of Trustees not only
belauds but also extravagantly pensions
an officer who is driven from his position
by an official verdict rarely equalled by
The
the severity of its condemnation?
report of tile Trustees is one of the most
set
of
cowardly and essentially immoral

-or-

1

1

.(

1

1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
l
1
L
1

15.00
18.00
19-00
27.00
34. 28.00
36. 17.00
36. 14.00
15.00
36.
36. l« 0O
36. 19 00
38. 17.00
15.00
38.
38. 28.00
12.50
.40.
40 .. 12.00
40. 17.00
34.

•<

«

••
•«

42.,. 17.00

R.

J.

9.00

10.00
10.00

LIBBY,

Congress
feblO

10.00
13.00
14.00
18.25
18.50
10.00
9.60
10.00
13.00
14.00
10.00
10.00
20.00
8.00

Street.
t£

CURRENT FASHIONS.
Cotton Gowns that Make Glad tin
Heart of Woman.
The Goods of
to

Adapted

the

Are

Admirably

Pretty aud Taking Styles.

Picture Gowns
That Will

Tear

for

Receptions—Gossip

Interest the

Ladles.

iSpecial Correspondence.!
New York, Feb. 4.—Pretty new cotton goods are always dear to the hearts
of all dainty women, for there is something so clean and refreshing in a gowr
just from the laundry that it is an unmixed pleasure to put one on. crisp and
smelling of the fresh air, and so, as these
new goods in the piece suggest ways oi
making them. 1 have obtained some of
the newest ideas for the making up of
cotton gowns. These are from one of
the great houses here which makes a

specialty of

summer

ready

made dresses

with borders around the bottom of wood
browu satin braided in black, and bordered with narrower gold braid matching that on the petticoat. It is cut with
a train and is looped up on the left side
by an ornamented chatelaine pocket.
The skirt is lined with shell pink glace
silk.
It is high in the neck, with cross trimming. and over the princess is a jacket
of green velvet faced with the braided
The upper part of the
brown satin.
sloeve is of the satin and the loiver puff
and forearm piece, which extends nearly
The
to the fingers, are of the faille.
hat is Tam O'Shanter, of green velvet
bound with shell pink, aiffl hjown satin
It fastens on the head
inside the puffs
with a small Marie Stuart cap bordered
with pearl beads, and has on the top
tw'o large, fluffy pink ostrich tips. The
wnuuuc

ucauuiui,

ir»

uui

UNBEATEN

T’Jia fVtiivl Hraaa ia rtf ypnhrr onnrrhn.m

has princess back, also with or
without the Watteau plait, according to
the pleasure of the wearer, and a half a
jbreadth is gathered in at the neck under

And

the collar. The dress laps three inches
on the left and is finished by a narrow
ruffle of neat embroidery. The sleeves
are also finished the same
j and pocket

1 way.

With slight modifications, such as
would suggest themselves to any woman, these three morning dresses would
furnish models for the making up of all
the washable gowns she intends having.
Where the material is thin, lace and ribbons can be added, and both lace and
ribbons will be very fashionable for such
dresses.
The newest and prettiest ribbons are
of gauze, with dainty floral pattern or
stripes. The groundwork is usually in
some neutral tint, with bright colored
flowers, in brocade or swivel pattern,
scattered over the surface, and the edge
is nearly always finished with little
loops called picot. These ribbons will
prove particularly suitable for the soft
printed mulls and fine muslins and chiffons which will be popular for afternoon and evening dresses' during the
hottest days.
It seems odd to be talking about
dresses for hot summer days while the
skies are gloomy and the “red ball is up,"
which means that there is skating in Central park, but while the girls are out in
handsome fur trimmed cloth and Velutina gowns gliding over the ice, their
mothers are giving orders about chiffon.
Chiffon in French really means rags—
old, soft, castaway rags—but it means
also the dainty, filmy muslin and silk
that is so much
admired for
frills, etc. When
asks

any one

parliament

o

they

LYDIA E. PINKHAWrS

PQ
Is the only Positive Cure aiail JLegitiniiite Keniedy C Q
M D
Z
for the peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
It cures the worst forms of Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian troubles, and all
Cnange ot Life. DisOrganic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to thechecks
any tendency to
solves and expels Tumors from the Uterus at an parly stage, and
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness, Excitability, Nervous 1
Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General Debility, Indigestion,
a
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaiv of either sex,
the Compound Isa* no rival.
in lorm of Pills or
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mail,
E. PINKHAM MED. CO., LYNN. MASS.
Lozenges, on receipt of
/

“Oh,

we are

mg rags,

talk-

mean-

ing fashions. But
chiffon

itself is

the most delicate
material there is
made
except
crepe lisse and

tulle. Soft mull
and India muslin
will be seen emwith
broidered
natural
pretty,
flowers
colored
done

in

floss.
has blue

One pattern
flag lilies with two
of the spearlilce leaves crossed behind
It is beautiful
Others
each flower.
have smaller flowers.
Handy young fingers conld embroider
these, for there need be few flowers on a
breadth Mull costs twenty cents a yard
plain, but the embroidered flowers scattered over it brings the price up instantly. 1 should mention the lawns.
There will be many, both linen and cotton, lawns worn, colored with stamped
figures on them. Pineapple cloth with
patterns of rather large flowers printed
upon them will be seen, trimmed lavishly
with lace and narrow ribbons.
Picture gowns for receptions are as
popular as ever with those who can obtain them, but the trouble is that not
every one ought to attempt a pic.tT.--a

I

Cents

To be closed out in 30
regardless of cost.

Middle

181

or manu-

chandise that finds ready sale among the
F. <i. de Fontaine.
poor
Tlie cost of Dr. Bull’s Cough Syrup is ouly 25
cents. A single bottle will convince you of its
excellence. Sold everywhere.

Onr loss is

We

give you a

gain.

can

PARLOR SUIT
FOR $45.00.

dlw

It is of attractive design, walimitation
or
mahogany

nut

Sale.

and

crushed

plush.

our

in

POINT

THIS

Suits ascend the ladder of

price

=====

upholstered

frame

FROM
to

$225.00.
prices are

Between
included

the largest and finest selection
of Parlor Snits in New Eng-

cents White Marseilles

421-2 cents

9 cents per yard

Percales,

Hemstitch

25 cents per

Shams,

Marked down from 37Va cents.

Tray Cloths, 10

three for

Unbleached Table

THE

cents each or
25 cents
2 3-4

Cloth,

long,

Marked down from 12 cents.

Pillow

99 Cents

Quilts,

Marked down from $1.23.

75 cents

Cloaking,
WaterproofMarked
down from $1.25.
India Blue

rest.

Worth 8 cents.

Twill,Marked down from $1.00. 75
•

We ask but. your inspection,
your good sense will do the

SPECIAL BARGAINS IN LINENS.
61-4 cents
18 in. Crash,

Marked cown from 62 Vi cents.

dim

.&P.

“Penny Wise,
Pound Foolish.”

Every

pair

one

yards
$1.09

should ask to see these.
A

Atkinson House Furuisli Co.,
HEADQUARTERS COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,

BARGAIN.

Portland,

9 cents per yard
Cambric,
33c each
Gents’ and Ladies’ Underwear,
50
down
from
cents.
Marked
Best Country Yarn,
7 cents a skein
Marked from 10 cents.
All other Underwear in same proportion.

Open Every Saturday Night.

KID GLOVES

WM.

—AUBURN, BANGOR, BATH. BlDDJKFOJtD. |GAR1>INEK,
ROCKLAND
AND
NORWAY, OLDTOWN,
WATER VLLLE.

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,

546

NEAR OAK STREET'

•

Insurance,

OF NEW YORK.

(Established 1S72.)

Capital.*1,000,000.00

Assets.
Net surplus over all liabilities.

THE NEWEST SHADES

JkslsL for

fire

German American Insurance Co.,

Congress Street,

SPINNING WHEEL;
SIGNfebllcl3t

Gen. Manager.

1CU1W

GRAHAM,

No.

Mo.

Lonsdale

PERFECT FITTING

5,821,199.00
2,255,389.43

It stands easily among the leaders in solid
desirable
financial strength and all other
features.

THE LATEST STYLES

PORTLAND DEPARTMENT.

B-L

THE HOST DURABLE

No.

THE BEST WORKHANSHIP.

ALWAYS

°

jes

MWSl'niinly

eocUf

A

m a f&s

mm Muuns
Be

A Little Lasts a
Long Time.

more

beautiful,

pleasing,
greatly deDAUGHTER than a

appropriate,

more

sired by WIFE

or

more
more

really good

pxA-isro p
NAUGHT CAN.
THURSTON’S
PIANO HOUSE
Supplies

INCOEPORAIlEl) 1833.

jViCEJIFt.O-^Kr’X'IXjlES

FIRE AN!) MARINE INSURANCE CO.,
OF

Cash

BOSTON,

MASS.

Capital,

$400,000

ASS* TS, Dec, 31, 1891.
National Bank stocks.$303,5G9.00
Railroad and manufacturing stocks 67,037.00
Railroad and city bonds. 141,200.00
Mortgage loans. 79.500.00
19,838,72
Cash on hand and in hank.....
24,406.79
Premiums in course of collection...
3,286.23
Interest due and accrued.

$638,837.74

today, and buys a Winter Overcoat, Ulster, Reefer or Suit
To

us

these in perfection.

ALSO ORGANS
Come and

see

or

send for Cata-

logue.
TUNING TO ORDER.

I.

SAVES

THURSTON,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
dec24
-m
Open evenings until Jan. 1st.

and

too.

THE

102,681.04
$638,837.74

MORSE & GUPTILL, Agents,
No. 9 Exchange Street,
ieblO

Portland, Maine.
eoiiSw

Lainson & Hubbard

PROFIT,

laiA-T.

of the

As the

So far this
make their appearance.
have
doubled—the
our
sales
nearly
year
quick step of trade has kept up—Reversed
have
courses and disregarded precedents
done it.
If you haven’t bought your Winter
Overcoat yet, or if you anticipate buying
ers

__

-O

U11CJ 1^1

___i

ilCAU

_

DCdDUii,

1_„ JCLU

_T_J.__
WXJ.Ci)U
VV ^
ai C

offering now at $15, IS and 20. Ulsters
15 and 18, all
as well, $6, 8, 10, 12,
more
than
ordinary values in good
being
Odd
Suit Counter shows good
The
goods.
Prices
DOWN on everything.
bargains.
The big lot Boys’ Knee Pant Suits at $1.50
$2.00, 2.50 and 3.00 are going fast.
We cordially invite you to come and
look and make comparisons.
©triotl37" 03C8.0 Price.

STANDARD
STEPHEN BERRY,

BOOK UNO J0B PRINTER,
Ho. 37 PLUM STREET.

faithful attention to the wisees of all who honor
febldtf
with their patronage.

many

LIABILITIES.
amount of unpaid losses.. ..$ 18.070.00
Amount required to safely re-insiire
Dali outstanding risks. 110,321.23
All other demands against the com7,765,47
pany.
Cash capital. 400.000.00

(While repairs are in progress at No. 13. temporarily located on second floor, Room No. 5,
at No. 11, one door below.)
Twenty years experience. Honorable and

entrance

knowledge
interesting, genuine bargains we are
offering becomes known through our announcement, a busy throng of ardent buymore

Net

Surplus..

TURNER, Manager.

me

ftfone genuine unless stamped ‘P. & P.1
febl

Floor.

Telephone Call 214-4.

SATISFACTORY

TheyArethe Bestand
Last the Longest.

13 Exchange Street, First
PHILIP F.

THEREFORE

Tobaccos.

j

himself evolves mer-

75 cents

India Twill

Street.

buttons

cueery. respecwui lenuvv—auu uuiu ido
contents yon may choose these toothsome denizens of the sea in every shape,
hard, soft, deviled or pickled with all
the accompanying condiments.
Scattered elsewhere in the city are
other working bees in this busy hive,
the man who sharpens your scissors and
razors and attracts your custom with a
prestidigitutorial trick; the man who
mends your umbrella while you wait;
the needle man who stands on the corner
and shows how easily a needle may be
threaded, while some confederate in the
crowd he has gathered slips behind yon ;
and relieves yon of your pocketbook; I
the traveling tinker, with his little
lamp and stick of solder; the sponge [
has for sale sponges and
man who
chamois skins that have done duty in
the hospitals, but being renovated look
as good as new. and last, though not
least by any means, the frugal individual
who goes around collecting all the old
boots and shoes, carries them to his lair
to

good.”

AND DURABLE

(Trade-Mark)

old time colored

system of patchwork

India

Store

stout, rosy

peculiar

GOODS.

Marked down from $1.00.

*

days

jan23

with sugar from the sifter that stands
The crab ami lobster man is
at tiaud.
there, too—for twenty years one of the
Basket in
characters of “the street.'
hand ne enters the offices of the brokers
—always welcome, because he is such a

a

any

ill wind that blows

HANDSOME. STRONG

LATELY OCCUPIED BY HALL RUBBER CO.

Black Henrietta,

M. S. FISHER & CO.,

said, “It is hard for an empty
But there are
bag fo stand upright.
scores of industrious fellows wandering
through our streets who support themselves by expedients that in more than
one instance have brought ample gain.
During Christmas week an Italian
peddled what he called “an aerial top,”
a small circular plate with flanges like
the wheel of a propeller, that, leaving
his hand with a quick pull of a string
He and his
shot a hundred feet in air.
confreres sold thousands of them.
Stand in the vicinity of some of the
public schools about the hour of recess
and you will find a punctual candy man.
Go down in the neighborhood of Wall
street and in the vicinity of every exchange there will be a neat low vehicle
from which you can purchase a glass of
milk and a sandwich. Mot far away

facture

w

G-OIKTG TO MOVE TO

BLACK DRESS

Furnishings,

once

and by

your

an

LATTER.

land.

darning stockings, sewing
and doing the mending of a household.
These are a godsend to the bachelors,
and they secure a good living.
Many of the inale sex are not less ingenious in their endeavor to make poverty respectable by honest work. Frank-

an

“It is

these two

STORE

sacri-

a

be sold at

THE

WE THINK

467 Congress St.

-

7

-:

and attends to all the details of trade.
The compensation is in the form of a
commission paid by the firm or a fee
paid by the employer. Another and not
less honorable vocation is that of women who regularly visit the homes of the
wealthy and arrange the decorations in
the parlors, handling with tender care
the valuable porcelains and other works
of art that cannot be safely intrusted to
servants.
Perhaps you will meet on the
premises a woman manicure or chiropodist, who satchel in hand pays her periodic visit to the “petted darlings” to clean
their nails and pick their corns. Still
more useful are the women who go about

see

they will

once.

Corset Steets at 5c and 8c.
Stocking Shields, 6, S, lO 12 l-2c
Dress Steels 5c dozen.
Best Spool Silk 7c.
25c Bone Casing for 15c.
Best Spool Linen 6c.
Steel Scissors 20c.
Nursery Pins Sc.
Shell Hair Pins 15c dozen.
Combs 2, 4, 6, 8c.
Hose Supporters 8, lO, 12 1-2c.
Hair Brushes 15c.
Coats’s, Willimantic and Clark’s Cotton 2 spools for 7 c, 4©c dozen.

Removal

panion” who has been employed to do
her shopping, and who selects the goods

or a

mafk them at such

fice that

MARKED DOWN

a-brac,
painting of Christmas,
New Year’s and menu cards; in the
adornment of wedding cake and bonbon
boxes and the transfer of exquisite designs to screens, ribbons and the panels
of dresses. Their pay is small in contrast with the price the merchants
charge at retail, but it serves to keep
the wolf from the door.
Possibly in these same establishments
you will run against some richly dressed
woman acconiDanied bv a "ladv com-

man

or

no one

Strangely enough, in this field of labor
play no unimportant part. They

in the

better to

’twere

immense stock of fan-

cy Rockers, Fancy Chairs, Divans, Lounges and Parlor Suits

and 25c.
Ladies’ Jersey Bibbed Vests at lO, 12 1-2 and 19c.

febll

may be ladies who have met with misfortune, but too proud to become menials and too honorable to yield to the
gross temptations of life; these employ
their education, taste and experience for
the benefit of others who have been less
Visit the stores during the
favored.
holidays and you will find their handiwork in the manufacture of dainty bric-

question.”

Whether
move our

16, 18, 20, 22, 24, 26,
28, 30, 32, 34; Prices, 6c, 8c, lOc, 12 l-2c, 15c, 17c, 19c, 21c, 23c,

women

lin

d6ra

Veiling

industries of life.

on

Free

“To move or not to move

at lOc per yard.
Children's Merino Vests and Pants, sizes
One lot

E. S, MERRILL,

gether and yet are apart from the com
petition encountered in the leading

looking German,
each immaculately arrayed m a white
jacket and apron and bearing a tray
piled up with golden hued waffles, soft
and luscious, and generously sprinkled

answer

book, entitled "Guide to Health and Etiquette," by Lydia E- Pinkham, Is of groattwo 2-eent stamps,
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with

An Illustrated

are

perhaps you will

about

talking
they

lem of how to

ST.,

Thurston’s Piano House, 3
Street Block, Portland.
aug27

or

$1.00._LYDIA

solving the probbeep body and soul to-

another

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT

That is the

Linen Bureau Scarfs 2 yards long, 25, 33 and 50c.
Fringed and Hemstitched Tray Cloths 17 and 25c.
Good All Linen Towels at 5, lO and 12 l-2c.
Fine Damask Towels at 25, 29 apd 37 l-2c.
Crashes and Towelling at 5, 6, 7, 8 and lOc.
Men’s and Boy’s Unlaundered Shirts 40 and 69c.
Ladies’ Corsets at 31, 42, 50c and up.
Might Dresses at 50, 02 1-2, 75c and up.
Corset Covers at 12 1-2, 25, 37 l-2c and up.
Chemises and Drawers at 25, 37 1-2, 50c and up.
Walking Skirts at 75c, $1 and up.
Aprons at lO, 12 1-2,19c and up.
One lot Laces, assorted w'idths. 5c per yard.
Torchon Laces at 5 and lOc per yard.

U

may and you are sure to run against a
class of busy workers, who in one caor

will receive pupils September 1st,

CORSETS, COTTON UNDERWEAR, HOSIERY, LACES, ETC.

,,

PATHS.

f

are

r/

-—_

Lydia Pinkliam’s private letters from ladies in all parts of the world
she been a mother
average one hundred per day, and truly lias
to the race. Suffering women ever seek her in their extremity, and
find both a helper aud a friend.
Correspondents will receive prompt and
conscientious answers, aud the sympathy of a mother.

vcij

a

Frenchw omen

what

\

VI

PUPIL OF EICllBERG,

GENUINE BARGAINS FOR TEN DATS

Son.
Mother, do you never weary with all your correspondence?”
Lydia Pinkham.
No, my son, these letters of confidence bring to
her arms around
me the joy that a mother feels, whose daughter throws
The women of the world
her neck and cries, Oh, mother, help me!
are my daughters, dear.”
Son.
Yes, mother, aud they love you.”

[Special Correspondence.!
New Yore. Feb. 4.—That one-half of
the world does not know how the other
halt lives is a truism aptly illustrated in
this great metropolis Go anywhere you

pacity

EDUCATIONAL.

-IN

Bow Some Persons Gain a Livelihood In
New York.

PRETTY COTTON GOWNS.

l

-y/bW

Olive Hakpeb.
IN

MISCELLANEOUS.

Annual Cash Sale.

gold filigree border. The gown is princess shape, and is of gobelin blue faille,

wuujc

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

OUR SEVENTEENTH Hiss e. w. thurston,
Teacher of the Violin

dressy and only suitable for an afterIn
noon reception or a grand dinner.
that case naturally the hat is removed.
The coif could be kept on if desired.

The highest one is of percale, in bine
The yoke is cut to a point
and white
in the front and the front breadth if
gathered on to that and then brought
forward so that all the fullness comes
within four inches, leaving the sides
The back is arranged in presmooth
cisely the same way. and the gathers
fall from the yoke belt in the same manner, or can be left to fall in Watteau
style if desired: but for young persons
it is best to have the gathers confined.
The yoke belt is trimmed with two
bands of tape sewed on flat, and the
same ornaments the yoke and sleeves.
The middle dress is of percale in
brown, white and green, though any of
the summer goods will be suitable. The
dress is cut plain princess, with or without Watteau back, and the front is gathered up to where the pointed ruffle meets
it. Plain turndown collar. The ruffled
collar is round in the back. Narrow
ruffles ornament the little postiche
pockets and sleeves. This pretty morning dress can be easily laundered, and
would be equally pretty in chambray or
white muslin.

MISCBllAKBOBsTT

MISCE IX AN EOUS.

costume, and tew persons are capable of
judging for themselves, but when a lady
is sure she can wear one without making
a caricature of herself she can try the
one 1 give her here.
The original is for a medium blond
with good, clear complexion. The petticoat is of emerald green velvet with a

let) 11

255 Middle Street,

CLOTHING
•

For Sale

by

Leading Dealers.
eo(ISm»
Iel)S
13

BOILSTEAM ENGINES,
ERS, STEAM PIPE, PIPE

FITTINGS, VALVES,
HANGERS,
SHAFTING,
PULLEYS, LEATHER and
RUBBER BELTING, LACE
LEATHER, HOSE,&c.,&c.

GENERAL MACHINE WORK PROMPLY
DONE. ORDERS SOLICITED.

CHASE & m & 00.

GO.,

Portland, Maine.

^^^B

L__

For Durability, .S7y/<? tzwrf C'<7?«
fort it has no equal.

dtf

57 & 59 KENNEBEC STREET.
jail lt>__

HAYDN
The annual

Portland Me.
Uum

__

ASSOCIATION.

for the choice of
officers ancl such other business as may
will
be
held at Kotzsclibefore
Home
it,
inar Hall Friday, February 12th at 7.30
[>, in. A full attendance is requested.
F. II. CLOYE8, Sec'y.
febOdtd

meeting

PORTLAND DAILY

BEFORE

FREE SILVER

PRESS.

-AM)-

THE

The only possible effect of Mr. Bland’s
now before the House
with the endorsement of a majority of
the committee on coinage, will be to disclose in a definite and authoritative manner the attitude of the Democratic party
The business of the
on the subject.
country is in no way threatened by it inasmuch a3 it canuot become a law. The
President will veto it, if it ever gets before him, and there is not a two thirds
vote in its favor in the Senate and probafree silver bill

MAINE STATE PRESS.
Subscription Kates.
Daily (In advance) $G per year; S3 for six
months; SI.50 a quarter; 50 cents a month.
The Daily is delivered every morning by
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfords without extra charge.
Daily. (Not in advance), invariably at the
rate of $7 a year.
Maine State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, $2 per year; SI for six months;
50 cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscription of six weeks.
Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may have the addresses of their
papers changed as often as desired.

not in the House.

But as

of

bly
revealing to the country the attitude of
the majority of the Democratic party it
will be very effective, and, inasmuch
as the silver question is destined to be
Advertising Kates.
one of the leading issues in the PresiIn Daily Press Sl-50 per square, first dential campaign, it will prove of great
week; 75 cents per week after. Three inser- value to the country. It is always desiraEvery other
tions or less, $1.00 per square.
ble in a Presidential campaign that the
day advertisements, one third less than these
position of the two parties relative to
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week, questions that are likely to be subjects of
first week; half price each succeeding week.
legislation should be clearly defined.
Special notices, on first page, one third ad- Then the people
may know just what
ditional.
their votes are destined to accomplish.
Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.50 per square.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a
;umum aim wuu

uiui

Want, To Let, For Hale and similar advertisements, 25 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisemeuts not paid in advance, will be charged
at regular rates.
In Maine State Press—$1.00
for first insertion, and 50 cents per

per square
square for

each subsequent insertion.
Address ail communications relating to suta
cnptlons and advertisements to Portland
Publishing Co., 97 Exchange Street,
Portland, Me.

THE

PRESS.

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13.
Gov. Burleigh’s selection of Mr. Daniel D. Chenery of Deering to succeed the
late

County

Treasurer

is in every

Webb,

creditable. Mr. Chenery has all
qualities needed for the successful
finances.

the
man-

He is

county’s
agement
careful, prudent and methodical, and
enjoys the confidence and esteem of his
fellow citizens in the highest degree. No
better appointment could have been
of the

made.
An Augusta correspondent of the BosGlobe finds a growing sentiment

ton

among the Democrats of this state in favor

of

he

Hill, though
present time

that at the

acknowledges
the masses are

The most outspoken Hill
the correspondent has met is the
Hon. J. 1*. Bass, who thinks Hill the
“smartest and shrewdest Democrat” in
the country, and one of the “ablest and
He wants to see Hill
cleanest” men.

AVhat effect the

because

lie

country.

expressing them or very
tenacious in clinging to them, but will
loyally support the nominee of the nain

noisy

very

tional

convention

Probably

the

whoever

correspondent

he may be.
right. The

is

average Maine Democrat swallows the
dose prepared for him, however unpala-

table, without protest.
While there was urgent need of some
action against the liquor sellers in Bangor unless the laws of the state were to
become a subject of ridicule, we do not
think the method of the present raid is
to be commended. As we understand
the facts every person in Bangor who has
taken out a revenue license from the
government has been indicted, on the
of that license alone, without
it may
any other testimony. Now while
be true that an apothecary who has
liquors simply for the compounding of

strength

medicines does not need

a

license,

it is

undoubtedly fact that many apothecaries who have had no intention of breakthe state law have taken out such a
a

ing

license. Therefore to indict everybody
who has taken out a revenue license,
simply because he has done so, is likely
to bring into court some men who have
not broken the state law and never in-

tended to.

Of course it may be replied
easily show their in-

Democrats and Mugwumps have in the
councils of their party. These things are
all important for the country to know,
and therefore the country owes thanks
to Mr. Bland and his committee for furnishing the opportunity to get the information.

FAMOUS DEATH VALLEY*
A Feature of tlie

Great American Desert.

Great American desert is Death Valley,
in California. There is on all the globe
no other spot more forbidden, more des-

olate,

more

deadly.

It is a concentration

horrors of that whole hideous
area; and it has a bitter history.
One of the most interesting and graphic
stories I ever listened to was that related
to me, several years ago, by one of the
survivors of the famous Death Valley
party of 1849—the Rev. J. W. Drier, an
aged Methodist clergyman now living in
California. A party of five hundred emigrants started on the last day of September, 1849, from the southern end of Utah
of

the

for years with no ill consequences to

offenders, suddenly made use of to
harass persons against whom nothing
better than technical evidence exists they
very liable to come to the conclusion
that such a law is more an engine of persecution than of justice. A great deal
are

of the prejudice existing against the law
today arises from just such performances as these—from spurts of enforcement
followed by long periods of apathy in
which men could violate the law with

impunity.

anti-Romanism

proved

a

success.

President Blackstono of the Chicago
and Alton is determined that the monument to his father at Branford, Ct., shall
take a useful shape—that of a library,
which will cost from §125,000 to §150,000.

The questionable lionor of being the
first man to raise a Confederate flag in
Virginia is claimed by W. V. Gardner,
who flew a flag from the Richmond custom house the morning after the ordinance of secession passed the convention.
Robert Mitchell of London is in Chithe
cago, perfecting arrangements for
visit of 2500

pupils of the Royal Polytechto

third assistant secretary of State, is a
lawyer of New York city, and a nephew
of Vice President Morton. He was bom
in New York city, Feb. 20 1857. He was
educated at Harvard, in France and in
Germany: is an LL. B. of Columbia Law
School, a bachelor of letters of France
and a Chevalier Legion de L'Honneur of

France. He practised law in Paris from
1884 to 1880, during which time he was
counsel to the American legislation. He
was counsel for the French Government
in the copyright matters in Washington.
HOME-

COLORS THAT ARE

BEC051IXG.

Housekeeper gives
following suggestions on the exer-

An article in the
the

cise of taste in dress:

colorless blonde, a woman with
hair, light, pale eyes and colorless
complexion, that is a woman who lacks
A

flaxen

respect,

color in every

absolutely

The sallow brunette, dark ban- and
eyes, and sallow skin, will fmd the dark,

rich reds, deepminks, navy-blue, Lincolngreen, rich, warm browns and heliotropes
look out
very becoming- but slie must
for old-gold, orange tan, dull red, or blue,
pale pink, blue or green, and olive
greens.
The woman with a sallow or bilious
complexion, no matter what color are
her eyes and
must avoid those col-

hair,

reovirl

ley

is but a few

miles wide,

frightfully there.

but

Day by day

suffered
some

of

their number sank upon the burning
sands never to rise. The survivors were
too weak to help the fallen.
The strongest of the whole party was
nervous little Mrs. Brier, who had come
to Colorado an invalid, and who shared
with her boys of four, seven and nine
years of age that indescribable tramp of
<)00 miles. For the last three weeks she
had to lift her athletic husband from the

every morning and steady him a
few moments before lie could stand. She
one of
gave help to wasted giants any
whom a few months before, could have
lifted her with one hand.
At last the few survivors crossed the
range which shuts off that most dreadful
of deserts from the garden of the world,
and were tenderly nursed to health at the
the hacienda or ranch house, of a courtly
Spaniard. Mr. Brier had lost 100 pounds
in weight, and the others were thin in
proportion. When I saw him last lie was
a hale old man of 75, cheerful and active,
but with strange furrows in his face to
tell of those bygone sufferings. His heroic little wife was still living, and the
boys, who had had such a bitter experience, as perhaps no other boys ever sur-

ground

vived,

are

stalwart

men.

n

«II

Uiivy
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HOUSEHOLD

HEALTH AND

You can sweep a rag
ner
A

by sweeping

across

wear

any

color

a venture that must not be gone
into too boldly, for if there is a tint of
sallow in the complexion it will he fatal.
So with the ambers, they must be care-

but it is

—**nviua

t)

>»

llOC t'll/DD

nnirl

-I

■

.—

the breadths.

uou

cloth, then chloroform.
To remove paint from glass, advises the
Housekeepers’ Weekly, just rub it with a
wet penny or large silver piece.

Yellow spots ou the linen or cotton produced by the iron may be removed by seting them in the broiiing sun.
To prevent colored stockings from fading put a tablespoonful of black pepper
into the water in which they are rinsed.
Instead of covering the shelves with
papers, which must frequently be renewed, it is well to use white oil cloth,
which comes quite cheaply now.. This
can be neatly tacked on, and with a little
care will last for years. It is easily wiped
off, and it also gives a very cleanly air to
»
the whole pantry.
To clean gold jewelry, make a lather of
plain yellowr soap and tepid wrater, and
wash the ornaments in it; dry them thoroughly, and afterward brush them with
a little

with

dry whiting, finally polishing

them

very soft leather.
The rough brown paper used by grocers
and butchers is one of the best things
possible upon which to drain edibles
cooked in fat—doughnuts, fritters, fish
balls and the like.
Eggs can be easily flavored to suit the
taste. They at once absorb any fragrance
or

a

odor with which

they

are

placed

avoid the

warm

purplish-reds.

THE

These colors have

a

Management.

and Conservative

Honest

kVioldTs

FUNDS OF THE

ittoIou

will

rPmAVf>

t.TlfilTl

and <dso stains caused by oil paint.
Two pounds

Babbitt’s potasli,

vicinity, 185 Middle St., Portland.

Supply selected investment bonds for cash or
in exchange for marketable securities.
Execute commission orders tor investors at
the Stock Exchange or in the open market.
Furnish information respecting bonds,
d3m
jand

Viliam of West Duluth, Minn.,

1908.
Arkansaw Water Co., of Little Rock,
Ark., 6’s, due 1909.
Johnstown, Pa., Passenger Railway
Co. First Mortgage 6’s, due 1910.

H. M. PAYSON &

CO.,

Exchange Street.

-THE

General Fund Bonds.
DUEJULY 15, 1911.
INTEREST JANUARY AND JULY.
Principal and Interest payable in Gold Coin
National Bank, New York City.
Real value of Taxable Property.. $15,000,000
Assessed value of TaxableProperty 6,126,000
Total Indebtedness (including this
145,000
issue).
The Village of West Duluth becomes part of
tlie City of Duluth January 1, 1894, by Legislar
tive Act of 1891.
The law under which these bonds were issued
has been passed upon by the Supreme Court of

—

the State of Minnesota.

The Constitution of Minnesota limits the indebtedness of Villages to 2 1-2 per cent, of
assessed valuation.
We recommend these bonds for investment.
-OF-

ME.,

PORTLAND,

Incorporated 1824,

WOODBURY

I MOULTON,

BANKERS,
Cor. Middle and Exchange Sts.
dtf
jan5

Accounts of individuals, firms and corpora
tions received on favorable terms.

Interest allowed

on

NINE HUNDRED

time

Polished

one

Top

Stephen R. Small, Marshall R. Goding,
Cashier.

President.

dtf

febl4

TABLES.

INCREASE YOUR INCOME.
»

MIDDLETOWN, CONN.

wineglass
creates

Paid up Capital
a

Wednesday.

The Ever Popular Actress,

$600,000.

Offers its 6 per cent. Bonds, interest semi-

$500, $1,000 and $5,000.
Organized in 1875 under Connecticut Banking
Laws. Supervised by Bank Examiner of Maine.

SEVENTEENTH YEAR OF BUSINESS.
Never a day’s delay in payment of interest
matured principal. The bonds are a legal
investment for Trust Funds in Connecticut.
and

EVERETT SMITH,
98 Exchange St., Portland, JTIe.

J. B. BROWN&S0NS, Bankers,
Street, Portland,
Issue Betters of Credit, available in all parts of
the world. Buy and sell Exchange on principal
European Cities.
318 Middle

SECURITIES.
Agents of the Cheque Bank, ‘Ed,’
INVESTMENT

dtf

LONDON.

POWilTIOiL BANK,

Little Busybody
Annette, the Dancing Girt

Monday Night,
Tuesday Night,

the Gypsy's

Renah,

Von ought to be able to select
to please you In that number

one

The prices range from

-_-

Each Play a Magnificent Production, replete
with prolific display of magnificent costumes
and jewels, novel and romantic scenic effects
and

appointments.
production introducing incidentally

Each

Mirror Quartette."

“The Famous

Musical Specialties by Mr. ,T. E.Brennan Novel
Original Terpischorean Ballet Specialties, and a
repertoire of Catchy and Sparkling Songs,
Dances, etc. Special attention is calied to the
magnificent costumes, etc.
jgf-At the Matinee Wednesday every lady
occupying a reserved seat will be presented
with

a

Handsome Souvenir.

STO C K B R I P C E

^ticket!
SALE

!

course,
7 entertainments 7

$3700MARY HOWE SONG RECITAL,
$3.00 PADEREWSKI,
$3.00
STODDARD LECTURE,
BOSTON SYMPHONY,
$3 5O B0ST°N|ANS,
$4LOO STODDARD LECTURE,

$4.OOF..H0PKINS0N

SMITH and T.

NELSON PAGE.

the best entertainments this season.
Now on sale at Stoekbridge’s. Purchase Course
Tickets and save your money. Call at once,
Seven of

febs__dlw
%-sJL’JLr X

XXXX 1. j JL Jy

Monday Evening,

Feb.
39tl»,
March 1st,

in

our

$2

to

$12.

1886-SIXTH ANNIVERSARY-1892
CRAND

A particularly dainty thing in
oak or cherry can be bought for

Promenade Concert and Ball.
GIVEN UNDER THE AUSPICES OF

GRAND CANTON RIDGELEY
Sometimes

a

ao

No one

article of furniture

ugly

room

attractive.
ac-

complishes
Perhaps you’ve a room you’re
satisfied
with—
not
quite
more.

wouldn’t

one

of these tables im-

prove it 1

MUSIC BY CHANULER’S ORCHESTRA.
Tickets
leliO

admitting Gent and Ladies

Gen.

■

Manager.

VALENTINE’S DAY
a

chance. What's

CITY HALL,

ers.

COR. PEARL & MIDDLE STS.,

ISAAC C. ATKINSON,
febiodtf

BONDS.

Gen.

Manager.

Miss Mary Howe,
Assisted bv

to

STEVENS & JONES
COMPANY,

the famous New York tenor.

MR. WILLIAM LAYLA,
The

Quartette

Haydn

Miss FLORENCE KNIGHT,
Soprano.
Miss KATE RICKER,.Alto
Dr.

City

of Portland 4’s due 1902-1912.

City of Portland O’s due 1907.

of Saco 4’s due 1901.
City of Calais 4’s due 1901-1911.
City of Bangor 6’s due 1894.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1899.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1909.
City of Toledo, Ohio 4 1-2’s due 1919.
Calais Water Co. First Mort. o’s due
1906.
x
St. Croix E. L. & Water Co. First
Mort. 5’s due 1906.
Kansas City, Kansas, Water Co. First
Mort. 6’s'due 1894-1907.
Maine Central R. R. Consol Mort. 7’s
due 1912.
Cleveland City Cable Railway First
Mort o’s due 1909.
Denver City Cable Railway First Mort.
O’s due 1908.

City

BANKERS,

ten-

to

TRADE
S. S.

STEEPER
fcbS

to..

factory, Bostou.
t-odlw

16th.

SONG RECITAL
HEADQUARTERS

SWAN A BARRETT,

suming fires.’’ etc.
10c. each. All Deal-

dtd

l STOCKBRIDGE

NICKERSON,.Tenor

Mr. HARRY MORRILL,
—

MR. LUCIAN

....

AND

1S6 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
(lit
dce20

Manufacturing
Stationers.
LITHOGRAPHING,
A

Specialty.

Pianist.

HOWE,

Now on sale
all holding
feblldlw

Tickets, 50c.. 75c. and SI .00.
Stockbriclge’s. Half fare to
Late trains.

at

oiLBBIVrS
NEXT ASSEMBLY
THURSDAY EVENING,
FEBRUARY

18th.

febl2_dtf
1.EOTUHE

PBINTING AND BINDING

Rasso

—

“HOWE” tickets.

ATKINSON,

*1.00.

^_

Tuesday Evening, February

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT

THE

ISAAC C.

2,

City Hall, Monday Evening, Feb 15, 1892.

AT

THE

NO.

PATRIARCHS MILITANT,

table

pretty

makes

JPorilanci, Maine.
in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first Branches, Auburn. Rockland,
Bangor, Biddeford, Norway,
day of each month.
Waterville
Gardiner,
(ltd
jly25
and Bath.

Subject
Sale,

ME.

]

In Two Grand Recitals.

EVENING TICKETS—Reserved, *1.25 anil
MATINEE—Re-‘
*1.50; admission, $1.00.
served, 75 eta. and $1.00; admission, 50 cts.
Now on sale (or mailed) at Stockbridge’s Music
Store. Hall fare to all holding “Paderewski”

By the Charming Soprano,

Deposits

We Offer,

Sts.

Tue»i|ay

tickets.tebsdiw

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. IV. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. AELEN, Cashier.

See the Point?

Atkinson House Furnishing Go.

Daughter

The Ballet Dancer

PADEREWSKI

2wteod3m

dec29

Accompanied by a Choice Company of Players,
presenting their Latest and Best Efforts.

Matinee,

annually, in denominations of $100, $200, $250,

110V24

Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, Fob.
15, 16 and 17, Souvenir Matinee

$4.00

~

in
used
fnl doses

One of the finest attractions of the season.
Great Company of Specialty Artists.

Wednesday Night

at the

BANKERS,

DR. WOODBURY'S ANTIDOTE

VAUDEVILLES,

Wed. Souvenir Mat.,

SIX PER GENT.

Mortgage 6’s, due 1906,
Jamestown, N. Y., Water Co. 6’s, due
,

33

I

2 WALL STREET, NEW YORK.

Leeds & Farmington B. R. 6’s, due
189(5.
Portland Water Co. 6’s, due 1899.
Portland Water Co, 4’s, due 1927.
Biddeford and Saco W ater Co. 1st 5’s,
1905.
Knox County 6’s, due 1894.
Eastnort, Maine, Water Co. First
Mortgage 5’s, due 1918.
New Philadelphia, Ohio, Water Co.
First Mortgage 6’s, due 1901.
Mt. Vernon, Ind., Water Co. First

janOdtf

KOH-I-NOOR

We Offer: FAHNESTOCK & CO.

deposits.

of salts of ammonia, one ounce of
salts of tartar,to two gallons of water.
To two pails of water add two-thirds
cupful of fluid, put in the clothes, boil
twenty minutes, suds and rinse thoroughly. if more clothes are to be boiled,
add a little more water and fluid. A little
practice would soon teach one to manage
it just right.—3St. E. Farmer.

MAMMOTH COMBINATIORI

part-owner

Slid to Sale,

A WASHING FLUID.

ounce

WALLEN & MARTEL’S

PER ANNUM, BY COUPONS ATTACHEDTO
STOCK COLLECTIBLE AT ANY NATIONAL
BANK IN THE COUNTRY.

Agent

Lessee and Manager.

Thursday, Friday and Saturday, Saturday
Matinee, Fel>. 11, 13 and 13,

UNITED STATES REALTY CO

oprrtyjin

THEATRE.

PORTLAND
G. E. LOTHKOI*.

Business
Home Company, under Boston management, are invested only in centrally located
11
Oreeeive
00
or
of
S10.
Investors
S100
of such property.
a

reds, deep pinks and

heighten her color, which, of
the two, needs toning down, and the
cold colors, like drab,' gray, tan, heliodency

AMUSEMENTS.
_

Safe Investments?

are

in

contact; by storing in a basket lined with
roses or violets they will shortly be found
to have acquired the flavor of the flowTers.—[The Caterer.
Never bite or pass sewing silk through
the lips, as lead poisoning has been known
to result from such a habit, as it is soaked
in acetate of lead to make it weigh
heavier.
Grease spots will occasionally appear
the
on kitchen floors and tables even in
best regulated families. A paste of Fuller’s earth, soda and soft soap, in equal
parts, spread on the spots, allowed
to remain untill dry and then scrubbed

on “leap year” gives the
girls
fully selected, trying each shade against the matter with
the face in all lights—daylight, twilight
and gaslight.
Sleeper's Eye
The pale brunette, with dark hair and
Cigars
eyes and clear white complexion, is the
most-favored type of all. She can be las an acceptable
valentine, and sugas
she
as
audacious
likes, wearing gestive of the '‘conjust

any color she fancies.
The warm brunette, she with dark
hair and eyes and reddish complexion, is
favored almost as much, though, if her
color is very deep, she might better

| _FINANCIAL.

Those affording Absolute Security of Principal and

carpet much clea-

given for
the light blues and pinks and
reds. Cold colors should he given the
preference, for, as a rule, her color needs
Cor. Pearl and Middle
toning down. Black by many, is called
“her color,” also the ambers and warm
or red browns; the latter are universally
PORTLAND.
becoming. I have in mind a woman of
wears
olive
this type, who safely
green,
safely
blondes,hut

What

HINTS.

the color from

that little trom tnem.
rney win even
lincl gray more becoming, with a clash of
pink or old rose near the face; while a
vest of red cloth on a green, navy blue or
black gown will make it particularly becoming to them, or any woman with a

eau

_

S. GARDINER,

x-

colorless or sallow complexion.
The warm blonde is the woman with
red or auburn hair, light or medium
light eyes, and rosy red complexion. She

FINANCIAL.
_

PFK
ors, as they will change her complexion
to a deep jaundice vellow. A woman
with a muddy complexion, regardless of
her eyes and hair, should make her
choice from the dark, rich rods, wood or
The rentals of Company’s property are earning a considerable surplus above
i s amount.
warm browns, clear scarlet, ecru, mode, S
navy-blue, and deeper shades of gray,
Off( j'.ns. President, E, I-. PHIU.IPS, late President Eastern and Fitchburg Railroads;
Black, though generally thought to be WM. API*I ETON JBl ST, Treasurer. Director Blackstone National Bank; Hon. J. <J. A.
not
be
worn
Counsel.
should
BRACKETT,
universally becoming,
by those with either complexion, only
Write for Circular, or call at office, ROOM 409, EXCHANGE BUILDING, STATE ST. BOSTON.
rvhen necessary. Neither is white very
for Portland and
N.
becoming to them though it is preferable
eodtsfn
sepa
to black or any color that shows even a
hint of yellow.

the

nic
institution of London
World’s Fair. They will come in groups
or delegations of fifty, divided according
to trades.
President David Starr Jordan of the
Sanford university in California says
that ho is the heaviest man that ever ascended the Matterhorn. The first man to
climb to the very top of the famous Alpine peak was Edward Whimper, who
accomplished the feat in 1865.

most effect-

.1_1,.,,
healthy ap
petite, so
to good
rich, deep reds. While she can weard essential
nearly any shade becoming to blondes, health.
So 1 d b y
these warm shades increase licr color,
bring out the blueness in her eyes and Druggists everywhere.
glints of gold in her hair,and are really
her most becoming shades. She should
carefully avoid all dull colors or very
to cross the desert to the, then new, mines light shades, which, while worn by many
blondes with more color, must not be
of California. There were one hundred
included in her list; they will rob her of
and fifty canvas-topped wagons, drawn
that the large store formerly oca
every vestige Of color, giving her faded,
the
“washed-out” look. I have a young lady cupied by Cook, Everett & Penby sturdy oxen, beside which trudged
against the adshaggy men, rifle in hand, while under friend of this type who,
vice of wiser heads, invested in a dull- nell has been added to ours,
and
the
women
rode
canvas
the
awning
blue silk, her favorite shade.
giving us the entire building.
children. In a short time there was diOne evening’s wear satisfied her, and
vision of opinion as to the proper route she was very glad to relieve the bodies It’s an immense space, but we
and sleeves with a guimpe and facings of need it all. It’s used
across that pathless waste in front; and
today as a
next day five wagons and their people deep rose-pink crepe. Equally glad was
“washedout”
want
the space
We
the
storehouse.
she
to
faded,
Santa
whence
reach
east
to
change
went
Fe,
there were dim Mexican trails to Los look the dress had given her for the rosy, for warerooms. Now it’s Ailed
carried
Angeles, and the rest plunged boldly in- fresh look the rose-tinted crepe
that with* Furniture
piled ceiling
to the deseri. The party which went by with it. A dear experience, but one
remembered.
will
be
in
reached
California
Fe
of
Manta
way
This furniture must give
high.
brown
has
The yellow blonde
The
golden
December, after vast sufferings.
blue eyes and a pure white skin, way to workmen who will alter
larger company traveled in comfort for a hair, tints
in cheeks
underneath
of
with
pink
few days until they reached about where
the building. We must do one
The possessor of these is a
Pioche now is. Then they entered the and chin.
and
bluetfind
will
t
rue
of tw o things with the stock,
than
three
for
more
navy
blonde,and
Land of Thirst; and
months wandered lost in that realm of blue, Lincoln-green, mode, heliotrope,
the
horror. It was almost impossible to get tans, old-rose, wood-browns, white,
shades of gray, Kembrandt red Move it Twice
wagons through a country burrowed with deeper
a clear scarlet her most becoming
canons; packing what they could upon and
the backs of the oxen.
They struggled colors.
ORMind, I leave out pale blue, which,
on to glittering lakes, only to find them
to blondes, is now condeadly poison, or but a mirage on barren though dedicated her
most unbecoming
sands'. Now and then a wee spring in sidered one of
Sell it Once!
One by shades; lavender is preferable, and can,
mountains gave them new' life.
with clear yellow and the delicate shades
one the oxen dropped, day by day the
be safely worn
It costs money to mo ve a large
scanty flour ran lower. Nine young men of Nile or sea-foam green,
who separated from the rest, being stal- by many blondes. Neither of these two
We had rather allow
much stock.
wart and unencumbered with families, types of blondes have any too
reached Death Valley ahead of the others color, and, of the two, they require some you the difference.
out
and were lost. Their bones wrere found thing that will increase and bring
what little they have, rather than bike
many years later by Governer Blaisdell

its name.
The valley lies in Inyo county and is
about 150 miles long. In width it tapers
from three miles at its southern end to
30 at its northern. It is over 200 feet below the level of the sea. The main party

the

Brooklyn,

mission at Montreal not having

THE

and his surveyors, who gave Death Val-

day

liis

nf

foiviniio

nocence, but indictment itself carries
with it a certain amount of disgrace and
puts the subject of it to considerable expense and trouble. If the officers of the
law in Bangor had done their duty their
be no need of adopting this
would
method of prosecution.
They would
have proof of illegal sales outside of
evidence of a
the mere presumptive
revenue license, and the grand jury could
have proceeded on something better than
guess work and inference.

One of the worst effects of such raids
that above referred to is that it tends
to weaken the prohibitory law in the estimation of the people. When people
see a law that has been violated day after

back to

[C, F. I.iuiunis, in February St. Nicholas.]
trliA ■mnc<4- fnlnlltr

that these men can

as

Mark Twain is reported to be very ill
at Berlin with inflamed lungs and throat.
Dr. Fulton announces that he is going

iuerele with that
I-'
Willovd
president of
question, the public has become too thorthe W. C. T. U., will have a cottage
that
conviction
oughly imbued with the
built at Treinont, Mount Desert, and inthe Democratic party stands for a tariff
tends to pass her summers there.
for revenue only to be deceived on that
Eider Haggard’s brother, W. H. Dore"
point. But the attitude of the party—or ton Haggard, is British minister tt>
what is the same thing the majority—on Ecuador. He was at one time attached
the subject of the coinage of silver lias to the English colony at Washington.
Miss Kate Miner, one of the vice presinot been so clearly disclosed as to admit
of no doubt. A year ago to be sure a dents of the board of lady managers, is
large majority of its representatives in planning to exhibit a creole kitchen at
both Houses voted for free coinage, but the fair. Miss Miner and her brother
own and manage a sugar plantation of
it has been urged that there has been
5000 acres.
some change of opinion since, that many
Leigh S. Lynch, special commissioner
who were in favor of free coinage then
of the World’s Fair for the South Sea
have been converted to an opposite view
Islands, has started for San Francisco,
and that others while still believing in
and will sail by the first steamer for
that
to
think
are
inclined
free coinage
Yokohama. In the course of the next
the passage of a free coinage measure,
ten or twelve months he will visit the
while the great nations of Europe keep
Philippine Islands, Java. Sumatra, Bortheir mints closed to silver, would not be neo, the Fiji Islands, the Friendly IsIslands, New Zeaexpedient. The impending discussion lands, the Solomon
land and other members of the Malay
and Vote will show how far these asserand Polynesian groups. His mission is
tions are justified. They will show what to secure exhibits and natives for the exis to be expected if the Democracy suc- position.
ceeds in carrying the nextelectien. They
William Morton Grinned, who has
will show how much influence the eastern been nominated by the President to be
Gorman are trvine to

believes ne can

Other prominent
Democrats with a leaning towards the
great New York trickster are the Hon.
Henry Ingalls of Wiscasset, Hon. Arthur
Sewall, Mayor Jones and Hon. S. S.
Brown of Waterville, George Alden and
Don Powers of Houlton. Admirers of
Cleveland are the Hon. William L. Putnam and Colonel John M. Adams of
Portland, Thomas L. Calvert of Lewiston, and Archibald McNichol of Calais.
While the leaders have their preferences
the correspondent thinks they won’t be
the

of the Democratic

in the

man

sweep

means

jcoimng election will have
upon the tariff is thoroughly understood;
and though a few leaders like Hill and
party

for Cleveland.

nominated

success

a

trope, brown, blue, etc., will
ually do this.

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

HOUSE.

j

MR. BOM RT

REX DALE,
T»T!AT>iar& I
Illustrated by the Stereopticon.
RECEPTION HALL, CITY BUILDING,
FRIDAY EVENING, February 12.
Under the auspices of the l'ark Street

Presbyterian

Church.

Orders for BLANK BOOKS and
CHECK BOOKS promptly attended to.

ORGAN AMI PIANO KECITAI.

FALMOUTH HOTEL.

MR.H.S. MURRAY and MR. F.L. RANKIN
assisted by the HAYDN QUARTETTE,

UNDER

jan27__eodt-f
FIRE ALARM CARDS.
have just printed an edition of large

Fire
I
Alarm Cards, including all new hoses. Now on
sale at my office.
CHAS. PAINE, Printer,
118 Exchange Street.
fcdlOSt*

Tickets, 25 cents, lor sale at Stockbridge's.
fcbl2dlt

Under the auspices of the ladies ol the Second
Advent Society at

KOTZSCHMAR
Wednesday FTeninsr,

HALL,

Fell. 17, 1892.

Reserved scats 35 cents, at Stockbridge’s.
dtd
Iebl2

A Republican State Convention

ing other people’s chestnuts

MAINE PRESS.

Will be held In

NOROMBEGA MALI, BANGOR,

Wednesday, April 27, 1892,
At 11 O’clock, A. M.,

The business meeting of the Maine
Press Association began yesterday forenoon, with President Pickard in the
chair. The first business was a discusAfsion of the next annual excursion.
ter the subject had been well talked up
it was decided to go to the Eangeley
Lakes.
It was then voted that the excursion
party Consist exclusively of members of
No subthe Maine Press Association.
stitutes nor members not in good stand-

for the purpose of selecting two candidates for
electors of President and Vice President of the
United States and four delegates at large and
four alternates to attend the National Convention to be held at Minneapolis, Minnesota, on
Tuesday, June 7, 1892, and transacting any
other business that may properly come before
ing will be accepted. This action was
it.
brought about largely by the fact that
The basis of represeentation will be as folwhich went to Quebec last
lows : Each City, Town and Plantation will be the party
entitled to one delegate, and for each seventy- year was made up largely of persons not
five votes cast for the Republican candidate for connected with papers. Of course this
Governor in 1888, an additional delegate, and new rule will not
apply to exclude perfor a fraction of forty votes in excess of sevensons belonging to the families of memty-five votes, an additional delegate.
bers.
Vacancies in the delegation of any City,
The committee on necrology next made
Town, or Plantation can only be filled by residents of the County In which the vacancy ex- their report. Dr. Lapliam read obituaists.
ries of Hon. Hannibal Hamlin and E. C.
in tVia
....

....

~

__Ml
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reception room of the Hail at nine o’clock on
the morning of the convention, for the purpose
of receiving the credentials of delegates. Delegates. in order to be eligible to participate in
the Convention, must be elected subsequent to
of the call for this Convention; and
delegates under this call should not be elected
to the State Convention to he hereafter called
for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor.
All electors of Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in sympathy with
the sentiments expressed in the call of the Republican National Committee for the Republican National Convention, are cordially invited
to unite with the Republicans of the State in
electing delegates to this Convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
JOSEPH H. MANLEY, Chairman.
F. E. SOUTHARD, Secretary.
the date

Augusta, Me., February 1,1802.
MUSIC AND DRAMA.
YVliallen & Martelle.

Whallen & Martelle’s Vaudeville Company gave a very good entertainment to a
small but appreciative audience at Portland theatre last evening. First Sip and
Josie Earl gave a very good act with the
musical instruments. Then Tom McIntosh—he of the big mouth—kept the audience in a roar with his funny sayings.
The Martelle-Phanlons gave two acts,
acrabatic and gymnastic, that were as
good as anything m the line that has been
Some of the feats were
seen in Portland.
really wonderful. J. T. Flynn and Maude
Walker—the woman with the baritone
voice—then amused more particularly by
their skits at each other. Uarry and
Mamie McBride did some good clog dancing and skipping rope exercises, while
Richie and Hill followed in a grotesque
operatic act, John Thorne and Grace
Carleton were funny, and Cordoc with
his wonderful feat with Roman battleThere will
aies wound up the evening.
be two more
,

performances.
3= =:

■

Ullie Akerstrom.

| Next Monday

Miss Ullie Akerstrom will make her first appearance in

evening

Portland in her play of “Little Busybody.” During Miss Akerstrom’s engagement she will produce the Ballet
Dancer, Annette and Renan. The special
scenery is fine. The company is carefully selected and composed of thoroughly
competent people, who give the little star
the best kind of support, while the costuming is handsome in the extreme. The
Mirror Quartette and Mr. Brennan’s musical specialties are a feature with this
excellent company.
The

Allen. Joseph Wood read an obituary
of B. A. Burr, late of Bangor,
and
Brown Thurston read an obituary of the
late Ira

Berry.

The excursion committee was

Stockbridge Course.

The last half of the regular Stockbridge
course includes Mary Ilowe, Paderewski,
two Stoddard lectures, Boston Symphony
orchestra and lectures by F. Hopkinson
Smith and Thomas Nelson Page. Tickets to the remainder of the course will be
sold at half the original price.
Mary Howe.
Miss Mary Howe gives a song recital in
the Stockbridge course Tuesday evening,
February 16tli. She will be assisted by
her husband, Mr. William Lavers, the
New York tenor, Mr. Lucius Howe and
Tickets now on
the Haydn Quartette.
sale at Stockbridge's.
Notes.

The Haydn Quartette will sing in Kotzschmar hall Wednesday evening, Febru-

ary 17th, at the organ and piano recital to
be given by Messrs. Murray and Bankin
tinder the auspices of the ladies of the
Second Advent society, and the new vocalian organ lately donated to this church
will be used.

chosen,
F. E.

is no

why they

reason

of self-annihishould enter upon
lation at the behest of any one. It is for
them, and for them alone, in dealing
with the social life about them, to decide
what their papers shall say. or what they
shall not say, upon any and every topic.
“There are lots of people whose hearts
The open
bleed in an anonymous way.
effusion of this blood might result in disa career

agreeable personal experience, or even in
financial loss, and rare indeed does this

kind of a heart bleed to that extent.
Such people are perfectly willing to send
the editor forth to do battle upon all occasions.
They assure him that thenbest. wishes will go with him, though
they do not care to be known personally
If he should die, they
in the matter.
would gladly steal forth in an anonymous
way, on some dark night, to drop a salt
tear upon his grave; to beat their breasts
and sigh, in sincerity of soul, ‘here lie
the ashes of what was once a man.’
“The devotion of such people knows
no bounds.
In the generous fervor of
wm

luimou

grnury
wiey
of ammunition if the editor will
to the front with it.
tiicii dOUIo

wuo

only go

They Are Like Artemas Ward
in tho exuberance of his

who,
zeal,

patriotic
perfectly willing that all his

was

wife’s relations should be sent to the war.

“There is another visitor to the sanctum who appeals at all times to our
tenderest sympathies, for whom we have

the warmest

Lapham,'

$3000 FOR A

JnSfowsofdraih

Fireman

theVorfdJ
I rt theoulyf reS
heart of .too,
That worldf with its
And its sneering 'P OP-Ourted,

Suing

ttue and leal.
That still bows to the

been intended that the assoshould accept Col. Adams’s invitation to visit him at his home in the
It had

ciation

violence of tlio
evening; but the
was

storm

such that the members decided it
to make the attempt.

impracticable

JAMAICA GINGER AGAIN.
The

United States Will Examine Victor
EemieuJt’s Medicine Chest.

The patriarchial
appearing Victor
Lemieux of Westbrook was arraigned in
the United States court yesterday afternoon charged with having sold liquor
TY

!i.nrl

fifalAn
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ginger

is the Jamaica

ease

which

was

tried at the recent criminal term of the

Superior Court, resulting

in the

acquit-

He has been selling at
Westbrook a decoction which he has
The
United
called Jamaica ginger.
States authorities say that Jamaica ginger sold as Lemieux sells it should be
accompanied by an United States license.
He pleaded not guilty and was bound
over yesterday in the sum of $250 to
answer for his appearance from day to

tal of Lemieux.

rfvoo

much space available for
reading matter, and this, good business,
as well as editorial consideration, demands should be filled with the matter
has

He

so

greatest

interest

to

greatest number of his readers. Just
what that matter is the editor is more
competent to decide than anyone olso can
the

be.
“Where is there a man in control of a
does not often-times
newspaper who
have to contend with parties who feel
charged with his duty of taking care
botli of their own affairs and bis, and
who, if given full swing, would speedily
divert the space paid for by the many to
the publication of matters of interest
only to the few? There is probably not
an editor in Maine in the shadow of
whose sanctum do not lurk parties ready
and anxious to relieve him of bis editoriassurance of
al responsibilities. The
such parties is always colossal; never

possibly

sublime.

Editors

proverbially long

are

have the power to take
these would be dictators by the ears;
but with rare charity, be it said, they
usually refrain. However mild mannered
the average Maine editor may be he lias

suffering.

They

a

Large Element of Stubbornness

make-up. He insists and persists
wearing his own collar and doing his

in bis
in

own

of

work in bis own

action

o

way.

frequently

‘would-bes’ much

causes

His course
the

great'

turmoil of soul;

but

they are powerless to change it. When
they have money invested in a newspaper
plant they can run things connected with
it; but the genuine Down East editor
usually conducts his own business according to his own ideas. It's a habit of
his, and 1 confess that 1 admire him for

“A

man

Distinguished, genial, white-haired, beard the
same;

Tipsily solemn.
The visitor thus discoursed:
“If you want a subject, take this—
My life, told in studied rhyme.
From the day of untainted bliss.
Fast tile guide-posts leading through time,
To the forward empty abyss.

editor, too—
A weekly not quite your size;
I know all about that cue—
The polities, news and—lies?
The gossip, the list and the crew.
“I began

as an

’Tis a hard place to keep your head*'As I found, after I'd lost mine.

My burning

desires ail fed

On fame—not water, but wine.
I asked for the cake, not bread.
“And I bowed not before the shrift*
Of the haughty bringer of ‘ads';
I’eradventure. some word of mine
Pricked one of my ‘best paying’s’ fad%
And then writing was not my line.
“But the fiend in human disguise
Who most clouded my earthly sphere
Was he who would not take the Pkizk
Except at a dollar a year—
Shocking me to blaspheming cries.
“After all, though. I
Till politics took me

-..--vl

uf

u

there

in newspaper work, few are chosen. Next
to the search for the Pierian fount, most

Mr. Fisher Ames of Boston has inof us have decided the search for a firstvented a most ingenious and simple sysclass newspaper man to be about the
in
known
of
self-instruction
tem
whist,
most difficult:. They are rare gems and
A
as the “Ames Whist Lesson Cards.’’
when found are treasured with the most
is
of
cards
deck
supplemented by jealous care. Maine has produced quite
regular
having the leads and second hand play of a number of them, aside from those now
within its borders. We note
high cards indicated on the margin of laboring
their successes in other fields with sinInstead of having to think cere
the cards.
pride, and with a profounder appreover the table of leads, a player lias all
ciation than ever before of the fact that
the combinations governing the play of the best crop of the Pine Tree State has
been men and women.
each card on the card itself. The ace always
“A mosquito that frequently buzzes
has four combinations, the king six, the about the sanctum and causes the ediqueen four, thejack two, the ten one. If tor much annoyance, is the individual
who thinks that no newspaperman is doa player holds,
say, king, queen and
his full duty unless lie is engaged in
three small ones, he sees this combina- ing
bombarding
somebody or something. He
tion on the queen and leads it. Failing can see no possible use for him aside
to hold a combination in hand agreeing from fighting purposes. The pursuits of
have no place in this man's concepwith the index, a low card (fourth best) peace
tion of what constitutes true journalism.
is the proper lead. As the average of He looks
upon the editor as a sort of a
high cards to a hand is only five,the com- social assassin, with whose assistance he
binations to be considered are usually may sweep his opponents from the face
of the earth. His code of war is somefew, and as most beginners have some what aboriginal, for not
only does he inidea of the leads, correct apprehension sist that the editor
Direcof the system is quick and easy.
Shall Kill His Victim.
tions for the second hand play are simbut also that lie shall scalp him as well.
Information with respect to
pler still.
All this work is to be done without rethe leads, which includes secondary play,
For no cause, not even
muneration.
the
is printed on the top margin of
card,
mercenary, this man expects the editor
while second hand play is printed on the
to disgust his patrons, waste his space,
left margin. A small card of general inand vastly enlarge the circle of his enestructions accompanies each deck. Owen,
Now any editor who will make
mies.
Moore & Co. are agents for Portland and this kind of a cat’s-paw of himself deserves all the blisters he will get in pullVicinity.

GOVERNMENT.

CITY

Special Meeting, Board of Mayor anil Al-

“I wanted to stand and T stood—

afternoon.

gooA

1 passed through the Congress-gate
To the House where the jaw is law.
And there I’ve sat up to date.

caught, the run of tilings,
Especially of the ‘deal’;
I found there were many strings
To pull for the private weal,
in

-Air Vtirrlv*

mwi

ifon't

i-,nn,l

a.!,-we.

skill,

was classed a Congressional craze,
Talked up and talked down at one timej
Called 'smart as tiie devil,’ whose ways
’Twas said I had outdone in crime,
Then called a lit leader to raise.

“But, my hoy, there

are

always days.

With the statesman who lias a job,
When a thought for the early ways
Comes back to his heart with a throb
And a blush at the world's dispraise.

“The triumphs are all to mean,
The bafflings come too dear;
The past you have aye to screen
And the future thrills you with fear—
Think well, as you tread this scene.
“The rewards of your place are small.
Your ‘subs’ may be in arrears:
But be gains the triumph of all
Whose simple course never veers
And the judgments of time forestall.
“To win a high name is good,
if you don't have to fall to low
In the process, and rise, tabooed:
I rose and fell a mere show

Of

capricious fortune's mood.

“Much better the quiet joys
Of an honest journalist’s life
Than plaguing the world with noise
That, at best, means rancor and strife,
And employment the soul decoys.
“In politics I’m a success,
As the thoughtless the term define;
Yet only 1 know what a mess,
< n tiie talents by nature mine,
I’ve made in life’s storm and stress.
“So stick to the pen young man,
And clon’t let your schemes soar high.
First beware of the offlce-clan,
And cheat notthe public e.fe—
Dare to end as you began.
“I don’t very often preach—
sermons are 11’t just my line—
But if ever truth enters my speech
It’s when my tongue’s loosened with wine
And my soul gets within arm’s reach.

They say

mind the preacher or not,
Though my meaning is fair and clear.
You’re young, and your life is fraught
With a promise none hold too dear
And that many barter and blot.
“You

can

the mistakes of years
Crowd up in a moment's breath
“One

sees

and dressed

erysipelas

a

them.

set in and

Three

Cady

days

was

An insane person was ordered sent
asylum at Augusta.

to

was

list Chestnut street blow Cumberland.
The sewer assessments as published in
the papers, were ordered, and certified
to the city treasurer.
Petition of

Shepherd Young

for

an

auctioneer’s license was laid on the table
for

inquiry.

Mr. Conaut said by ordinance that if
six inches of snow fell in a storm the
iiorse railroad

company

must

remove

it

Formerly the city had
He wanted an exhelped them out.
pression of opinion on the subject as he
is chairman of the street committee, but
no expression of opinion was vouchsafed
and the board adjourned.
themselves.

Mr. Rexdale at Reception Hall.
This evening, Mr. Rexdale, under the
the auspices of the Park street Presbyterian church, will give his illustrated lec-

We purchase DIRECT from the
best manufacturers in Switzerland
and always have the latest and most
desirable patterns in all widths of

after

The defense is that they neither owned
kept the dog. They live over a shop
formerly owned or run by Peter A. Sulli.
van to whom it is conceded the dog forPeter died in May,
merly belonged.

Embroideries.
See display in

or

window.

was a

tramp dog.

On the other hand the plaintiff and his
wife testified that very soon after the injury Mrs. Cady when as^ed to have the
dog killed, said she would see what
Mark said about it, but she hated to have
him killed because the dog had been so
much company for her when the raenfolks were away. Mrs. Cady, however,
denied ever making any such admission.
Hon. M. P.
The case is still on trial.
Frank is counsel for the plaintiff and
Hon. Charles F. Libby for the defend-

-w—*

stormy.
Friday, February 12, 1892.

A

Largest Cargo of Apples Ever Taken
from This Fort.

10L7,VMJL/.

iUtlU

VY Cl Vz

for it’s

Intermission—Amusing Diversions with the Stereopticon.
How Mickey Saved McTavish (prose).

The'itfadman

of Terlinden.
A Night Song of the Sea.
Damascus.
of
Drummer
The Soldier in Blue.

This entertainment is given for the
benefit of the society, and an evening of
'mairkSd interest is promised. The comic
pictures to he shown during intermission will especially amuse the young
folks. Stockbridge lias tickets.
Portland

Band.

meeting of the Portland baud
held Tuesday evening, the following offi
cers were elected for the ensuing year:
At a

President—A. O. Ohnrch.
Haskell.
Vice President—C.
Secretary and Treasurer—Maurice Dunn.
Directors A. O.t liureh, H.C. Chase, H. B
Nutter, A. G. Griffin, M. fa. Bay.
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possible

and

cape
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though
style still has

Rather
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We

perb

are
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and

comparatively
puys

a

gooa
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and
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75c
75c

Bedford Cord, 75c

“
“
“
“

of all flic FINER

and
a

$3.00,
$8.00

at

Courtauld’s Crepes

and

per yard.

wool

Silk anil

Woo!

in

Hernanis

very choice line of styles.

covering.
embraces

Nuns Veilings.
Silk Warp Claritt Cloths.

possible range
and prices.

Silk Warp Henriettas in both
‘•Priestly” anil “Ecroyil” make at
$1.00, $1.35, $1.50, $1.75, $S.OO»
$3.35, $3.50, $3,00, $3.50 and
$4.00 per yard.
Pure Silk and

Wool

STRICTLY ONE

“Eans«

PRICE.

a

the usual variety of staple
consisting
goods, Teas, Tobaccos, Cigars, Soaps. Calmed
Goods. Extracts and Oils, Patent Medicines,
Hardware, Crockery Ware. Notions, etc., etc.;
also Store Fixtures, Oil Cabinet, Show Case,
Medicines, etc etc.
BENJ. THOMPSON.
febOdtd
Assignee of A. D. McLane.

If goods do not prove to bo
JEST AS REPRESENTED in
every respect, we will cheerfully
refund the purchase money.

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

EASTMAN BROS.
& BANCROFT

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
C. W.ALLEN.

F. O BAILEY.
marl4

dot

fe'olO

dtf

PRESENT!

A
we

will

give

FREE,

Human health can only be maintained 1!
when the rules of life are strictly obeyed. #
S Man’3 system is like a town: to be healthy #
must be well drained. This drainage is J
$itfrequently
interfered with by careless#
habits, and when it becomes clogged, ill. #

| Fame

Cabinet Plioto

GRACE AMP GIF

£

To each customer buying goods to the
amount of J$5. Also any present or old
customers not having received one will be
favored by calling at once for same.

Ceecham’« Pills hare been In popa. #
<1 lur uro In Europe for fifty yeurs aud £
<1 are specially adapted In asafe,fen|ie
< manner, to keep human
drainage In #
perfect order.—American Analyst.
#
•

£

FRED L MERRILL &

Of all druggists. Price 2S cents a box. {
New York Depot, 36s Canal St.
41#

MISS A. L. SAWYER,

GO., Teacher

Jewelers and Opiticaiis.
dec2i

“

$3.00, $4.00, $6.00

Auctioneers.
FTP. BflILEY & GO.,
Assignee's Sale of Groceries.
February 11th, at 2 o’clock p.
THURSDAY,
m., at salesroom of F. O. Bailey & Co.,
stock of GrocerI shall sell

This week

“

63c

“

Real English Waterproofs.

AUCTION SACKS.

Sfreef.l

“

50c

English and Scotch Storm
Serges, Chcverons, Crepons and
Novelties at 75c, $1.00, $1.95
and $1.50 per yard.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

]

“

Novelties,
Henrietta,
Henrietta,
India Twill,

“

GRADES.

the widest

EFFECTUAL.

J\

su-

“

“

40

nothing better

gloria cloth for

PAINLESS-

i'

46

“

yard

one.

than the silk

PSi
J

46

comnatty
pletes a stormy day outfit

aged

result.

44

Umbrella

A

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX.” !

is the

42

few dollars

F. O. BAILEY &

!

40 inch Fine All Wool Henrietta, 50c
“
“
40
Sebastopool 50c

prochecks

women

now

offer in this deoartineilt.

American made garments
men

Spring Stock is

A few prices will indicate
the SPLENDID BA RC A INS we

many

showing a
of foreign

Exchange street,
ies
of

t' ness

Our New

in.

in the silk fabric.

years 11 months.
In Phipsburg. Feb. 9. Elias H.. son of Andrew
T. and Phebe A. Harrington, aged 1 year and 3
months.
In Newheld, Feb. 2, Mrs. Betsey Creamer,
aged 78 years.
Ill Newcastle, Feb. 5, William Heath, aged 76
years.
In Lisbon. Feb. 5, Minnie L., wife of R. W.
Jack, aged 30 years.
In Augusta, Feb. 0, Mrs. Elizabeth B. Elwell,
aged 05 years.
In Randolph. John Frost., aged 70 years.
In Bowdomliam, Mrs. Cordelia Preble, aged
80 years.
In Arrowis, Feb. 8, Nicholas L. Hogan, aged
75 years.
In Woolwich, Feb. 9, Alfred Reed, aged 94
years.
In Jonesport, Feb. 5, Mrs. Olive J. Rumery,
aged 44 years.
In North Bucksport, Feb. 8, Margaret McDonald, aged 02 years.
In Norm Buckfleld, Feb. 4, Mrs. Laniard
Swallow, aged 82 yeers.

j|

Dress Goods.

horsey
and large plaids lead in
the
imported English
wool garments and quiet
stripes and smaller checks
nounced,

In this city, Feb. 11, Timothy, infant son of
Timothy and tlie late Mary Loftus, aged 1 year
1 mouth 21 days.
[Funeral this afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, from

“

BLACK.

usefulness

sleeves,

for

Congress

4

well

same, show-

it

that

loose

DEATHS.

570

wear

as

stylish appearance.
The favorite shape is
the Raglan back with

In Montreal, Eeb. 9, Walter S. Paine of Boston and Helen .1. Robinson of Portland.
In .Southport, Feb. 7, Wm. F. Mayberry and
Miss Rlioda E. Snowman.
In Augusta, Feb. 6, John V. Hanson of Augusta and Mrs. Lydia S. Wadieigli of Sidney.
In Bethel. Feb. 4, Lewis E. \ouug and Miss
Mary J. Pool.
In Springvale, Jan. 23. Harry F. Hall and
Miss Minnie A. Guptlll of Waterboro.
At Cape Rosier, Jan. 23, Frank Hooper and
Sadie Redman.
In Moscow', Jan. 28, Eugene F. Webster and
Miss Maria S. Reynolds.
In blast Madison, Feb. 2, JohnC. Harvel and
Miss Vesta Corson.

DENNETT the Florist,

a

utility. The
resisting qualities

ing

Portland.

TrLOWERS

a

and

wrap, well fitted

remain the

In this city, Feb. 10, by Rev. A. H. Wright,
George D. Baehelder and Miss Frances E.
Withuigton, both of Portland.

™

mean

for its

as

rain

iljWW

Topsham,

coat

and neat enough to

rels of

..UValv

used to
vile odor

woolen

The steamship Labrador, Captain McCauley, of the Dominion line, sailed for
Liverpool via Halifax at 1.20 p. m. yesterday. She took among her passengers
Mr. Edward A. Noyes, treasurer of the
Portland Savings Bank—who goes for
a two months’ rest and recreation—Mrs.
George Burnham and the Misses Simonton. She took a tremendous cargo valtit V

RUBBER

ehiny black garment almost shapeless.
Nowadays it means a
checked, striped or plaid
silken or light weight

SAILING OF THE LABRADOR.

U«JU

»

•is likely to be

ants.

The

BROS.

RINES

gramme:

Marguerite.

Congress Street

SGTDft

hung about the premises where
his master formerly spent his, time, but
the defendants claim that they never
harbored him, nor fed him, nor encouraged him to remain about there. He.

Reception Hall, City
ture-reading
The following is the proBuilding.

The Joys of Home.

our

extent

in

Annette (an Idyl of the Sea).
A Ihaee of Sonnets.
Among the Shadows.
Darby and Joan.

on

FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 12.

confined

flian tVlfl dniT llQC trt

and

be open

sale

to the house for six weeks.

oncJ c-inoo

of Ham-

importation

own

burg Edgings will

member of the fire department, on the 11th of last September
was running clown Tork street
by the
premises of the defendants, in answer to
an alarm of lire, when this large Newfoundland dog rushed up and grabbed
him in the fleshy part of the thigh, inflicting three punctured wounds with his
teeth. The plaintiff was taken to Dr.
Geteliell, who cauterized the wounds
The plaintiff,

t..

soon

TIimI

Our

age done.

passed that the order
No. 242 Fore street.
adopted by this board February 1st, be
In Brunswick, Feb. 6, Harriet A., wife of S.
amended by striking out of the streets Brewster, aged 02 years 5 months.
In Brunswick, Ivory Laursou, aged 83 years.
Hfi.cs
llbmr
set apart for coasting Oxford from Washwidow of Hiram Toothaker, aged 79 years
ington to Anderson and inserting in the aker,
80
Feb. 0, Rhoda H. Small,
In

“By wayward decree of fate,
Whose object no one foresaw,

“I

action is
The
brought
harbored.
under the statute,which allows the plaintiff to recover twice the amount of dam-

EDGINGS.

HAMBURG

NEW

longed

—

the

An order

a

“I

4-/-.

in court to-

A special meeting of the Board of
Mayor and Aldermen was held yesterday

are scattered
up and down this
broad land many people unable to pay
for a paper, he has never yet found any
one unable to edit one.
Though

,4,...

recognizances to appear

day.

Seated me under its spell
With those who were In it to win—
Those who stood it, and those who fell*
For Congress, that Mecca of men
Who don't know for them what's
And who knowing get out again—
Few there be of that hardihood.

OPENING.

_

“And I played my cards with such
And bluffed on an empty hand,
That I had to father eacli bill
Which roused the ire of the land,
While the good bills I bad to kill.

„,l,:l„

own

stood it well,
in;

“The number of people who labor under the delusion that nature really designed them for a newspaper career is
exceedingly large. Charles Dudley War4-1, „4-

A. G. Davis and Waiter S. Davis. Boxes
of chips, decks of cards and about $15 in
money were secured by the officers. Johnson and Perry gave bonds in $500 each.
The players were allowed to go on their

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Damages.

apples from Ontario, valued at
$27,094, the largest lot of that fruit ever
shipped at one time. She took also 118
Two large tables head of cattle, 25,242 bushels of
ness of the occasion.
peas^
one
devoted
to its devotees,
were
25,073 bushels of barley, 20,438 bushels of
M.
Johnson
of
on the charge
Orlando
oats, and a very large amount of cheese
and the other of Frank 1ST. Perry, against and bacon.
-n
The other
whom the complaints ran.
MARRIAGES.
were
Lash, Seth
Henry
players
Itobinsan, Patrick Flaherty, Patrick
In this city, Feb. o. by Rev. David Pratt, Wm.
Welch, Melville Griffin. Henry Kilton, B. Beck and
Mrs. Elizabeth F. Hurlburt, both of

dermen.

it.

_,1_.

The entrance of the officers was made
so quietly that the entire party of gamblers was caught in the midst of their
game. Poker was the entrancing busi-

for

Ill the Superior Court a dog case is ou
trial. John E. Cady, a teamster and stevedore sued Mark J. Sullivan or Mark
M. Sullivan as he is sometimes called,
and Iiis sister Sabina Cady for three
thousand dollars damages for the bite of
claims bea Newfoundland dog, liich lie
to them or which they kept and

10fiA

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS.

SKW

BITE.

DOG

Cady Was the Victim and He Is

in

uiau iuo

is ftltYdVB

Many Are Call|rt,
The Ames Whist Lesson Cards.

proverbially philan-

are

thropic; but this

As the end of his

regard, but who, nevertheconsisting
less, frequently causes us to pray for deliverance from our friends, and seriously
MeCleary and M. N. Rich.
to debate the problem of whether or not day.
In the afternoon the literary exercises
It is the man
life is really worth living.
The sailors, T. S. Price and William
were in order, and Mr, Clarence B. Burwho brings us dry bones and chestnuts
who took a dory, compasses,
McDonald,
leigh of the Kennebec Journal, delivered of interest to nobody but himself, not
because even he attaches any great im- etc., from the schooner Olive H. Robinthe
ANNUAR ADDRESS.
portance to them, but solely to help son, pleaded guilty to certain indictments
‘fill
It never occurs to this friend and took 30
days in jail each.
“It seems to be pretty well conceded,” that up.’
there is, in the evolution of the matThe case against Wm. Tozier of Binghe said, “among the members of the proter that constitutes- a newspaper, any
fession at the present time that judgment such thing as natural selection or the ham, for selling liquor without a license,
The mani- survival of the fittest. He looks upon a was on trial again yesterday foreis the genius of journalism.
newspaper as a big literary dump cart noon,
George Libby appearing for
festation of it is largely in the perspecupon whose capacious body the editor
District
and
Attorney
his
tive which the editor gives to
paper. shovels anything that will pass for read- Tozier
the
The
government.
If he be a true journalist he will be in
ing matter. He imagines the scribe Dyer for
with a frantic zeal born of pure
working
were out from 11 a. m. to 5 p. m.,
with
his
constituents.
touch
jury
sympathetic
desperation, always making the closest and
He will know their needs, their desires, kind of connections on
reported that they could not ngree.
publication day,
their likes, their dislikes. Every matter and always liable to send his paper to Tozier was then released on his personal
that comes to his desk will be considered his readers short of measure. Under such recognizance, to appear at the term in
circumstances the ‘fill up’ friend feels
from the standpoint of what is best for
JtsangOr next; summer rur a- new mat.
it his duty, as a truly philanthropic citithat constituency, and from that view its zen, to give the editor a lift.
He fakes
RAID ON A GAMBLING HOUSE.
relative prominence in the paper will be up two or three solid columns of generaldetermined. In short, he will strive to zations and carries them to the sanctnm. Thirteen Players Arrested, Money, Chips
He
away with the air of a man who
make a paper that will please his pa- has goes
and Cards Seized.
laid up treasures in heaven, and is
trons.
fully persuaded that the sigh with which
“The public, to any editor, means the the editor received his manuscript was
Yesterday afternoon Deputy Sheriffs
the joyous anthem of a spirit freed from
Chute, Gould, Plummer and Sterling,
patrons of his paper; when, therefore, he care.”
made a raid on a supposed gambling
is serving their interests he is serving, in
Mr. Burleigh continued speaking of
room in the building on the north side of
so far as he is able, the interests of the
the ethics of journalism and its relation
Fore street, just beyond Exchange street.
community. An editor’s influence, how- •frv
f CAoi 1 vofArmo
The officers went to the place very quiouuovxip
CVC1,
gicaici
Next in order was the
tion list. His readers enforce his gospel,
etly, one by one, a nd, at a given call
POEM OF THE DAT
made by Chute, who seemed to have the
and vastly increase the circle of its effectMark
P. Pendleton, of the Bel- whole
Mr.
ive work. The thing that always both- by
thing “down fine,” the combinafast Age.
The poem
represented a tion lock was turned and the officers eners an editor, is not so much what to put
weary editor sitting in his sanctum, be- tered the room whic h was located up
in his paper, as
fore whom appeared:
one flight.
Wliat top Keep Out of It.
of Dr. W. B.

that shall be of the
;*

Editors

lire.
Mr. Burleigh's Address and Mr. Pendleton's Poem.

out of the

MW &Fw,mlycdlst,8tlior5tlip

[

151 FEDERAL (near Pearl) STREET.
ieblo

eodiiw

of Shorthand

and

Typewriting

BROWN BLOCK, 53? CONGRKSS ST.,

j

PORTLAND, NAINK.
UiJiiOeodtl

Send for circular.

TO A

pushing them aside and passing
through; then they closed as quietly as
they had opened.
“The unaccountable thing filled me
with terror, and I was about to spring

Full well you know your beauty’s power;
You count your lovers by the score.
Accept their homage for an hour.
Then turn indifferent an before.

tear the curtains

down
forward and
when 1 was again transfixed by fear
The ponderous oaken door which led
from our apartments into the public
hallway swung slowly on its lunges, as
if some one were going out. Then came

Yet not unmoved your heart the while
Yon’re seeking for a worthy mate:
A handsome form, a radiant smile
Half tempt you from your maiden state.
on, with wonder see
How oft you notice and admire
These knights of modern cbivalry-

I, looking

and

mo their gifts
slight.
Remembering Arthur’s noble face.
His c-lnstering hair, his glances bright,
Hi3 form replete with manly grace.

To

poor and

My thoughts with bitter memories burn.
I wish good fortune to yonr quest:
But howHO’er your fate may turn
1 know that you have missed the best.
-Kate Field’s Washington.

and strove

<!<•

he said,

“It’s a very strange story,”
‘a very strange story—one i have dared
tell to very few persons, and yet if you
insist I will give it you."
1 had insisted and besought by turns
nn

onrl

tKiu

(•/vncaotiUtn

was

the outcome of

a

lecreey is in order, just say so and I'll
hold tip my hands.”
“1 don't enjoin secrecy.” he answered
llowly. "The story is not one you would
care

to

repeat.”

“Oh, very well, very well." I bantered,
with a mighty affectation of a flippancy
l did not feel. “1 can close my month
But to
as tight as any one you know.
the story. Your wife, you said, died a
year ago?”
"1 said

nothing of the kind,” he redied emphatically. “1 told you 1 lost
her a year ago." Then he rose and,
crossing the room, emptied the ashes
from his pipe into the fireplace and
helped himself to another round of
tobacco. As he stood for a moment silhouetted against the flaring coals in the
grate, silent, calm, serene, it burst upon
me suddenly that the silence and serenity which in him 1 had long regarded as
most offensive and unpardonable were
nothing other than the dignity of sorrow, and 1 felt ashamed of myself; not
the first time, perhaps, that 1 have had
the same feeling, but never mind that
At last, having lighted the new
now.
pipeful, he turned and said simply:
“Yon insist?”
By this time 1 realized that I was in
for it whatever it might be, and 1 answered promptly, “Yes.”
And then, still leaning on the chimneybegan in a hesitating way:
“As yon already know, Gladys and 1

piece.

he

married a trifle over thirteen
months ago. I loved her madly, and
She. poor girl, was all a wife should be
We were very happy toor could be.
gether; no clouds over darkened the
dear heaven of our mutual love, nor
troubles for a moment disturbed our
peace and happiness. Previous to denart.insr on our wedding trip 1 had
leased a suite of rooms in a large uptown flat—you know the place—and
when we returned after a short tour
those rooms became our home and our
paradise. So things ran on for nearly
two months, and then—then came the
end—the end.''
Here he paused, and turning away
from mo looked into the hissing, spluttering little tire a moment. Somehow 1
did not feel like breaking the silence—1
realized that he was not thinking of me
then, and to speak would have been
obtrusion if not sacrilege. At length,
raising his head, he turned to me with
apparent effort and as he did so 1 could
Bee there were tears in his eyes.
“One evening,” he went on, after 1
had begged him be seated and he had
taken the big cushioned chair by the
hearth, “one evening last February my
wife and 1 spent with her mother and
returned at a late hour to our apartThe night was a bad one, and
ments.
Gladys, poor little girl, was weary and
exhausted when we reached home. Her
bright eyes had a dull, leaden look, she
was pale, complained of a headache and
said strange things as if her mind were
wandering for the moment, and 1 recommended that she retire at once and sleep
off the ill effects of her overexertion.
She was very loath to taka my advice
for some reason or other, and when 1
had lighted my pipe and drawn my armchair up to the table she came and knelt
beside me and took my hand in hers.
‘John.- said she—ah, how well I remember her words, spoken in her
piquant, half reproachful way—‘John,
you don't mean to send me away from
you, do you?'
‘Yes, my dear,’ I replied, rather petulantly. ‘For your own sake 1 do. You
1 am perfectly safe
need sleep and rest.
here with my paper.
“She rose and turned away, but had
taken only a few steps when she returned and took my hand again.
‘You want me to leave you, John?'
‘Yes, yes, my dear; go to sleep and
get a night's rest; it will do you more
good than anything else under the snn.
Her caresses somehow made me feel
Itrangely cold and nervous, and 1 spoke
more harshly than I should have done had
l stopped to think. She rose quickly and
passed into our bed chamber beyond, and
ts the portieres closed behind her a feeling of unutterable loneliness overcame
me, my heart beat hard and fast and 1
breathed with difficulty. It was all absurdity, of course, and when 1 had hesitated a bit and reasoned 1 quickly buried
myself in my papor and tried to forget
the occurrence. But every few moments the same strange unrest oppressed
aie. until 1 finally threw aside the paper.
Hid rising paced the floor, trying to drive
iff the feeling before 1 retired for the
aiglit. Perhaps 1 had been pacing up
ind down for an hour, or it may have
been but ten minutes—it don’t matter
low long it was—when my attention was
mddenly arrested by a singular movement of tho portieres at our bedroom
loorway, and 1 stopped short, unable,
ifraid to move an inch. Slowly the
leavy draperies moved as though some-

1

name;

—

_

i

Meaning of "Snore.**
to breath hoarsely in sleep
The word means more. Its root is in
the Teutonic “snar," which is the root

‘Snore,’'

It also

to

means

to

“snfir.”
growl
grumble, it is an expression of disgust.
An intimate acquaintance with Yankee
idioms takes hold on the expression that
is put forward at an unsavory report.
“Well, i snore!’’ which simply means
that the hearer is disgusted and says he
growls or snarls.
Another curious expression of that
peculiar people is “1 snum!" -simply a
of

This
contraction of “I’m struck dumb
latter has uo connection with the subject

in hand.
To snore, therefore, means much more
than to make discordant noises in steep
—Davenport Democrat.
GhoKtH in India.

The dread of ghosts, so well known to
all uncivilized and semiuncivilized conn
tries, is common in the aborigines of
India to an unusual degree; the same
may be said of their Aryan conquerors
and the lower classes of Mohammedans
All Indian ghosts are supposed to be
mischievous, and some of them bitterly
malicious. The only means employed
to appease the rancor of these unlaid
spirits is to build shrines for them and
to make them offerings, such as a fowl,
a pig. and on grand Occasions a buffalo.
Any severe illness, and more especially
any epidemic disease, such as smallpox
or cholera, is attributed to the malignancy of certain of these spirits, which
must be propitiated accordingly. —8t.
Louis Eepublic.
The Reason

was

Plain.

Dubois—This is a strange case, isn’t
A wealthy man is found dead in his
There is no wound, no sign
room.
poison and not the slightest evidence
disease anywhere about him. But the
he sat in his chair stone dead, one hanu
still holding the paper that he had been
reading. I tell you it is one of the most

it?

mysterious thingsBilgers—What did
reading?

say he

you

was

Dubois—One of the Sunday papers.
Bilgers—Oh, well, that explains the
whole thing. It was a forty page edition
probably, and when he looked at it his
heart failed.—Boston Post.
Points About

a

Good Horse.

There are some points which are val
uable in horses of every description
The head should be proportionately
large and well set on; the lower jaw
bones should be sufficiently far apart tc
enable the head to form an angle with
the neck, which gives it free motion and
a graceful carriage and prevents it bearing too heavily on the hand. The eye
should be large, a little prominent, and
the eyelid fine and thin. The ear should
be small and erect and quick in motion.
The lopear indicates dullness and stubbornness; when too far back there is a
Rider and
disposition to mischief.
Driver.
—

Dueling in Italy.
According to the figures of a statistician there is little likelihood that duel
ing will be discontinued in Italy for a
long time to come. The lover of figures
has discovered that during the last decade 2,489 affairs of honor were settled
by recourse to the saber, ninety' by appeal to the broadsword and 179 by use of
pistols. Newspaper attacks, the statistician declares, were responsible for the

majority of
Ledger.

the

duels.—Philadelphi

_

Fingers.
“From the creation of the world
the beginning of the Seventeenth ce'
For Centuries Man Ate with His

tury.” say's a French writer on the h.
tory of table customs and manners
•man ate with his fingers.”
And to
think that the sentiment of neatness
which was the principal cause of the invention of the implements and dishes
used in serving food and in eating
Biiuuiu

iiiivt?

ueeii

miuw

ui

ment!—San Francisco Chronicle.
The Best Time to Wind

a

Watch.

A dealer in watches of thirty years
experience says that he has known many
to wind their
men who have tried
watches every morning instead of at
night, but he has never known one to
succeed. There are men who wind their
watches at a fixed hour every day. but
men in general are accustomed to wind
them just before going to bed, and they
seem unable to ehangethat habit. —New

York Sun.
Cynical.
A man who was well known to be fond
of sounding his own praises met a friend
on the street one day. and began to abuse
a common acquaintance for saying something in his own behalf

‘1 can stand anything but a boaster
said he. “1 hate a braggart I’
“Then," said the other, “you can’t be
accused of egotism, eh?”—Exchange.
-*_•
men breakdown when

nfflioted with
rheumatism. Tf thev would only try Salvation
Oil they would find relief at once.
Most

WIT AND WISDOM.

HAYRACK.

A Combination “Devoutly to Be Wished
For” and Easily Made.

The illustrations show a device which
originated by Mr. James E. Rodwhich
pers. of Ostrander, O., and
has come into general use in that
of the country on account of its
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Mine Corsets!

M
Tt

FIG. I.
The engravings need but little explanation. Fig. 1 shows the rack after it is

T
on the wagon
>n
put together as it stands
to hold the hogs, sheep or calves, and
Do not yawn too freely behind those
same
the
thing
Fig. 2 shows precisely
gauze fans. —Life.
when used as a hayrack.
fol“How’s this? You said you intended to proThe framework is constructed as
lows: There are two sidepieces (made pose to Miss Clamwhooper this evening, and
o’clook. She
of oak or other strong stuff. 14 to IB feet here you are hack before nine
did n’t
you?”
long, as may be desired) 2 by 6 inches, j surely I did refuse
n’t propose. 1 conclude^ to post“No-o,
and connected at each end, as shown in ;:
pone the question,”
drawing, by a 2 by 4 strip fastened firmly
“Now, see here, Jphn if you don’t get that
girl, it’s your own fault. The idea of being
by bolts passing through the sidepieces such
a coward—you, who have bravely walked
as they rest upright on the wagon. Then
up to the cannon’s mouth!”
onto
bolted
but the cannon hadn’t been eating
four
are
"Y-e-s,
there
crosspieces
shown, onions.”—Texas Siftings.
the bottom of sidepieces, as
which are made of 2 by 41^ inch lumber,
Hall’s Hair Renewer for curing gray hair,
the end ones being platted about six
dandruff and baldness is not equaled.
inches from end of sidepieces. A board
1 inch thick and 12 inches wide is firmly
Uncle James—Well, Bobby, are you gaining
fastened lengthwise of the rack,as shown any prizes at school nowadays?
mortised
The crosspieces are
in Fig. 2.
Bobby—No, sir; the other feilows get them
[44 by 14 inches) with a slanting mor- all.
Uncle James—But you’ll keep on trying, of
tise to receive the supports of the side
course.
frames, as shown. These mortises are
Bobby—What's the use? The other fellows
made 04 inches from inside of the side- keep on trying too.—Brooklyn Life.
framepieces. The supports of the side
Cousumptives obtain relief by using Ayer’s
work are made of hard wood and are 3
feet long; at the bottom they are 2 by 3 Cherry Pectoral. No other cure is so effective,
inches, tapering to 2 by 2 at the top, ana
Mrs Patlauder—Mercy! don’t leave that botat bottom of each a tenon is cut to fit
tle of laudanum where the children can get at it.
into the mortise in crosspieces. There
Mr. P.—It’s all right, Mary.
Don’t you see
are four of these supports or uprights on
the word “poison” printed on it in big letters?
each side, as shown, and to these are
Mrs. P.—Yes, but the children can’t read.
Mr. I’.—True for you; I’d forgotten that.
bolted and nailed four boards 1 by 4, as
There. I’ve written on
“This
poison.”
The top of the up- Now they’ll know what itthe label says
shown in diagram.
says.—Boston
that
so
Transcript.
right or post is cut at an angle,
when the top board is fastened on it nail
For Files, blind, bleeding or itching, Pond's
be exactly parallel to the crosspieces at
X'.irtvn t'i e flip lx net- ram/nbr Ininwn
T?m* pnntin.
the bottom when used as a hayrack,
ued application use Fond’s Extract Ointment.
for
convenient
a
footing
thus furnishing
a man to stand upon when the rack is in
“Yesterday was ground-hog day,” observed
position for loading hay. The top board Amy, at the breakfast table this morning.
has usually been made same width (4
“Yes,” assented Mildred, the high school girl.
inches) as the others, but Mr. Rodgers
“He didn’t see his shadow?”
be
it
would
he
thinks
informs us that
“No.”
“Then, of course, the backbone of the winter
better 6 inches wide.
is
broken.”
These boards are both bolted and nailed
“Yes; the supposition is that the vertebral
to the uprights and spaced about as fol- column of the frigid season has sustained an
lows: The bottom board 7)4 inches from irreparable frature,”—Pittsburgh Chronicle.
the tenon space ij-lj inches, second board,
Baby cried,
space 5)4 inches, third board, space 7
inches, top board. The end gates are
Mother sighed,
made as shown in diagram, and are held
Doctor prescribed: Castoria!
in place by a rod same as the end gate to
for
The
a wagon bed.
holding
upright
Col. Yerger—X believe I am getting the
the lines is hinged to the top crosspiece
and may be used or removed at pleasure. dropsy.
Judge Peterby—Why, what put that idea in
The whole rack when completed is in
your head?
five pieces—bottom, sides and ends—
“I got weighed today, and I weighed three
each piece firmly made and handled sepa- hundred pounds.
“Great St. George!, where did you get
rately in putting together for use On the
weighed?
wagon and separately lifted off and hung
“Around at a coal-yard.”
On the outside of
“Calm yourself. Your weight is exactly one
np when done using.
of bottom frame and di- hundred and fifty pounds.”—Texas Siftings.
each
sidepiece

rectly over each crosspiece there is a
strong iron staple bolted through the
sidepiece, which holds the bottom of the
upright when used as a hograck, as
shown in Fig. 1. These staples are about
Sl'4 by 1 *4 in the clear, so that the uprights pass readily through them, the bottom of uprights, after passing through,
resting on end of crosspiece, which extends about half an inch outside of frame.

as

bookkeeper

or

Address B., this office.

5-1

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla, purifies the blood, and
expels all poisonous elements. Sold by druggists.
Mother—Now, my dear Francois, just drink
up this camomile tea nicely, and you will soon
be better.
Little Francois—Camomile tea! I thought I
was going to have milk punch!
Mother—No, darling, camomile tea is the
best tiling you can take.
Francois (jumping out of bed in a temper)—
Then, mamma, you can wait a long while before
I have sore throat again, I can tell you.—

Twelve
years ago Warner
Bros, introduced Coraline as a
stiffener for corsets. As a result
of this their corset business has
more than trebled until today
they employ over 2000 hands;
they have by far the largest corset manufactory in the world.
This is the verdict of the women
of the world on the superiority
of Coraline over all other materials as a stiffener of corsets.
The merit and popularity of
Dr. Warner’s Coraline Corsets is
attested by the fact that the sales
have now reached $2,000,000
annually and are increasing

rapidly year by year.
Below

are

cuts of some of the

leading styles that

we

truth is

wanted

for

17^0UND.—“That
prevail.” I wrote to
Maine. The

Fund, responsible management,or

•endow-

no

DR. WARNER'S CORALINE CORSETS.

Me.

Portland,

found the greatest cure on
earth for Rheumatism and Neuralgia in
their worst chronic forms; I suffered twelve
Sufferyears and tried every known remedy.
ers write to me and enclose stamp. MISS L. S.
ORR, East Harpswell, Me.
janbd&w2m*

any speculaLiberal terms to canvassers;
previous experience not requisite. CorresponPROVIDENT AID SOCIETY,
dence invited.

tive features.

17KXUND—I

jaii20-8

Me._
MISCELLANEOUS.

WE

by Alphetis G. Rogers. Treasurer.
Portland. Me.. Dee. 28.1801.
ian291aw3wF
WANTED.

SICK—Any lodge
a -watcher or

FOR THE

party desiring

or

nurse for the sick, can find
with tlia best. mialifleations.

Bosworth Post building, Free St.
Hall, Exchange St.

or

$5.50 per

the Mason

beans be. at.
c ffee 25c

2-4

lb._I

'tATANTED—Every
>V
shortly move to

BUSINESS CARDS.

_WM.

Card

PRINTER,

PRINTERS’

WTANTED—A good second-hand top buggy.
TV
Apply to J. C. WARD, 25 Cotton street.
8-1

EXCHANGE,

Gold and Silver for which
highest cash price is paid. Also duplicate
Wedding Presents bought, sold or exchanged.
S. SCHKYVER, National Loan oflice, 496 Con5-1
gress street, Portland, Me.

WANTED—Old

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY.

TTT'ANTED—All persons in want of trunks

All orders by mail or telephone promptly attended to.
_novlleodtf

N. E.

manufacture
you bottom

REDLON,

Coal cinders or fine coal dust with
shorts is good for hogs.

goods,
prices; trunks repaired;

open

to_fan 13-5

FOR SAXE.

255 FEDERAL ST.,

E. A. WHITNEY, the
St., sour kraut 12c.
Tea you ever drank
best
flavored
The
quart.
for 50c. lh. We challenge any dealer to match
it for the money. Fancy dairy butter

SAXE—By
291 Congress
FORgrocer

Portland, Me.

28cMb.^

Estimates for Buildings of all kinds furnished.
Brick and Stonework. Cementing and Excavating done at short notice.
Mr. F. It. Redlon was admitted to the firm
Jan. 1,1S92. Prompt and personal attention
given and satisfaction guaranteed.
E. H. REDLON.
N. E. REDLON.
eodlmo*
janlS

SAXE—Two Hoisting Engines; in first
class order.
Apply to B. J. WILLARD,
No. 59 Commercial street.9-4

FOR

and provision

SAXE—$2600; grocery
in City of Boston; here
FOR
store; best
real estate
wishes to retire
12
corner

large
years;
investments require all his attention; sell fixtures
at sacrifice and nice clean stock at inventory.
E. A. MARTIN, 186 Washington street, Bos5-2
ton, Mass.___
as

Dr. Warner’s Four-in-Hand Coraline Corset

SAXE—Horse seven years old, weighs
In good condition; kind in
every respect; will stand without hitching, and

$1.00.

FOR925 pounds.

rlrivAr
Ownpr has net iisp> fnr liar. and will
sell horse, harness and sleigh for $110.00, or
Can be seen at 203
horse separate for $35.00.
qqcv

Franklin street.28-tf.
SALE—The tine residence,
street. Modern and first

FOB
Thomas
its

Inquire

appointments.

No. 243

of S.

Commercial street.

Noi 41
elafes in

KELSiEY,

B.

_janlg-Rf

SALE—At cost, ratlier than carry < yer
my Fall and Winter Woolens. Trou ers
from $5 up, Suits from $20 up, Overcoats ft om
$20 up, for cash only. Good lit or no moufey.
F. W. GKOSSTUClt 10 Free street,
jaug-8^

FOR

FOR

IS INVALUABLE FOR

-THE-

/ouighs *a!lLun&
\olds
35c.

and

$1

at all

r. MORGAN & SONS, Prop’®
PHOTODEPCCE, a. I.

One of the best paying drug stores within
Other business the
3 miles of Boston.
Business, *10,000 a year.
cause for sale.
T.
C.
E.
Somerville,
EDDY,
Address,
febSdlw*
Mass.

!

C

ME.

FOR SiYXiF.

eod&wly

apl5

$1.25.

CASTINE,

Nearly new, and well furnished throughout ; has 52 guest rooms ; is finely located,
and specially adapted to Summer Guests,
Owing to decease of a large owner it will be
,J. E, MOORE,
sold cheap. Address
Thomaston, Me.
jan22FM&Wtf

Druggists,

Br. Warner's 444 Coraline Corset

Hotel,

_A_cadian

c

Ladies who have large hips and those who
have trouble with their corsets breaking down
will find the Four-in-hand especially adapted to
their needs. It gives a graceful figure, is verX
comfortable and is a special favorite with a
large class of ladies. Made in white and drab.

MALE HELP.

of good morals
like to

gentleman
WANTED—A
and strictly temperance would
not under 35
with
correspond

a

lady

or

over

40

of age, objeet matrimony; no objections to
Address H. H.
a widow; all letters answered.
HART, Portland Me.__10-1
years

SITUATION

WANTED—A

bffice.__0-1
OFFICES

{

100-2.

TErjEmOKTE

dim

feb3

These are French strip corsets, designed after
the latest Paris fashions. They are constructed
throughout of the finest English satteen, are
light in weight, and long waisted, giving a lady
a neat and graceful form.
We should be pleased to send you circulars,
and solicit a portion of your business.

Dr. Warner’s Coraline Health Corseft

COKEY, HILLIKEX & CO.,
(Members N. Y. Con. Stock Exchange),
45 Kilby St., Boston.
Send for circular, or, better still, call and

$1.23.

TO LET.

take notice that the firm of OWEN,
this day dissolved by
GF.o. M. Moore,
Geo. C. Owen,
Albert G. Bollins.

MOOBE & CO. is
PLEASE
mutual consent.

on

as

hereto-

relief ; two will effect a permanent cure, and two or three applications
eradicates hard corns. 15c.

gives instant
Rough

on

Corns.

Salvo and

Plasters. Tin box. 10c.

& CO., which succeeds to the business, and to
which all outstanding accounts of the linn of
The
OWEN, MOOllE & CO. are to he paid.
new corporation solicits a continuance of the
patronage of the late lirm.
(Ieo. M. Moore. President,
Geo. C. Owen, Treasurer,
Albert U. Hollins. Manager.
febSeodlw
February 2, 1892.

on

Some Weak Spot.
There is where disease first strikes; disease
is in the air. Wells’ Health Renewer goes
direct to weak spots. Strengthen these
$1-00, Druggists.
spots before it’s too

fate.

room

_8-1

rifO

X

LET—Three

or

four

centrally located

good medium rents,

CongressT street.
L. O. BEAN & CO.,

near

Five or six rooms each.
22 Exchange street.

8-1

desirable tenements,
centrally located. Prices SO, S10 and $12
six
houses near Union
for
sale
also
per month;
Station. J. C. WOODMAN, 105V2 Exchange
OLliT—Three

—

very

received a line line of
I should he
let at
prices. Come in
B.
and look them over. FRANK
CLARK, 515
CougdCss street. __5-1

MIKADO LAUNDRY,
This is the largest
in the wofid.
The elastic Coraline
form and well fitting
and long waists, and

selling and most standard
Millions attest its merit.

elegant
dress. Made in medium
in white, drab, black and
busts

insure

an

ventilating.

J. R.

LIBBY,

Congress Street. dtf

feblO

E

finest

arc about
a stock of

quality.

street._febl-tf

LET-The elegant residence of the
N. C. Sawver. with a large and beauSituated at
tiful lot, hedge, shade trees, etc.
Woodfords. corner of Deermg and Chestnut
church,
schools,
stores.and
to
streets, bendy
Would lease for a term of years; possescars.
sion given immediately,
inquire ot E. A.
NO YES, at Portland Savings Bank, or S. M.
the
Public.
at
Library.2-tf
WATSON,

rfio BE

prices.
Please Pall and See Us.

X

WONG & LEE, PROPRIETORS.
dec21 _d3m_

A. R. & E. A.

Estate

Real

building,
occupied

liumKENT—Tlie four story
by
241 Middle street, now
Messrs. Chenery & Co., as a wholesale fancy
The
establishment.
and
mamuaeturing
goods
above is favorably situated and may be rented
Infor a term of vcars at a. reasonable price.
quire of CHENERY & CO., or BENJAMIN
51
Vs
Exchange
SHAW,

to

We snail be open for business Monday, December 21, and shall sell our goods at the lowest

to

IVORher

add to our laundry business
Chinese and Japanese Fancy
Goods, and also a choice line of tea. All goods
are imported direct from China, and are of the

VV
*

corset

i.et—I have just
IlO Studies
for Painting which
reasonable

pleased

Myrtle Street, Near City Hall.

5

Toothache gives Instant relief. 15c.

Everybody Has

O

street.___0-1

Coarse or Sallow Skin.
Muddy complexions cleared, smoothed, ! I>r. W arner’s Genuine Improved
brightened by Leaurelle Oil Balm. Delightful effect. Thore only who use if? can ap- Coraline Corsets gives better
preciate its virtues. Banishes Pimples; Blot- value and better service for the
ches, Redness. Coarseness, Freckles, vv rinkles. money titan any others.
SOc and $1.00 at Druggists. Largo size prepaid
by express, $1.00. E. g. Wells, Jersey City.
Rough

LET—Large, finely furnished

front sunny
with board; man and wife or two
No.
09 Spring
The
BAINE
HOUSE,
gentlemen.
street.

If

as

THE

at

10-1

LIST—Two flue rents Sherman street,
near
High, 7 Rooms and bath, plenty
closets, every convenience. A. E. & E. A.
DOT LX, 518 Exchange street._i>-l

a

—

Enquire

TO

NOTICE OF REORGANIZATION
carried

Green St, <‘>

UET—Lower tenement- 21

TO
rooms, rent S12.00 per month.
225 FEDERAL ST.

i»vz.

reDruary z,

business will be

eod3m

bright American boy from

NOTICE OF DISSOLUTION.

under tire
THEfore by corporation, organized
laws of the State of Maine,
OWEN, MOOKE

see us.

dccll

WANTED—A

16 to 18 years old to learn the retail business. (one just from school preferred); a good
fair nenman: to answer in his own hand writing, with references. Address, hi., rressomce.
5-1

Exchange St.

_

grand state.

Oak; as we
therefore give

WANTED—A married man
wants a situation, farm work preferred,
understands care of horses and cows; several
years experience. Address X this office. 10-1,
smart, honest boy to learn the
jewelry business. Address C. W., this

Gentlemen who Shave.
Dry, feverish, or irritated skin, Chaps,
Chafes, Roughness. By one application of the
elegant toilet requisite,Leaurelle Oil Balm,
Cheese is made up of fat, casein, e instantly smoothed and healed and tho skin at
little salt and the water that is not once made pliable. Unlike any other preparation it dries in quickly, obviating necessity
pressed out of it.
of washing it off or covering it up. The deIllinois has 1,335.289 horses, the most o! sired effect is instantaneous. Does not grease
nor soil
an}'thing pure, clean, colorless,
any state in the Union. Missouri has
i harmless. 50c. and 81.00 at Druggists. Large
the most mules, 245,102.
i size prepaid by express for $1.00.
William Chalmers was a valued cor
E. S. Wells, Jersey City.
respondent of The Breeders’ Gazette. Hi Wells’ Health Renewer cures Sexual weakness.
lived in Oregon and was an experienced
A SOFT COHN.
stockman. He was bitterly opposed to
One application of Rough on Corns, liquid,
con-

a

or

556

of

TVfOTICE—Wanted to buy from $1000 to $15,iy 000 worth of cast-off clothing; 1 pay the
highest cash price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
and children’s clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats ; call, or address letter or postal to S.
LEYI, 97 Middle street.auglOtf

fig. n.

Field and Farm remarks that Colorado is notably short on creameries and
cheese factories. Why do not some accomplished eastern creamerymen and
cheesemakers migrate to Colorado and
is
grow up with the country? Colorado

corner
and can

our

evenings until

The very best for
domestic use*

dishorning cattle, especially bulls,
tending that it impaired their vigor. He
believed that a- bull by kind treatment
could be trained like a horse, and he
practiced that system with his own animals. And not long since Mr. Chalmers
was gored to death in one of his own pasture fields by a bull that he had petted
and treated kindly from a calf.

REYNOLDS,

call at E. D.

bags to

yy

and 558 Congress street,

Mason and Builder,
Tills is the most popular aonar corset ever
manufactured. It is made in two lengths, medium and extra long, and in white, drab and
black.

wo

522

spacious store,

TAT ANTED—To loan $10, $20, $30, $50, $100
yy
to $10,000, In city and vicinity, oil furniture, pianos, organs, libraries, horses, carriages,
diamonds, watches, 2d mortgages, notes and
pay off furniture leases. Business confidential.
PORTLAND COLLATERAL LOAN CO., 1S5
0-1
Middle street, room o. second floor.

-AND--

JOB

to know that

one
our

and 524 Congress street, opposite Casco; now
is the time to replenish your cooking utensils at
low prices. PAGE’S BAZAAR, 261 Middle St.

M. MARKS,

Book,

to try my BOe Tea;
Fancy St. Louis flour
barrel warranted. P
Yelloweye beans 10c qt. Good
one

WANTED—Every
it can’t be beat.
Bid. Every

of experience,
hv inmiirinir at, the

one

ic

BOOlTlOST.

have been notified in writing, as required
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47. Section
112, by John J. Hernan, Jr., of Portland, Me.,
that his Deposit Book..No. 47.837, is lost and
that he desires a duplicate hook issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK,

MARY—The

WATCHER
private

have

SAVINGS BANK

PICTURES! Those in want of a
a small amount of money,
Pictures framed,
on us.
Plush goods and albums, skates and skate
Oak and ConD.
Cor.
REYNOLDS,
straps. E.
2-2
gress streets^__
man who sells the most Blush
of Roses for the complexion in 1892 gets a
ticket to the World’s Fair and return and 8200
Tell all your friends to buy Blush of
in cash.
me as I am working for the prize. JOHN. 8-1

PICTURES!
good picture, for
would do well to call

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland.

$1.00.

fcb3-a&w5wb

ments,” “partnership policies,”

carry in

stock:

and will

Orr, Last
hopeless
Through her

me a

Harpswell,
andlielpless rheumatic cripple.
advice I was quickly and permanently cured.
CAPTAIN M. A. HALL, Booth bay Harbor,

WANTED.—Agents
insurance, cheapest known; only 25 sinassessments total since 1885. Reserve
gle

mighty

Miss L. S.

grip left

reliable life

Figaro.

After the parts are all made, first put
the bottom framework on the wagon,
then place the sides in position. If to be
used as a hayrack insert the ends of the
uprights into the mortises of the crosspieces so that the upright will rest on
the main sidepiece of bottom frame, as
Then put the upright for
in Fig. 2.
holding the lines in its place, insert the
bolt that holds it, and the rack is ready
If for hauling swine, sheep or
for use.
calves let the bottom of uprights drop
into the staples, as shown in Fig. 1, then
put up and fasten the end gates and
slide in a board of the proper width on
each side of the main centerboard, so
as to make a reasonably close floor for
the animals to stand on, and the rack is
complete. Try it: any fanner can make
it, and there is no patent on it. It may
be made of any size desired, but the dimensions above given are those that are
ordinarily used. The iron bolts used
are all half an inch thick.—Breeder's
Gazette.

Sts.__JanlStf

Union

DR. WARNER'S

it may be converted into a convenient
rack in which to convey hogs, sheep or
calves to market is surprising.

m

of experience

young lady
would like
WANTED—A
dpuble-entry
position
Can furnish best of
cashier.
references.

—

FOUND—The

GIRLS

and address P. O, Box 1617, Portland, Me.
a

FOUND._

only place in the city where
of gold,
you can get every description
silver and nickel plating done; we give special
attention to cleaning, repairing and refinisliing
old plated ware, hand plating on carnage
work, polishing, buffing, etc.; lowest_ prices
we
for fine work;
guarantee satisfaction.
STEVENS, WOODMAN & CO., cor. * ore and

WANTED—Competent girls to run
'power sewing machines, state experience

AGENTS.

part
cheapness and convenience. As a hayrack, to be used in hauling hay. straw
or other bulky farm products, the writer
hereof lias never seen anything more
convenient, and the facility With which

~a

SALE OF

DOST AND

HELP.

FEMALE

GOODS.

rOBBTS
—

awaken

•‘But there was no answer, she was
gone." (Jeorge Percy Taggart in Journalist.

were

B

to

•iTiauys. VTiauys, my iiiauysi

i

AND

doorway.

and called aloud her

rtf

series of strategic movements on my part that would
have done honor to a Parisian detective.
“Well, then," 1 said. "I insist. Goon
with yonr story, and if any pledge of

t>is

1 seized her hand
her. but she did
In an agony of terror. 1 bent
not move.
the beating of
; mv head and listened for
Then clasping the limp form
her heart.
in my arms 1 pressed it to my bosom
the

through

MY FRIEND’S STORY.

u„U‘

faint sound, like a woman sighing
the door closed and latched itself
Nothing had been visible but the uiov
ing of the curtains and the door and
yet my soul was tilled with a nameless
horror that 1 dared not dwell upon.
Bousing mvseLf 1 leaped forward and
tearing aside the portieres rushed to unwife’s bedside. There she lay. her eyes
closed and her pale face faintly ilium
i ined by the light that followed me
a

Their gallant mien, their youthful fire.
seem

HOG

on© was

BELLE.

DOTEN,

late

desirable
457 Cnmstreet.18-1
and Loans. TO LET—Very
rooms

at

berlanu

LET—One or two flats in building No. 21
Portland Pier. Enquire WM. SHEA, 0
oct7-tf
Daniorth street.
nsfO

$50,000
in large

to

1

Loan

small amounts. Parties wishing to
build cau be accommodated.

or

COMMERCIAL

GEORGE

jul

98

4, Jose Building,
EXCHANGE STREET,

codly

I

HOPKINS,
at

Law,

Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Organization of Corporations a specialty.
doin
au2U
88 1-2

Rooms 3 and

NO.

C.

Counsellor

PAPER.

|

Quotations

of Staple Products in tin

Leading Markets.
Stocks

Governmen

Firm

and

Steady—Railroads Activ

Bonds Dull and
and

Easy-Sterlinj

and Bonds—Money

Exchange Quiet

s

Strong—Stocks Strong with Readini :

Still the Feature.

At New York, yesterday, money -ftas eas r
ranging from 1@2 per cent. Prime mercantil
paper was quoted at 3y2@5y2 per cent. Ster
ing Exchange was quiet and firm with actua 1
business in bankers’ bills at 4 85V»®4 86% fo
CO-day bills and 4 87V4®4 87 V2 for demand
posted rates at 4 86V2@4 88V4. Governmen :
bonds were dull and steady. Railroads wen
active anu

Belfast Os, 1898,R. E. aid.106
Belfast 4s, 1892—1922. Municipal.. 98
Calais 4s, 1901—1911, Refunding. .100
Lewiston 6s, 1901, Municipal.112
Lewiston 4s, 1913, Municipal.100
Saco 4s, 1901, Municipal.100
Maine CentralR. R. 7s.1898.lst. mtgll3
7s, 1912, cons. nitgl34
103
“4%s
1900, extens’nlio
gGs.
“
Is, 1895—1906 ll’bl02
Leeds & Farmington R. R. 6s. 1890.105
Portland & Ken. R. R. Os, 1895-103
Portland & Ogd’g g6s, 1900, istmtgios
Portland Water Co’s 6s, 1899.108
Poj-tlaud Water Co’s 4s, 1927
96

The stock market continued its extraordinar;
i 1 o’clock, but the interest was h
a measure transferred from Reading to the oth
er coal stocks.
New England rose to 55, anc
Ont. & Western, on enormous transactions foi
that stock, rose from 20 to 23. Erie, Northert
Pacific preferred and St Paul were still vert
active, but failed to fluctuate tvitn tire coa!
shares. The market at noon was still very active and strong.

activity after

10i
lot
loi
lit
IK
9i

Boston Stock Market.
The following were to-day’s quotations of
stocksjn Boston:
Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe R.39%
C.B.&Q.107 V«
Mexican Central. 19%
Union Pacific. 46
Boston & Maine R.164

do pfd.

Bell Telephone.209 %
York and New England R. 54
do pfd.107
Wisconsin Central.
Portland, Saco & Portsmouth R.
New

New York

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)

YORK. l-el).

10, 1892.—The following
are to-day's closing quotations of mining stocks:
Col. Coal.36 OC
NEW

strong.

lOf
lot
101
IK
10
10
Hi
13f
101
ill

Hocking Coal.16
Homestake.12
Ontario.42
Quicksilver. 3
do pfd.19

OC
OC
OC
5C
5C
a oc
3 05

Mexican. ..
Best & Belcher.
Horn Silver.
Con. Cala. & Va..
Gould & Curry. 1 85

Plymouth.

Yellow Jacket. 115

Portland Wholesale Market.

PORTLAND, Feb. 11, 1892.
No change of any importance occurred in the
wholesale market to-day,eve ytliing being quiel
and steady with a fair business doing.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain
Provisions. Produce, etc.:
Flour.

Grain.
Corn, car lots.
OC Corn, bag lots.
Meat, bag lots.

Superfine &
low grades.! 75®5
X Spring &
XX Tprlng.5 00@5
Patent Sprng
Wheat... 5 60S 5
Mich, str’ght
roller.
clear do.. .4% @5
StLouis st’gt
rooler
5s/s(55
clear do.. 5 25@5
Wnt’r wheat
patents. .5 50® 5

|

56 ®51

58@5V
.56451

2c lOats.car lots.. .43®44
j Oats, bag lots.. 45441
75 I Cotton Seed,
| car lots.. $27@27 5C
1 bag lots. $28429 OC
10 Sacked Br’n
! car lots... $21422 OC
50
bag lots. $23424 OC
37 I Middlings .$22425 OC
I bag lots. $23426 OC

....

75

Provisions.

Pork, Bks. 15 25 a 16 OC

Flsli.

Cod—Large

clear.

] 5
ctsl5

50@15

25
5C

Shore-6 76® 7 00
short
25415
Small do. .5 00fti5 25 Beef.extra
Pollock
3 25®4 25
mess...
8 00® 8 25
Haddock. .3 25®3 50
plate.. .10 00410 50
Hake.2 00g2 50 ex-plate.10 50®11 00
Lard, tubs. 61/44 7Va
Herring, box
Scaled....
14®18c tierces... 6V44 7v»
Mackerel, bl
palls.... 6V24II
Shore 1s...$ 24®*20
pure leaf. 10V2 411
Shore 2s..* 3 4®$16 Hams_10 410S4
Med. 3s...ll60is*13
docovTd.il 411t4
OIL
Large 3s..
Produce.
Kerosene, Portland ref. pet... 6 Va
Cpe Cran's.. 6 60@8 50
Pea Beans.. 2 00®2 15
I.tgonia.6V3
Medium do.
Centennial.6%
Pratt’s Astral.. 8V2
Ger. med... 1 75(32 10
Devoe's brilliant 8V2
Yellow Syes.l 90®2 25
.2 G5®2 75
Raisins.
Cal. Pea.
Irish Potat’s 4 5® 50c Muscatel.... 1 50@2 00
2 50®3 00 London lay’r2 0043 50
Sweets
Onions—Nip
Onpura lay'r.8 @91/3
tives.2 65@2 75 Valencia.
6V447
Geese.
14®16e
Sugar.
Thickens...
15.317 th Ex-quaPty flue
Eowis. 3 3® 14c
4 7-i 6
granulated..
Turkeys.... 17® 18e Standara uo... 4-x,x
Extra C. 3Ys
Apples,
No 1 BaldSeed.
i 7531 85
wins .1 75®2 00 Red Top.
50
.2
2532
ating.
Timothy... 1 55®1 65
vap 4? ft..
8® 10c Clover.10 417
....

..

....

..

..

...

Lemons.

Butter.

4 00®5 oo Creamery.28430
Palermo
Messina.... 3 50®4 50 Gilt Edge Vr’mt.274‘29
Oranges.
Choice.20421
Valencia—4 60®5 00 Good.19420
Florirla_2 00®3 001 Store.18419
Malager gpesS 50® 8 00
Eggs.
| N.
Eastern ext....2 @2G( Vermont.. 12Vfe@13
Held.21.0.22 Sage.14 @14 Vv

New York Stock and

Money Market.
(By Telegraph).
NEW YORK, Feb. 11,1892.
The following are to-day’s closing quotations

of Government securities:

Feb. 11.
Feb. 10.
New 4's reg.110%
116%
New 4’s coup.116%
116%
United States 2s reg.100
100
Centra! Pacific lsts.106%
106%
Denver & R. G. 1st.117
117

Erie2ds.108%

Kansas Pacific Consols.109
Oregon Nav. 1 sts.110%
Kansas Pacific lsts.107 fa
Closing quotations of stocks:
Adams Express.145
American Express.117
Central Pacific. 31 Va
dies. & Ohio. 24%
Chicago & Alton.140
Cbicagcf & Alton preferred_158*
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy. 107%*
Delaware Si Hudson Canal Co.. 130%
Delaware. Eackawana & West.. 156%
Denver & Rio Grande. 17
Erie.32%
Erie preferred. 72%
Illinois.Central.105%
Did., Bloom & West.
Bake Erie & West. 21%Bake Shore...122 *»
Bouis & Nash. 74%
116
Manhattan Elevated..
Michigan Central.107
Minn. & St. Bouis.
8%
Minn. & St. lamis pfd. 10
Missouri Pacific.
62%
New Jersey Central.129
Northern Pacific common. 23%
Northern Pacific pfd. 68%
Northwestern.117%
Northwestern pfd.144
New York Central.Idas
New York, Chicago & St'Bouis. 10%
do pfd. 74
Ohio & Miss... 21
Out, & Western. 20Vs
North American. 16%
Pacific Mail. 37
Pullman Palace....188
Reading. 5574
Rock Island.. 0074
St. Louis & San Frau.
do pfd.
do 1st..
St. Paul. 78%
do

...

Y.fctYy?12Vb@13Vl

Lined.20®21

St. Paul, Minn. & Mann.112Vs
St. Paul & Omaha. 48%
do

Foreign Exports.
EIVERPOOL, ENG. Steamship Whrador—
26,242 bush peas 26,073 do barley 29,438 do
oats 13,713 bids apples 1615 bags flour 147,600
lbs oatmeal 48,800 do clover seed 58.989 do
ashes 594,700 do bacon 30,200 do lard 347,100 do cheese 57,840 do butter 5200 do meats
2700 do hams 1500 do poultry 405 cs evap apples 3580 maple blocks 388 bdls scantling 13
pkgs sundries 118 head cattle.
BUENOS AYRES. Bark Annie Lewis—489,900 ft lumber 1966 pickets.
Grain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
COREECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.

Tuesday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

Opening.
Highest.

98%

Lowest.

98
97 Vi

Closing.

97 Vs

May.

102V4
102V4
100%
100%

CORN.

Jan.

Feb.

Stay.

Opening.

50 A

itignesi.

uuva

ouv4

49

49%
79%

Lowest.

49%
Closing.
Wednesday’s quotations.

50V4

WHEAT.

Jan.

July.

97 v«

Opening.
Highest.

97%
90 Vi*
97%

Lowest......

Closing.

"Stay.

J00
101

99%
101

CORN.

Jan.

Fell.

48%
49%
48%
4914

Opening.

Highest.
Lowest.

Closing.

May.
49%
49%
491/a
49%

May.

91%
89%

May.
42%
41%

Feb.

Opening.

Feb.

7*1
117
106

I'viiimec

Sugar

Trust.

83

do pfd..
Richmond & West Point. 15%
do pfd. 72%
Oregon Nav. 89

tviui uiuuciatr

62%
127
24%
69%
116%
144

114%
10%
74
22%
17%
37
189

64%
91%

a—

TTVa
125%
113

48%

15%
73

86

*Ex-int.

ucjimuw

uuuwuouu

>

5 A 7 70. Butter is dull and weak; Im. crm.
18 523; Penn, crm 30®30%; Western crm at
21*31; do factory 10*23; Elgin 31c. Cheese
fairly active and firm.
Freights to Liverpool irregular; moderate
demand; grain steam—d.
CHICAGO,Feb. 10.1802—The Flour market
etis dull and 10@p6c lower. Wheat, nervous;
closed higher; No 2 Spring wheat at 80%c ;No2
Red at Subic.Corn nervous; closed higher ;No 2
at 40%c. Oats dull; No 2 at 29®29%0; No 2
White—. No2 Rye 79c. No 2 Barley at S6@
8c. No 1 Flaxseed at 95®96b4c.
Provisions—
mess pork 8 60. Lard unchanged 6 60*6 02%.
Short rib sides at 5 87%®5 90. Dry saltmeats
—shoulders 5 00*5 25; short clear sides 6 20*
6 26.

Receipts—Flour, 29,000 bbls; wheat, 79,000
hush; corn 160,000bush; oats, 165,000 bush;
rye, 7,000; barley, 73,000 hush.
Shipments—Flour, 25,000 bb!s;wheat. 46,000
bush; corn, 233,OOOibush; oats, 268,000 bush;
rye, 11,000 bsli; barley, 86,000 bush.
ST. LOUIS, Feb. 10, 1892.—The Flour market— high grades in best demand; all grades unsettled. wheat—cash lower; No 2 Bed at 88®
88%; options vrey unsettled; lower early; reCorn folcovered aud closed %(* ^ higherc.
lowed Wheat; No 2 at 36%@36%c. Oats
very dull; No 2 at 30c. Rye—No 2 at 78c. Barley quiet; sample lots Minn at 57e. Provisions
dull and easier; pork 9 50 for old. and 11 75
for new. Lard at 6 30®6 35. Dry salt meats
—shoulders at 4 62%; king and ribs 6 25 ;short
clear at 6 25. Bacon-'-shoulders 5 37% ; longs
and ribs 6 50*0 56 ;short clear at 6 70*6 75.
Hams 9 00510 50.
Receipts—Flour, 4.000 bbls: wheat, 27.000
bush; corn, 241,000 push; oats, 27,000bush;
rye. 0000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6.000 bids; wheat, 11,000
bush; corn. 132,000bush: oats, 51,000 bush;
rye, 0,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
DETROIT,Fell.10,1892.—Wheat—No! White
Corn—No 2 at
at 93c; No 2 Red at 93%c.
42%c. Oats—No 2 at 32%c; No 2 White 34c.
Rve at 82 %c.
bbls jwlieat. 18,100 bush;
Receipts—Flour,
corn, 11,400 bush; oats, 3900 bush.

H

lor Coi ueiius

Vernier, Baker,

(By Telegraph.)
NEW

YORK. Feb.

11,

1892.—The

Cotton

bales;
quiet and steady; sales
ordinary uplands 4 13-16c ;do Gulf 5 3-16; good
at
4
stained
5-10c; middling uplands
ordinary
market

—

is

7 3-16c: do

Gulf 7 9-16c; do stained 6%e.
Cotton

NEW ORLEANS, Feb. 10, 1892.—The
market is steady; middling 6 9-16c.

CHARLESTON. Feh. 10. 1892,-The Cotton
market Is quiet; middling6%c.
SAVANNAH, Feb. 10. 1892.—The Cotton
market is easy; middling 0%c.
MOBILE, Feb. 10.1892.—The Cotton market
is easy; middling 6%c.
MEMPHIS. Feh. 10. 1892.—Tile Cotton marmarket is easy; middlings 6«/sc.

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
YTVER POOL,, Feb. 11, 1892.—The Cotton
market is steadymiddling S’Wd; sales 10,000 bales; speculation aud export 1000 bales.
LIVERPOOL. Feb. 11. 1892.—Quotations—

Wheat at 7s 7d(0;7s 7J/3d;
Spring
Wheat at 7s 9(1^7s 9y3d; Mixed American
Corn 4s 4d. Cheese 58 s;

StPASCAGOUEA—Ar

P

J&ttie B

1st, sch E

A

Kus-

Edwards,

STEAMER MOVEMENTS.

TIME
11
11
11
Labrador.Portland
.Liverpool. .Feb 13
.New York.. Rio Janeiro Feb 13
Vigilaucia
Alane.New York. Kingston .Feb 13
Yumuri.New York. Hav & Mex. Feb 13
Feb 13
Elbe.New York. Bremen
Feb 13
New York. Rotterdam
Veendam
.Fob 13
La Normandie New York. .Havre
Feb 13
Umbria.. New York. Liverpool
.Feb 1(5
Saale.New York. .Bremen.
New
.Feb
17
of
Berlin..
York..
Liverpool.
City
Teutonic.New York. .Liverpool .Feb 17
Saratoga.New York.. Hav&Card’sFeb 17
.New York. .Antwerp.. .Feb 17
Belgenland
Athos.'. New York.. Costa Rica Feb 19
Portland
Numidian
.Liverpool. .Feb 20
Servia.New York. .Liverpool..Feb 20
La Gascogne.. New’ York.. Havre.Feb 20
Feb 20
Valencia.New York.. Laguayra
Devonia.New York. .Glasgow.. .Feb 20
Eider... New York.. Bremen.... Feb 20
Valencia.New York.. Lagiiay.ia .Feb 20
Obdam.New York. Rotterdam Feb 20
Spree.- .New York. .Bremen.. .Feb 23
Gallia... New York.. Liverpool.. Feb 24
Santiago.New York. .Cienfuegos .Feb 25
.New York. .Rio Janeiro Feb 25
Advance
FOR

FROM

Venezula.... .New York. .Laguayra .Feb
Cienfuegos....New York. .Cienfuegos .Feb
Siberian.New York. .Glasgow.. .Feb

to-dav's (mutations of Provisions, Produce, ete.
cuts OO 00,514 50; short outsat
00 Oo or 14 75; backs at 15 ooguo 00; lean lends
at 00 00®15 00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork
11 00.
Hams at 9 %o; small do 10c; pressed hams
11 %e.
Lard—Choice 7c p tb in tierces and tubs ;10-lb
pails in cs 7%e.

Pork—Eong

Hogs—Choice city dressed 6%c ^ lb; country

5 v< c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 30®—c;
fancy higher; firsts and extra firsts at 24®29c;
extra imitation creamrv 25®26c factory clioicee
—®28c; Northern creamery, choice 30531c;
New York and Vermont dairy, good to choice
24520c; Eastern creamery, good to .choice at
29®30e. The above quotations are receivers’;
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams and
twins 11512%c; fair to good at 8®1 J %e; Western choice 11 %@12c; fair to good 8%@llc;
sage at 12 V, o 13c,
Eggs—Eastern extras 31@— c; fancy near-by
stock higher; firsts 26®—c; extra Vermont and
New Hampshire at 27® 28c; Western 27®28c;
Michigan firsts 20c; held stock at 22 526c;
limed 20@23c. .Jobbing prices are lc higher.
Poultry—Northern fresh-killed turkeys,choice
—c; do chickens at 16®18c; fowls 13®14c; fair
to good at 10® 14; Western dry packed turkeys
choice 15® —c; fowls 12®13e; chickens 13®
do

14c.

Beaus—N Yk hand-sicked pea, 1 95g$2: marrow pea, 81 k5®l 90; choice screen pea, 1 60®
1 70; hand-picked med, i 8551 90; choice yellow eyes, 0 00® J 90; California pea beans,2 30
a 2 40; hand-picked. 2 50 a2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 55 51 t>5;red top, 1 75®$2;
Western Jersey, 2 0O@2 25; clover, 8@9c ;Huu-

garian, 90c®8l.
Hay—Choice,] 8 50@J9 00 ;some fancy higher;
fair to to good at 310 a $18 ; Eastern fine, 812®

814; poor to ordinary .*11@$14.
Potatoes—Choice Inatives and Maine stock at
1 37% 51 50 H bbl: choice Vt and northern N
H and N Y Burbanks and white stars 45
bu;
rose 45e; Houlton Hebrons 50c; Aroostook Hebrons 45c.
1 Baldwins, at 1 502,1 65; Maine
choice Baldwies, 1 65 51 75; Green-

Apples—No

and N. H.
mv«

1

K2

sa*

Kimrs £2®2 50.

CHICAGO. Feb. 11.1892.—'Wheat opened today weak at 90%®89e for May.
Corn opened easy at 41%@41s,i for March;
42Vs@42%c for May.
Oats opened easy ;;iy«®31 Vsc for May.
I’ork opened steady at 812 00®12 02% for

May.
88%
89%

May.

SA v ain jN

_

_

a uuru-

ah—oiu

ham, for Baltimore.

CHARLESTON—Ar 10th, sch Nellie Wood-

bur v McIntyre, Baracoa.
PORT ROYAL—Cld 10th, sch Grace Andrews
Marston, Baltimore.
NORFOLK—Sid 9th, sell Marion F Sprague,
B
BA LTIMORE-Ar 10th, barque Glad Tidings,
Collier. Barbadoes.
Cld oth. sell Geo Bailey, Curtis, New York.
PHILADELPHIA—cld 10th, barque Wm W
Crapo, Hardie, San Francisco; Edw Cashing,
Whittier, Cienfuegos.
Cld Oth, sch Hattie S Williams, Allen, for Fall
River,
Ar ioth, sells Thos N Stone. Newcomb. Zaza;
Willie H Child, Giles. Feruandiua; Matilda D
Borda, Endicott, Portland; Ella L Davenport,
Dun ton. New York.
Ar llth, sehs B D Bibber, Pinkham, Matanzas; Mary Jenuess. Eaton, bagua; Waldehiar,
Lelaiul. Port de I’aix.
Ar at.,Delaware Breakwater loth, barque
Alice, Kiiir, Natal.
NEW HAVEN—Sid 10th, sch Etta A Stimpson, Bunker. Brunswick.
Sid Oth, sch Jonathan Sawyer, Reynolds, for
_

WpROVll>nKNCE

Sid 10th, sch

—

...

Westerloo,

..

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 10th, sch S J Lindsay,
New York.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 10th, sch Alfaretta
S Snare, Sierra Leone for Boston; T W Allen,
Weekawken for Lubee.
Sid oth, sells E G Willard, Ella Fressey, and
Nettle Cushing.
Sid loth, sell Eleazer W Clark.
In port, sells Elia B Kimball, Abbie Bowker,
and A Heaton.
SALEM—Ar 10th, sch Georgia L Dickson,
Port Johnson; J L Maloy, do.
BELFAST
Sid 10th, sch J E DuBignon,
Turner, Beaufort, SC.

Lard opened steady at 0 67%rr6 70 for May.
Short ribs opened steady at 0 07y»@6 10 for

May.

steady

42*8

at

88®88b4c

bid cash.
at 36% ®3G34c

opened firm
lor May.
Oats firm at 3114®.31
(o317/s May.
Corn

@38 %c

r.

c

cash; 38%

cash and Feb; 31%

_

Wednesday's

Markets.

CHICAGO.Feb. 10,1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 21,000; shipments 500; slow and
steady to lower; best steers at 4 50®5 .15; others 3 00®4 25; Stockers 1 70®3 65; cows 1 50
@2 90; light—.
Hogs—receipts 33,000; shipments 11,000;
fairly active and 5® 10 lower; rough and common at 4 50®4 60; mixed and packers 4 20 a,
4 85; prime heavy and butchers’ weights 4 35
@4 9; light 4 80,0,4 9

Sheep—receipts 9000 {shipments 2000;activc;
slieep steady; lambs higher;ewes at 3 00of- 25;
mixed 4 75@5 00; wethers at 4 95®5 40; Wes-

15,^5 40.
Lambs 6 50®9 85.
NEW YORK.Feb.lO. 1892.—The Flour market-receipts 22,093 packages; exports 6165 bills
and 7396 sacks; unsettled, closing steady with
moderate trade; sales 20,700bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 15(33 75;
city mills extra 4 90®5 00; city mills patents
5 00.®5 25; winter wheat low grades at 3 15®
3 75; air to fancy at 3 80®3 75 ipatents at 4 3 >
®5 10: Minnesota clear 4 00®4 65; straights
do at 4 25®4 85; do patents 4 4035 25; do rye
mixtures 4 00 ®4 65; suiierfine at 2eS(S3 3o;
fine at 2 35(3.3 10. Suotheru flour dull and nil
changed at 3 803,510. Rye flour firm; demand
good. Buckwheat flour quiet. Buckwheat at 53
@ 57. Cornmeal in fair demand; Yellow Western at 2 76"(3,3 1 (l.
Wheat—receipts 70,500
bush; exports 212.484 bush; sales 208,000
terns 5

HeiSlltti(1°

|\; g%g}S

Laguaya
New York.

Arrived.
& Bibber.

Scl) Sarali Hunter, (Br) Mowry, New York for
St.John, NB.
Soli Bob & Harry, (Br) Fardy, New York
for St John, NB.
Sell Eagle, Brown, New York for St John, NB.
Sell Orizimbo, Britt, New York for St John.
Sell Oeorge & Everett, (Br) Hatiield, Boston
for St John, NB.
Sell Druid, (Br) Wilson, Boston for St John.
Sell Victory, Stiles. Boston lot-.
Sch Acacia, (Br) Croft, Boston for Annapolis, NS.
Self Florence J Alien, Boston for Boothbay.
Sell Odell, Wade, Boston for Belfast.
Sell R K Learning, Bootlibay for Philadelphia.
Sch Mary Story, from Jai Have, with 4,000 lbs
halibut and’4,000 lbs cod.
BELOW—Sch Cyrus Chamberlain, coastwise

port.

Cleared.
IJ

Torrance & Co.

Mur-

BOOTHBAY, Feb 11—Ar. sells J J Hanson.
Oliver, Boston, to load for Washington; JW
Linuell, Handy, do, to load for New York.
KOOK PORT, Fell 10—Ar, sell Cassie F Bronson, Bennett, Portland, to load for Baltimore.

DOMINION LINE.
Royal

Mail

Outwards and

at Halifax

Calling

Steamships.

Liverpool.
Jau.7.
Feb.
Mar.

I LABRADOR,
lOREGON,
ISARNIA,

[LABRADOR,
OREGON,

From

25.

27

Mar. 10.
24.

Mar. 12

'Apr.

Apr.

I

[SARNIA._—

31.

I

Portland. | Halifax
Jan. 28.
Jan. 30
Feb. 13
Feb. 11.

Steamer.

iSARNIA*

21.
4.
18.
3.

17.

••

Homewards

From

From

7.

26
9

21._23

-Cabin, 840 to $60; Return. S80 to $110; See

ond Cabin, $25; Steerage, *20.
Avonmoutli Dock Direct.
From
I
I
From
_Avenmouth._! Steamship., I Portlaud.
January 23. I DOMINION, | February 10.
22.
I
February 4. [ TORONTO,
March
7.
18.
| TEXAS,
The Bristol steamers do not carry passengers.
DAVID TORRANCE & CO.,
nov23dtf
Agents.
__

Apply to H.

&

A.
or

ALLAN and T. T\
H. & A. ALLAN,

Boston.

dee24

dtf

International
—

Co.

Steamship
FOR

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.B., Halifax, N.S.

iust, sch Mabel Hooper,

parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello aud
St. Andrews, N. B.
and all

24, sch Warren S Potter,

Fall aud Winter Arrangement.
Ou and after Nov. 2. and until further notice. the steamers of this line leave Railroad

Spoken,

Wharf, Portland, Monday and Thursday at
5.00 p. ill., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination. ngf>“Frelght received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street,
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

For Bilious Attacks
heartburn,

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

headache,

and all disorders of
the stomach, liver,

—

LINE FOR

California, Japan, China,
America and

bowels,

—

Central and South

Mexico,

New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San F’rancisco via The IsthFrom

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills

mus

of Panama.

For Japan and China.
LAMPASAS.sails Saturday Feb. 20, noon.
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA.sails Wednesday, Feb. 17, 3 p. ni.
For Freight, Passage, or general infofmation
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
E. A. ADAMS & CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jelO

are the

safest, surest,
and most popular
medicine for

family use.
Dr. J. C. Ayer & Co.
Lowell, Mass.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA.
DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

The old

sumption

that conbe cured if
“

saying
can

From

Long Wharf. Boston. 3

Litnont

”

taken in time was poor comfort. It seemed to invite a
trial, but to anticipate failure^
The other one, not so olds
“consumption can be cured,*
is considered by many false.
Both are true and not

XPh.irf

T>lxil..rl<s1r.K<n

p.O m.

From
m

In.

surance one-half the rate, of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. !i. K.,

and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of
commission.
Round Trip $18.00.
Passage #10.00.
Meals and room Included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 70 hong Wharf, Boston.
K. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, SO State St., Fiskc Building. Boston,
oct22dtf
Mass.

office, 211 Washington

one cannot

ISLAND

begin

too

early.

STEAMERS.

living—free.

A Guaranteed Cure for Piles of whatever
kind or degree—External, Internal, Blind or
Bleeding, Itching, Chronic, Recent or Hereditary. This remedy lias positively never been
known to fail. SI.00 a box. 0 boxes for §5.00;
sent by mail prepaid on receipt of price.
A
written Guarantee positively given to each
of
0
when
at
ouo
bdxes,
purchased
purchaser
time, to refund the. §5.00 paid if not cured.
Guarantee issued by XV. XV. XVHIPPJ.K &
CO., XX’Uotesale and Retail Agents, 21 Monu
oct28eodtf
ment Square, Portland, Me.

33
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1

1

CLASS

FIRST

j»

PIAKTOS
“‘m FOR SALE OR RENT; ALSO

|%

Houston. Dunkirk;
ton. San Francisco;

Very fancy

or

y Dyspepsia or any form of Stomach Trouble?
1C Cfl TRY DR- BRONSON'S

Oil PEPSIN
I^lrThey
will relieve and

Plain at

TROCHES

cure you.

j:
I

at druggists or

8.00

a.

General Manager.

QONSUMPTION!

ARRIVALS IX rOKTLAXP.

From Waterville and Lewiston, 8.35 a. m.; Augusta, Bath and from Rockland Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Montreal, Bridgtou, etc.. 0.30 a.
m.; Farmington, Skowliegan and
Lewiston,
12.25 p. m.; St. John. Bangor, Rockland,
etc., 12.30 p. m.; Waterville, Bath. Augusta
and Rockland. 5.35 p. in.; Farmington, Sko\yhegan. Waterville and Lewiston. 5.45 p. in.;
Montreal, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgtou, 8.00
p. in.; Night Pullman *1.40 a. m.
! *Sundays included.
FAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager,
F. E. BOOTH BY, Gen l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
nov24dtf
Portland, Nov. 20, 1801.

Boston & ftflaine R.

Providence, Nov. 18, 1891.
Mr. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I feel it a duty f owe you to let you
know how I am getting along with your Liquid
Food. I have taken five 6-oz bottles, and I
thought I would have my lungs sounded, and
the doctor told me my left lung has healed, and
that the right lung is in better condition, and I
shall continue with the Food, feeling confident
it will oure me. I find I can get around and
walk better upstairs and not put me out of
breath as it did. I truly think I shall come out
of this lung disease, as I am gaining so fast.
I
am very grateful to you for the benefit I have
received from your Liquid Food.
I remain respectfully,
EMMA H. DYER,
4 Welcome Avenue.
This lady Is well known m Providence, and
we have received letters from several of her
friends congratulating us for being the means
of saving her life.
307 Wall

Andover, Mass., Dec, 2,1891.
A. L. Murdock:
Dear Sir—I would like to teil you of our ex
perienee with your Liquid Food, for I feel very
sure that in the mercy of God it saved iny husband’s life.
Two years ago, my husband worn out with excessive watching and anxiety by reason of a
severe illness of mine,
together with the
pressure of his duties as principal of a high
school, broke down completely, nervous exhaustion, severe rhematism, amounting almost
to rheumatic fever, and complete derangement
of the digestive system, so that he could not
keep milk on his stomach, or the simplest nourishment, brought him down very low.
Our physician, nearly in despair, tried one
thing after another, but all to no good. At last
he hit on your Liquid Food; the effect was magical. The very first dose made itself felt like a
thrill of new life; his improvement was very
rapid, his appetite ravenous, and he gained flesh
His rheumatism, too, which had
very fast.
troubled him exceedingly for several years, was
very much relieved, and, in short, he seemed
npw man

To all who knew him

and liis former condition, he was a walking
advertisement of Murdock's Liquid Food. Since
that time, when he becomes debilitated through
overwork or indigestion, a litfle of the Liquid
Food will soon set him right again.
Feeling that we both owe you a large debt of
gratitude, and this acknowledgement of the
benefit received, I am,
Yours

respectfully,

MRS. PERCIVAL F. MARSTON,
Andover, Mass.
JanllM.'W&Ftf

R.

1801.

WESTERN DIVISION.

Portland (Union Station) for
Soarboro Beacb. TMne Point, 7.00, 10.15 a.
m., 3.30. 5.15. 8.15 p. in.: Old Orchard Beacb,
Saco, Biddeford, 7.00, 8 45. 10.1 5 a. in.. 12.40.
3.30, 5.15. 8.15 p. m.: Kennebtmk, 7.00. 8.45
Wells
a. ill., 12.40, 3.30, 5.15, 8.15 p. in.;
Beacb, 7.00. 8.45 a. ill., 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;North
Berwick, Great Falls, Dover, 7.00, S.45 a.
111., 12.40. 3.30, 5.15 p. ill; Rochester, Farmington, Alton Bay, Wolf boro, 8.45 a. 111.,
12.40, 3.30 p. m.; Worcester, (via Great
Falls and Rochester] 7.00 a. in.: Manchester
and Concord (via South Newmarket Junction)
7.00 a. m., 3.30 p. in..; (via Lawrence) 8.45 a.
Trains leave

erliill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 17.00,
18.45 a. in., §12.40, 8.30 p. in.
Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.30 a. ill., 1.00,
4.00 p.

in.

Sunday Trains from Union Station, for Bosand way stations, 12.55. 4.15 p. m.
EASTERN DIVISION.
From Union Station. For Cape Elizabeth,
9.00 a: ill.; Amesbury, 9.00 a. ill., 6.00 p. m.;
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn, Boston, (12.00 a. ill. daily) 19.00 a.
m.. (§1.00 p. m. daliy) 16.00 p. in.
Boston ter Portland, 7.00 a. ill.. ($9.00 a. m.
daily) 12.30 p. in., (*7.00 p. m. daily.)
ton

(

Gents—I have been restored to health by the
use of your Liquid Food.
My trouble was consumption of the stomach and bowels, and I could
obtain no relief from the medical profession, as
I continued to grow worse all the time, and my
weight was reduced to 100 pounds. Last Angus
I tried your F'ood, and have used it up to this
date daily. 1 have recovered my former health,
and now weigh 170 pounds. Respectfully,
W. C. HUG UNIX.

4,

In Effect October

street, 1

Janesville, Wis., Dec. 9,1891.

Quebec Line.

the West; and with the Canadian Pacific
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 3.3u p. m. train
cific Coast points.
connects at. Montreal with trains via "Sou”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

m., 2.15. p.m.
C. W. T. CODING.

j

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 u.
(Connects witli Rail Lines for New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines for New York.
{Western Division from North Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station. Congress street.
JOHN W. SANBORN,
Acting (Jen. Man., Boston.
T>. J. FLANDERS. G. P. and T. A., Boston
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland,
octiidtf
m.

Portland & Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OF PREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, Oct. 5, 1891, Passenger trains will Leave Portland:
For
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.

For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and
5.30 p.

m.

For Gorham at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00. 5.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.
For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, Westbrook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30
and 10.00 a. m., 12.30, 3.00, 5.30 6.20 and
11.15 p.

ill.

For Forest Avenue (Deering), 6.20 p. ni.
The 12.30 ]i. in. train from Portland connects
“Hoosac
at Ayer Junction with
Tunnel
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence aud New York,
via “Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30 and 5.50p. in.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.35 and 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 4.30, 5.50 and 7.3o
p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. COKDWELL, Ticket
AKCiit)

rui iicuiu, iuu.

J. W. PETEES, Sunt.
C. J. WIG GIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent.
oct5iltt.

■>

!

—

HASTINGS’.;
dt£

|

BalsaM
One of the Best Medicines Evci
Invented for

PERFECT AND IMMEDIATE RELIEF
15 CASES OF PAI5 A5D INFLAMMATION.
This excellent compound la achieving the most
signal triumphs, astonishing many who have occasion to use it by the certainty with which if; relieved
them of their sufferings, both externally and internclly. It 1b safe and certain in its actiop.
For Burns, Poisoning, Frys' 'las, Inflammation
0/ the Eyes or Bowels, Earache, deafness, RheumaShoulders, Piles,
tism, Pains in Side, Back ox
Sore Throat, Croup or Bronchiti

Price 25c. end

$1

E. MORGAN

aTsONS, Prop’s.

at el.

druggists.

paovxDENUE. s.

SOUTHERN

eocl&wly

PINE

25 cents

port.

dec!7

White Mountains and

For Cumberland Mills, Sebago Lake, BridgtonyFryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, Fabyans, St. Jolinsburv, Newport
and Montreal, 8.45 a. m., 3.30 p. ill.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.45 a. ill.
The 8.45 a. m. connects for all points in Northern New Hampshire, Vermont. Chicago and

CS7 INTER TIME TABLE, commencing Monv*
day, November 1, 1891:
Leave Portland for Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5. 46, 6.45, 8.00 a. m., 2.16, (>.10 p. m.;
for Little and Great Diamond, Trefetheu’s and
oct30dtf

included. jNiglit exattached, runs every

night. Sundays included, but not to Skowliegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.

Bay Steamboat Company,

aplo

01
i

by mail.
BRONSON CHEMICAL CO., Providence, R. I. 7

(' per box,

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST.
AT

Are You
TROUBLED
With
INDIGESTION

{»

Domestic Ports.

p.

cl reus,
l.oO ?>. 111.
*Kuus daily, Sundays
with
press
sleeping cars

CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF.

ARABIAN,

Scott & Bownb, Chemists, 132 South 5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott’s Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—all druggists everywhere do,

W.

1.15 and 13.30
p. m.
and Provinces
St.
Halifax
John.
Vanceboro,
*1.15 and $11.30 p. in.
St.
Houlton, Woodstock,
Stephen and North
Aroostook at 1.15 and 11.30 p. m.; St. An-

Nov. 2,1891. steamer MERRYCONEAG, -will leave Orr’s Island at 6.40
a. m„ for Portland and intermediate landings.
RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island
and intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS.
octldtf
General Manger.

Long Island,

a. in.

Ellsw'orth and Bar Harbor at

and after

Casco

at 7.20

m.

dtf

nR HAYNES

means

careful

Sundays only

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO,
ON

m.

Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, 1.15
and 11.30 p. m.; via Oldtown, at 11.30 p.

street.

______

is careful liv
Emulsion of
Scott’s
ine.
O
cod-liver oil is sometimes an
important part of that.
Let us send you a book on
The

p.

Bangor via Lewiston, 1.10 p. m.; via Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15 and $11.30 p. in., and on

mob

Baltimore.

Sid 10th, ship A J Fuller, for San Francisco;
Evie li Hall, for Demerara.
Passed Hell Gate 10th, sells John P Kelsey,
New York lor Rockland; Charlie & Willie, do

dec22

_1_

L11U

U UC ,

Aral Deni 10th inst, slop Bohemia, Hogan,
Antwerp for New York.
Sid fm Teneritfe Otli inst, barque J B Babel,
Mitchell, New York.

sell

Boston

qnS f11 like

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.
From Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

i

.■

Sh1 fm Havre 10th inst, ship Tam O’Shanter,

NEW YORK—Ar 10th, ship Robert Dixon,
barque Adolph Obrig.CarlHavana, Rice. Havana; sell
Nellie, Russell, Rockland; Myra W Spear, from
Portsmouth.
Ar .11th, soli Falmouth, Smithy: Guantanamo
via Delaware Breakwater.
Ckl 1 otl), ship P N Blanchard, lffaiichard, for
Hong Kong; "Seb Commerce, Burgess, Bucks-

England.

From
Halifax.

From

i

McGOWAN, Portland,

nil

Memoranda.
New York, Jan 10—Sell Celia F, Dodge, from
Manzanillo, reports,—Feb 5, during a heavy
gale, carried away maingaff and spl^t .sails.

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted by
gas. Unequaled dining car service.
TIME TABLE NOVEMBER 15, 1891.
Leave New York from foot of Liberty street,
North Kiver.
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.30 a. m., 1.30, 2.15, 3.30, 4.00, 5.00, 6.00,
7.30 p. m., 12.15 night. Sundays-9.00,
10.30, 11.30 a. m., 1.30, 3.30, 5.00, 6.00 p.
m., 12.15 night.
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining ear) a. m.; 1.30, 3.30, dining car 6.00 p. m., 12.15 night.
Parlor cars on day trains-Sleepers on night
trains.
Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Kailroad offices throughout New York and New

Line

rrn

Ar at Liverpool 9th iust, steamer Sarnia, from

Peabody,

PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

uo.

River, New York, on Wednesdays and SatFare, §4.00; Round trip,
urdays at 4 p. m.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
§7.00.
feb-ldtf
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.

$30.

6, sch Jas Boyce, Jr, Dun-

EXCHANGE DISPATCHES.
Pfirtl

HUIg,

HU

m

Steamship I*brador,(Br) McAuley, Liverpool,

FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS.
WISCASSET, Feb 10—Ar. sell Celina,
ray, Portland, to load for Fort M an roe.

UCUII

H.-a>v

New York aud Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin *36 and upwards. Return *85 ana upwards.
to Boston direct via Derry and
GlasgowI’roiviirl
T'nliifiiv
ctuoro
81
intnrmorlioto

Jan 23, lat, 11 S, Ion 36 W, barque Edmund
Phinney, Young, from New York for Valparaiso
and Ariea.
Feb 7. lat 33 ION, Ion 72 30 W, shin Isaac
Reed, Waldo, from Hong Kong for New York.
Jan 17, iat 1 S, Ion 30 W, ship Grandee,Smith,
from Antwerp for Portland, 0.

•1

Sch Edward Lameyer, Hoboken—coal to Dyer

HI.

City

Cottage

Wednesdays and Sat-

on

STATE 1UVE {Hcrv*co

Andrews.
Sid fm Matanzas 5th iust, sch Helen E Kenney, Corbett, Apalachicola.

PORTLAND.

THURSDAY, Feb 11.

—VIA—

East

MARINE NE¥S
POET OP

p,

rru...

Ar at St Pierre Jan
can, Philadelphia.
Sid fm Havana 6th
Hooper. Pensacola.
Jan
Ar at

Feb 27

....

Itooiisets*1?1—3- ■' 1Q 00

O

ilt

luuajs

and

Manhattan

Franklin Wharf

leave

Liverpool | Steamships Portland.
28th Jan. *Numidian, 18tii Fell. 20th Feb.
5th Mar.
3rd Mar.
11 til Feb. Circassian,
19th
25th
‘Mongolian 17th
loth Mar. ‘Nunildian, 31st
I 2nd Apr.
*S. S. Numidian and Mongolian will carry cai>
tie and only cabin passengers. Cabin *40 to
*60, according to steamer and location of state
room; second cabin *25; steerage *20.
Allan Line Steam-

Jan 24, barques Kmita, Nash,
and Rebecca Crowell, Southard, disg; Vilora H
Hopkins, Dow. for United States.
Aral Deinerara 2d inst. barque Leventer,
Gerry, Greenock.
Ar at Port Spain Jan 17th, barque Glencida,
Corning, London.
Sid loth, brig Screamer, Berry, Philadelphia;
26th, Harry Smith, Craig, dc.
Ar at St Jago Jail 16. sch J HConvers, Drisko
£1*
1«..J
Mm-fh nf lI.iHni-no

....

MINIATURE ALMANAC, FEB. 12,
Sun rises .6 40 Hi , wdter
wfltpr f-10 40
11 25
Sun sets.5 12
\

Steamers

From

ner, Pascagoula.
At Pernambuco

and

On and after November 29, 1891, passengei
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewis
ton, 8.30 a. m., 3.10, 5.05 p. m.
Lewiston via Brunswick, 7.15 a. m.. *1.15,
5.00 and $11.30 p. m.
Rockland and Knox and Lincoln Stations,
7.15 a. in., 1.15 and on Saturdays only at 5.00
p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., *1.15, 5.00 and $11.30
p. m.
Farmington and Phillips, via Lewiston, 8.30
a. m., 1.10 p. in.; via Brunswick, 1.15 p. in.;
and for Rangeley at 8.30 a. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop Keadtield and Oak*
land, 1.10 and 5.05 p. ill.
Waterville via Lewiston, 1.10, 5.05 p. ill.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. in., *1.15, $11.30 p. ill.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.10 p. in.; via
Augusta, 7.15 a. m., 1.15, $11.30 p. m.
Belfast, 3.3 5 and 11.30 p. m.
Dover and Foxcroft, via Dexter, 1.15, 11.30

Washington

BETWEEN PORTLAND AND LIVERPOOL.

Foreign Forts.
Jail IS, ship Belle O’Brien,
Hodgdon, from Hiogo, ar 17th; Sea Witch, TibPortland.
and
for
betts,
Hiogo
Ar at Cadiz 3d inst, sell b G Haskell, RichardBoston.
son,
Sid fm Newport, E, 10th inst, barque Fred W
Carlon, Johansen, Para.
Ar at Colon Jan 31, sch Fred Jackson, Gardi-

sick

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and

Royal Mail Steamships.

Yokohama

..

Liverpool

DIRECT LINE TO HEW YORK.

Allan

—

....

...

evening, Sundays excepted, at 7 o’clock;
arriving in season for connection with earliest
trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for Providence, Lowell,
every

..

for New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 10th, sch Eva Adel], Lord,
Port JohnsonSid loth, sch Lena A White, White, for New

..

Portland

Alternately leave Franklin Wharf, Portland,

RKCNs'wfCK—Ar 10th, seh Addie P McFad-

den. Wriaht, New York.

..

......

TREMOJiT AND FOREST C1TI

MAINE STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

HFEItNANDINA—Sid

....

Oregon

rTHF; STAUNCH SEAGOING STEAMERS,

brig David Bugbee, Stowers, for
10th, sch Peter H Crow-

....

May.

41 %

Portland Daily Press Stock List.
Corrected bv Swan & Barrett, Bankers and
Brokers, 186 ‘Middle street.
STOCKS.
Par Value. Bid. Asked
Description.
128
12C
Canal National Bank.100
llo
117
Casco National Bank.100
42
40
40%
Cumberland National Bank..
102
100
First National Bank.100
117
115
Merchants’National Bank.. 75
118
116
National Traders’ Bank... .100
103
105
Portland National Bank-100
116
114
Portland Trust Co.100
100
Portland Company.100
80
S5
Portland Gas Company. 50
120
115
Portland Railroad Comnanyloo
115
llo
Portland AVater Co.100
120
115
Maine Central R R.100
BONDS.
110
Portland City 6s. 1897.108
125
Portland 6s, 1907.123
103
.102
1902—1912
Portland4s,
Funding.
104
Bangor 6s, 1894, It. R. aid..102
110
R
K.
aid.108
Bangor 6s, 1890,
121
Bangor 6s, 1905, AVater.120
107
Bath 6s, 1898. R. R aid.105
104
Bath 6s. 1897, Municipal.102
102
Bath 414s. 1907, Municipal.100
Bath 4s, 1021, Refunding. 98
100

..

v

PENSACOEA—Ar 9th, sch Clara a Phinney,
Ar'S’ln sell*3 Ada A Kennedy, Kennedy, from

..

Market*
BOSTON, Feb. JO, 1892.—The following are
Boston Produce

New

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning, leave India Wharf, Boston, every
evening, Sundays excepted, at G o’clock.
J. B. COYLE,
J. F. LI8C0MB,
General Agent.
Manager.
<itf
sepl6

10th,

VCldS°lOtii;

For Bangor, Bar Harbor, St. John, the
White Mountains, Quebec, Montreal
and the West.

—BETWEEN—

~

PMOBIEEy-CldClToih, sch Hattie MeG Buck,
^'siOBlLE^Sl ath, sell Nimrod. Falker, from.
Bold A Sno< Calbaridn.
PSSlda§th!'scli
sell Helen Montague, Adams, New
Ar
Y Qplr

LINE. MAINE CENTRAL R. R.

BLUE

Safest Trains in the World

IF ARE 0*1, Y $1.00. CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,

Pifivii;

ii

Winter

OCEAN

Finest and

Pond and Baltr-

Orizinvyo* r—
'«IStvksTON— SW loth, soli

H •!

At

Cotton Markets.

ROYAL

Acldaitdhd°i)m-que^r<j,vss-Wheeler.

—

19

117

A A

cfob: No 2 White 53; No 3 at
5014c afloat,
4814c; steamer mixed at 4814c. Oa,t*~receipts
134,475 bush; exports 866 bush; sales .67,000
bush; dull and weak; No 3 at 3514c •„ White do
37c; No 2 at 35Ha76c; White doatSSc; No 1
37c; do White at 39%c;Mixed Western at. 35
337c; do White at 37i*42e; White State 37@
42c; No 2 Chicago at 66% *37c. Coffee—Rio
quiet and firmer; No 7 at 143/4i315c. Sugar—
raw quiet and steady; refined quiet and steady;
outside quotations are those posted by trust.;
inside
figures cover rebate: No 6 at 31g@
3%c; No 7 at 3%@3Hc; No 8 at 3 5-16(33 916c; No 9 at 3l/i:*3'vc; No 10 at 33-16@
3 5-16C;No 11 at 3 3-16*3 5-10c; No 12 at 3 v»
3314c;No 13, 3 3-10*35-16 joff A 3 9-16*3% 5
Mould A 414*414c; standard A at4;g4V8C;
Confectioners’A 3%@4c; cut loaf at 5*5Vsc;
crushed at 5*5
c: powdered 4%@4!4c; granulated 4*4%c; Cubes at 4!43J4%c. Petroleum quiet and steady; united at 69%c. Pork
active and firm; mess 9 75*10 50; extra prime
10 00; Beef dull aud steady ;beef hams quiet;
tierced beef dull ;cut meats dull and firm; middles are firm; short clear at 6 77Va. I-ard is
about steady and quiet; Western steam closed
at' 6 85 bid; city steam 6 45*6 50; refined firm

RAILROADS.

RAILROADS.

t0BOSTOX-Ar
HAr
iHhf schfeHatti0 ^^man Forsalth,
Fortune Hay; AugusJfia^'WtrHall, Norfolk;
Ain boy, Addle Sehafter,
Druid, Hutchings,

—

8%

ST LOUIS, Feb. 11. 1892.—Wheat opened

CORN.

Opening. 40%
Closing.41

21 %
122%

13%
29%
86%
83%

G

for

WHEAT.

Lowest..

17
33%
74%
106%

(By Telegraph.)

CORN.

Feb.

108
130
160

Domestic Marktes.

WHEAT.

41%
Opening..
Closing. 40%
Wednesday's quotations.

l6o

13
Wabash,.St. Louis & Pacific
do pfd... 29%

TT

Tuesday’s quotations.

88

24%
140

10%
46%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.

F’eb.

145
117
31 %

—

fort Johnson for Bosfordo; Senator Grimes,
loth, sell Charles A Campbell,

...

Receipts.

PORTLAND, Feb. 11.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 89 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads 122 cars.

Opening.
Closing.

pfd.115

11%
107ya

Texas Pacific, new.
974
Union Pacific. 45%

Western Union. 86%

Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
Portland market—cut loaf 5Vie ;confectioners’
7C; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
6c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.
Railroad

pfd.12578

107
109

bush; unsettled, duelling lower and closed firm;
Xo 2 Red at 1 02*102% store ancUdev. 1 03%
31 04 Mi afloat; 1.01 %.&1 05 f o bjHo 3 Red at
99Vs *99% ;W> 1 Northern at 1 02% *1 04% ;
Xo 1 hard at T d6*l 06 ‘4 ; No 2. Jgirthern -;
No 3 Spring c. Rye firmer butqtuet; Western
at 92S93HC. Barley quiet and steady; No 2 Mil
—c.
Corn—receipts 143,375 busli; exports 56,173 busii; sales 167.000bush; opened weak;
closed firm; No 2 at 48%@491xc in elev, 50@

Timber, Plauk and Flooring Hoards.
Largest Assortment and Lowest Prices.

PEEKING, WINSLOW
dec 16

eod2wto

.PORTLAND, ME., HEAD BROWN'S

&

GO.,

WHARJ

Grand Trunk
On

and

After

of Canada.

Railway
MONDAY.

Trains will

run as

Dec.
follows:

7,

1891,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 7.20 a.
in., and l.lo, 1.30 and 5.10 p. in. For Gorham, 7.10 a. m., 1.30 and 5.10 p. ni. For
Montreal and Chicago, 7.10 a. ill. and 1.30
p. m. For Quebec, 1.30 p. in. For Bucktield and Canton, 7.10 a. m. and 1.30 p. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn, 8.25 a. 111.,
32.10, 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From Gorham, N. H., 8.25 a. ill.. 3 2.10 and 5.50 p. ill.
From Chicago and Montreal, 12.10 a. in.,
5.50 p. m. From Quebec, 12.10 p. in.

TICKET OFFICE
50

Exchange Street, and Depot Foot of Iudia Street.

Lowest fares from Portland. Yarmouth Junction and Danville Junction as follows: To Chicago $20 and $15.75; Detroit $16.75 and
$12.50; Kansas City $30 and $25.75; St. Paul
$31.50 and $27.25; St. Louis via Detroit $23.75
and $19.75; St. Louis via Chicago $26 and
$21.50; San Francisco, California. $90 and
$60.25. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SEARGEANT, General Manager.
dtf
dcc8

Portland & Rnmford Falls
In Effect November

Railway.

16, 1891.

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway, 7.10 a. rn.
and 1.30 u. m.
RETURNING-Leave Canton 4.30 and 9.30 a.
m.

STAGE CONNECTIONS-Daily-From W.
Minot for Hebron Academy ; Bucktield for \V.
Sumner and Turner; Canon lor Peru, Dixfleld and Mexico; also for Brettun’s Mills,
L. L. LINCOLN, Supt,.
Livermore.
dtf
je27

*

electric lights from time to time
thrown upon the dancers.

PRESS.

THE

The Concert.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.
AMUSEMENTS.

[CONTINUED

Gilbert’s dancing academy.
Kntzschmar hall; organ recital.

Reception hall;

lecture

FIFTH PAGE.
Rines Bros.
Sc
Moore
Co.
Owen,
EIGHTI1 PAGE.
Connecticut Life Ins. Co.
New Wants, To Let, For Sale, Lost, Found
and similar advertisements, will be found under
their appropiate headings on page 0.
Whet Baby
When she was

was
a

sick,
gave her Castoria,
Child, she cried for Castoria.
wo

Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, she gave them Castoria.

_eod&wly

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup has been
used over Fifty Years by millions of mothers
for their children while Teething, with perfect
It soothes the child, softens the
success.
Gums, allays Pain, cures Wind Colic, regulates
the bowels, and is the best remedy for Diarrhoea, whether arising from teething or other
causes. For sale by Druggists in every part of
the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s
Soothing Syrup. 25c a bottle.
feb8MW&F&wly

While
season

of the worst storms of the

one

raged

out of

doors,

TUI

Fifth

the

in

gaieties

tho hall gave no signs that such a thing
All
as a snow storm was ever heard of.

time, bringing their quota
already large crowd of Port-

vision were on
to swell the

land people. Among those from the East
were L. W. Pollister and wife, M. F. Tarr
and wife, and John Eupa of Bangor, D.
D. Drew of Bar Harbor and George Cram
and wife of Bucksport.
The local officials and employes were
The numbers
present almost to a man.
and the great success of the affair
could be judged best during the grand
march when they came into the hall in

thirty-four platoons,
ll!i!_I

I_I

II_

...

dUUliiuiidi

uuodi

ncno

occ

V

PAGE]

the evening regular trains and the specials
from the East and on the Mountain Di-

When she became

decll

FROM FIRST

The concert began at 8 o’clock and
continued until 9, this being the order:

Agent Bootliby, General Baggage Agent
Towle, the new Treasurer, Mr. York, and
the new auditor, Mr. Colby, Civil Engineer
Allen, and Mr. Pinkerton, of the locomotive department, were all there early.

reading.

Page.
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

The Unitarian Woman’s Alliance meets
for business this afternoon at 4 o’clock.
A girl named Bibber had a leg sprained
by the npsetting of a bob-sled on York
street.

were

sixteen in a platoon.

This was done in an impromptu manner
without rehearsal, of course, but was
nevertheless done in splendid shape.
The platoons did not include all the
dancers by a great many, and there must
have been about 800 dancers in the hall.
This estimate does not include the audience that filled the galleries and the
settees upon the floor.
The scene upon which this great audience gazed was such as is rarely seen
The decorations, which
in City Hall.
were done by Capt. Geo. E. Brown, were
especially fine, and are worthy of a separate description by themselves.

who were debarred the pleasure of the
dance. There was a goodly representaand if the
tion from all
parts of Maine,
ball last year was a success, this one was
a

triumph.

Miss D. Cummings, Nile green, yellow
roses.

Miss
Miss
Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Miss
ribbon

Jewett, black henrietta.
Among the ladies who graced the ocN. Prindable, green camel’s hair,
casion with their presence, were:
fringe.
Mrs. Wellington Sprague of Auburn
Miss M. E. Clarke, brown corded silk
was a leader in every sense of the word.
combined with velvet.
E. G. Blanchard.
Her gown, of electric blue brocaded
Miss Eva Mooney, was the perfection
Selection—Bridal Chorus.Cowen satin anci
not of artistic
feather trimmings,
grace in a garnet henrietta
Club.
Singers’
but
unelegant
of
one
most
the
ornamented with jets.
Medley—The Minstrel.Bowen only
Chandler’s Band.
Mrs. C. C. Berry, a pronounced blonde,
usually becoming to Mrs. Sprague, who
Selection—Miller’s Wooing.Faning leaning on the arm of her distinguished was
regal in black lace and jet with corClub.
Singers’
husband, was the cynosure of all eyes.
sage bouquet of carnations.
Galop—Railroad. Portland to Bangor, inwas
Bangor
Mrs. Marshal Tarr of
Mrs. L. V. Pollister of Bangor was
troducing whistle, bell, air brake, and
other realistic features.
captivating in a gown of neige broad- modestly but becomingly dressed in a
Chandler’s Band.
cloth garlanded with roses.
light brown serge with black feather
Miss Annie Dirwanger was arrayed in trimmings.
The concert by Chandler’s Band and
bedford
brown
of
a
Mrs. M. M. Foye of Waterville, black
fetching costume
the Singers’ Club was all that was excord, while Miss Lizzie Dirwanger was silk, diamond ornaments.
pected from the high character of the attired in a rich dress of black silk.
Miss Angie Flanders, black cashmere.
Kossini’s overture
Mrs. Dimer Keyes of North Leeds, a
two organizations.
Miss Ida Swett, blue silk.
Miss Nellie
McLaughlin, ox blood
from “The Barber” was played by the striking brunette, was a pleasing picture
corsage cashmere.
in black tosca net in pink;
band with good body of tone and excelMiss Annie Shaw, pearl gray satin.
She was escorted by her
bouquet.
lent time, but “The Minstrel” proved husband.
Miss May Nichols, black broadcloth.
was
tastefully
Mrs. H. Cl. Parkman
Miss Fickett, black satin.
combined
eowned in a blank broadcloth
Mrs. G. E. Crockett, gray bedford cord,
with
with white .and trimmed
jet.
Mrs. C. D. Sayward wore a stylish
Miss Mabel Harrison, blue silk.
combination of brown silk and black
Mrs. F..H. Berry, black silk.
Miss Helen Dickson, brown cashmere.
lace.
Miss Emma Patch, blue silk.
Miss Lizzie A. Pelcher was charming
Miss Annie Cole, blue cashmere.
in a mode India finished with silver cord
Miss Alice Shaw of Augusta, silver
and heliotrope velvet
Little Miss Ida Pelcher was sweet sim- gray.
and
black
Mrs. John Garney, black lienrietta.
plicity in a combined gray
Miss Emma Norton of Waterville, wore
camel’s hair.
a
maan artistic creation of blue silk and lace.
Mrs. Captain D. O. Davis,
stately
Miss Annie Kane, blue silk.
tron, in black satin.
Mrs. Edgar Little was clad in a dainty
Miss Annie King, Boston, gray crepon.
Miss Marguerite King, dark blue broadsilver gray satin.
Miss Maud Ayer graced a gown of cloth.
black lienrietta combined with old rose
Miss Annie Ross, yellow crepe.
Miss Mabel Wood, pink silk.
brocade satin.
!<Miss Coolbroth, black lienrietta.
Miss Nettie May Morrison was a charmMiss Sadie McCloud, a charming bru- ing picture in piiik tulle over pink silk.
henrietsilk
Mrs. Jennie King Morrison, blue satin
nette, was arrayed in black
en train,
diamond ornaments.
ta with trimmings.
Mrs. Fred Mitchell, black.
Miss Lizzie M. Brown wore an elegant
a
in
radiant
was
Miss Gertrude Hall
gown of black silk, pearl ornaments.
Mrs. John Pooler of Waterville, was
light brown India en princesse.
Miss E. Sylvester, brown bedford cord. modestly but becomingly gowned in silMiss N. C. Marble wore an effective ver gray.
Miss Sibel Howe, black lace, pink
F. E. BOOTHES’.
gown of black satin embellished with jet
Overture—Barber of Seville.Rossini
Chandler’s Baud.
Selection—The Vikings. .Faning
_

3ef..CIU?‘..Short

Capt. T.
bought the
little steamer Ben Hur of this city.
The regular business meeting of the
The Decorations.
roses.
W. C. T. U., will be held at 514 Exchange
passementerie.
Miss Amy Chadwick was truly lovely
Miss
the
corridor of City Hall the one of the most popular and taking
m.
at
2.30
Entering
p.
street, today
heard for a long in a maze tulle en traine, corsage bou- silk.
The dinner to be given by the Young grand staircase was brilliant with electric numbers that has been
of pink roses.
Miss
It was full of pleasing melodies quet
Men’s Democratic Club will take place light. Facing the party as they ascended time.
yellow
audience.
the
once
to
at
that
appealed
Miss
at the Preble House, March 1.
Miss
Mr. Blanchard’s cornet solo, “The Glen”
The administrator and bondsmen of
cote.
was given with much taste and expresthe late Major Webb, county treasurer,
Miss
The Singers’ Club gave three
sion.
with the county commissioners, will exMiss
numbers, Faning’s “The Vikings,” full
silk.
amine the treasurer’s accounts today.
of the dash and rythm of the sea, CowMiss
The entertaiment that was to have been
Mrs.
en’s beautiful “Bridal Chorus,” and FanHall
in
Baxter
Club
the
Camera
given by
satin.
in which oc“Miller’s
Wooing,”
on
account
ing’s
was
last evening,
postponed
Miss
curs that wonderful arrangement of the
Miss
the storm. The date of the exhibits will
The Rockland Gazette says

M. Bunker of that

place

has

that has the effect
As usual, the club sang with all
the finish for which they have become
All the artists received hearty
noted.
applause for their efforts.
The last number of the concert programme, the railroad galop, was decidhorns.

present.

tion to be

ly

The Maine Central received at Portland during January 4136 cars from the
east,

an

January,
the Mountain line, a

increase of 128

over

1891, and 1081 over
gain of 19. The Maine Central passenger receipts increased in January $7500
over the corresponding period of 1891.
E. A. HALL,
All, whether church goers or not, will
[ President o£ the Association. ]
certainly find something provocative of
thought in the discourse which is prom- the stairway was the coat of arms of
j/llOLUi
Uj
Maine, while festoons of streamers,
church next Sunday evening, on “The floated overhead.
The main hall never
Evangelical Canvass of Portland—its his- before was so perfectly illuminated.
tory, facts, fancies, humors, results and The electroliers had been removed and
lessons.” Seats free.
in their place were seven large arcs making the great hall as light as day. Nor
V

v
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PERSONAL.

Mr. Nathan Clifford will assist at the
of Living Whist in Bangor.

Mr. J. Barton, general freight agent,
and Mr. A. Bowers, assistant, of the
Grand Trunk road, are in the city.
Dr. Irving E. Kimball, who has been
quite sick in Boston, is getting better and
hopes to be home soon.
Mr. Edward A. Noyes, treasurer of the
Portland Savings Bank, sailed for Europe
in the Labrador yesterday for a two
months’ visit.
Hon. W. H. Clifford of this city is to
speak at the coming banquet of the
Young Men’s Democratic Club of Biddeford.
Grand Canton Eidgely Ball.
The grand concert and ball to be given
by Grand Canton Kidgely at City Hall on
Monday evening next will celebrate the
sixth anniversary of this body of Patriarchs Militant in the Order of Odd Fellowship. The former affairs of this kind
given under the auspices of this organi-

This one will prove no
exception to the others. A fine list of
dances will be provided and Chandler’s
orchestra will furnish the music.
entertainment

Eeal Estate Transfers.

The

following

transfers of real estate

in this county have been recorded at the
registry of deeds:
Standish—Louisa Dennett to Oliver Dow.
Windham—Ulmer 1*. Hussey to Joseph A.
Hussey. $25.
New Gloucester—Jacob W. Wilbur to Martha
A. Wells,
Falmouth—Frederick A. Clough to Elmer E.
Dearborn.
Death of Henry Walsh.
A letter to llie Press from Yarmouth,
N. S., says Henry Walsh of Portland,
died in that

day, and

place

of the

that he has a

grippe last

Mon-

wife

three

and

children in this city. Particulars in regard to his deatli can he obtained of B.
McClutcliy of Yarmouth.
Curious Custom.
There is a curious custom iu Massachusetts which dates bade to the time
A

when Nathaniel P. Bauks was governor
of that state, whereby each succeeding
governor has been called upon on the
recommendation of the executive council to pardon on Thanksgiving day two

prisoners undergoing imprisonment

for

Banks—his commission as
general originating with our civil war—
was governor of Massachusetts in 1857,
and since that time, thirty-four years
ago. at each recurring Thanksgiving
day, two prisoners for life, making
sixty-eight in all, have been pardoned.—
Baltimore Sun.
life.

Mr.

the

evening.

erville. Then there was the quick tooting of the engine which means “cow on
the track” the world over. At the same
time an elaborately constructed cow galloped across the stage, her tail high in
the air and her horns shaking defiance to
__

Maine Central Bailroad

:

Belief Association.

:

combined with lace.
Miss Kate Graham, pink surah.

ly brunette,

wore an

exquisite

costume

of white mohair festooned with garlands of smilax and roses.
Miss Annie Rich’s brunette beauty
prettily contrasted with a gown of canary
India.
Miss Hattie Morrell appeared to advantage in a crushed blackberry silk and
black lace, diamond ornaments.
Mrs. F.

E.

Hoxey

was

fashionably

in a deep green cloth with green
velvet and jet garnitures.
Miss Kate Sawey, black silk and lace.
Mrs. S. E. Peterson, black cashmere.
Miss Lilian Bruns,a pronounced blonde,
wore a grey cashmere with ostrich trim-

gowned

i.*

mings.

Miss

The ground work of the banner was in
French gray, and the banner itself fringed
It was surrounded by 21
with gold.
colored electric lights. The windows on
either side were draped with the national colors. Between the windows were
sun bursts of flags, and each pillar was
surmounted with the shield of the Union.
The sides of the hall were trimmed with

Miss Magee, bilie cashmere.
Miss D. Cummings was daintily attired
in light blue cashmere with swan’s down
Miss Amy B. Hanson, white surah,

ribbon.
Miss Grace Dow, blue birds eye bedford.
Miss Annie Towle of Augusta, a state-

*.*

:

GEORGE W. YORK,
[ The Treasurer. ]

Miss M. S. Davis, Deering, a fetching
costume of pink surah with an overdress
of white tulle with garnitures of moire

the stage.
The stage was draped with bunting,
and borfestooned with evergreen,
dered with potted tropical plants. On
the wall above was suspended a superb
banner bearing this device:

:

Miss

The bell rang, the engine puffed, the
train got under way, the brakeman in
Maine Central uniform shouted the name
of the next stations, the air brakes whistled, and all went well until beyond Wat-

this all the illumination.

evergreen over festoons of red, white and
proved very successful, not blue, and the front of the galleries was
only in point of numbers and pecuniary treated in a like manner.
profit, but in the high character of the
From the centre of the ceiling streamzation have

“taking”

feature of

Around
the room, under the galleries, were colored incandescent lights, giving a charming effect. Two electric suns shed their
powerful rays, from above, at the rear of
was

production

the

Elizabeth Wescott

was

COLBY,

[The New Auditor. ]
all the engines in creation. This feature
was greeted with loud applanse and uproarious laughter.
The Grand

March.

chiffon.
Mrs. W. F. Timmons, black satin brocaded, with pinks.
Mrs. C. E. Allen, Dlack surah and
lace.
Miss Sadie Kenney was charming in a
black silk henrietta, trimmed with surah
and edged with
jet, corsage bouquet of

pink

roses.

Miss Kate Kenney wore a stylish costume of black lace, arranged over black

concert, the strains from the
orchestra announced the grand march silk.
Mrs. D. J. Milton, brownbedford cord,
lead by Mr. Wellington Sprague and wife
ers were festooned to either side of the
black feather trimming.
offifollowed
the
other
of
Auburn,
by
Miss S. M. Maider of Deering, blue
hall, the fields of the flags forming the
cials of the road and their ladies. As bedford cord, jet trimming.
point at which the streamers converged.
the hall the public
Miss L. P. Crabtree wore an artistic
On the rear wall of the hall, facing the they passed around
review those gown of blue bedford cord with velvet
association banner, was a large American was permitted to closely
skill trimming.
shield. On the front of the rear gallery men to whose active intelligence,
Mrs. J. H. Farrington looked very
their
entrust
and
fearlessly
courage they
beautiful in a rich gown of black silk,
worked in evergreen were the letters
lives, and whose courteous attentions
“M. C. B. R. R. A.”
Miss Grace Gallison, mahogany surah.
solicitous care add much to the
was
a
Under the rear gallery
repre- and
Miss Lizzie Wilson, light blue cashthe
tediabbreviate
and
comfort
greatly
sentation of General Manager Tucker’s
mere and lace.
attendant upon
and ennui
ousness
Mrs. Lizzie Riley, white nun’s veiling,
private car that was an exact fac-simile of
railroad travel.
These, together with old rose trimmings.
it. It was built by the Maine Central
Miss Sadie Stickney, light brown cashthe general manager, their admired leader
workmen, and bore on the front the words
mere and surah.
the embodiment of courteand
example,
end
On
each
150.”
Mrs. George P. Thomas, whose hus“Maine Central No.
and kindly thought, to band is so popular an official on the road,
were railway
lamps, and the doors ous cordiality
careful judgment is due the credit graced an exquisite gown of black crepe
bore the inscription “No passengers al- whose
selection of these gentlemanly bewilderingly strewn with pansies.
of
the
lowed on the platform.” The interior
Miss Minnie Silva was a pleasing picinstrumental in placture in a white floriated bedford with
was finished in bird’s eye
maple, with officers—have been
railroad at its old rose trimmings.
The furnishing ing the Maine Central
mahogany trimmings.
Miss Kate Foley, a petite brunette,
present zenith of popularity and caused
was very beautiful and the work of F. P.
wore a dainty gown of light blue India.
it to rank among the foremost railin
The
&
Co.
Tibbetts
great easy chair,
Miss Nellie rLoughran of Knightville,
roads in the country.
which Mr. Tucker sat and faced the auyellow tulle, en train.
Mrs. Charles Hartshorn wore a rich
After the march, the festivities devot
dience, was upholstered in fawn, his
of black satin and jet trimmings.
gown
and
continued
ed
and
various
to
The rugs,
Terpsichore, began
favorite color.
Miss Fannie Merrill, pink striped novsofas and chairs, wore of beautiful pat- with unabated enthusiasm and pleasure elty goods, V shaped corsage and jet
Owen, until long after midnight. The gather- passementrie.
The draperies, from
terns.
Miss M. Hughes, lavender and black.
Moore & 'Co., harmonized perfectly with ing in the galleries, whence the moveMrs. George Whitney wore a d£gidedthe furnishings. The car was lighted ex- ments of the dancers could be seen, was
and;, white
Jy smart gown of iron gray
the
inthat
and
evident
a
also
it
was
and
to
large,
camel’s hair edged with ostrich feather
actly like a Pullman car,
give
homelike appearance to the apartment, terest in the Maine Central Relief Asso- trimming.
Miss Nellie Wilson, black silk comas well as
pots of flowers and plants were placed ciation extended to the people
bined with lace.
The
immediate
railroad
officers.
the
here and there.
Mrs. E. G. Foster was stylishly arA white canvass was stretched over ladies all presented an animated picture rayed in a street costume of brown bedthe floor of the hall adding much to the of loveliness, and as the dancers flitted ford cord.
Miss Mamie Maher, lavender.
to and fro between the numbers under
comfort of the dancers.
Miss Sybell Howe, black lace.
A large locomotive headlight, fitted the escort of their gallant male companMiss Nellie Cummings, blue silk pue
not
could
the
scene
one
was
which
ostrich tips.
with electric colored lights, stood at one ions,
Miss C
side of the stage, from which colored but fill with envy the hearts of those
Massey, pink silk.
After the

D. Cummings, green cashmere,
roses.

Ray Jost, black lace.
Nellie Barnes, light brown chiJulia Corkery, pink cashmere.
Mollie E. Quinn, 'figured black
Lena E. Miller, white satin.
Jos. Osgood, steel blue brocaded

.uiouy

Annie

a

wore

leicmug

gown of Russian net, gray suede gloves.
Miss Etta Jordan was the perfection of
artistic taste in a mode corded gown
trimmed with cut jet nail heads.
Miss Nellie McLaughlin wore an effective gown of garnet cashmere, trimmed
with black passementerie.
Miss Helen Ditson, brown cashmere.
Miss Annie Marshall was a symphony
in pink tulle.
Mrs. S. S. Cahill, in a tasty gown of
black.
Miss Hattie King, blue silk.
Miss Kate Cronin, dark green velvet.
Miss Minnie Curran, black silk and
chiffon.
Miss H. Cummings, dark green silk,
trimmed with yellow silk.
brown
Miss A. E. Harriman, light
cashmere passementrie.
Miss M. E. Rowell, light brown cloth.
Miss Annie Helier, black silk.
Miss Minnie Feeney, golden brown
broadcloth.
Miss Kate Ryan, golden brown velvet
and lace.
Miss Annie Marshall, pink silk and
chiffon.
Miss Susie Wood, charming pink cashmere.

Miss Hattie Russell, white cashmere.
Mrs. Nellie Nelson, Winslow, beige
cashmere.
Miss Catherine Stafford, black.
Miss Mary Harvey of Augusta, brown

henrietta.
Miss Nellie Curran, blue cashmere.
Miss Annie Howe, black cashmere.
Miss Lily McMonagee, pink silk.
Miss Mabel Ford, red crepon.
Miss Hattie Gould, red cashmere and

jet.

Ford, primrose henrietta.
Mrs. W. Hood, dark blue silk.
Miss Maud

attrac-

tively and becomingly gowned in a mode
cashmere artistically finished with black
ostrich feather trimming and pink
W. W.

Mamie Cummings, Nile green

Nellie Deetgen, gray mohair.
Sadie Cotton, serpent green serge.
Miss Mary Leonard, black cloth.
Mrs. Melvin W. Higgins was majestic
in an elegant black satin, richly embellished with passementerie.

of French

basses

be announced through the newspapers.
The indications now are that the Harvard Club in Maine will have their annual dinner at the Preble House, Saturday,
February 20. President Elliot of Harvard was compelled to decline an invita-

Ray Jost, black lace.
Julia Feeney, brown costume.
Mollie Quinn, black figured silk.
Annie Welch, black bedford cord.

Those who Danced with the

Some of the most

upon the floor were
Fred Smith,
Herbert Barnard,
Frank Merrill,
fTen

conspicuous knights
the following:

Niles

John McDonald,
John Wilson,
B. O. Sclianber ot
New York,
Mark Ryan,
John Shaw,
John Graney,
F. Fairbanks of Boston,
H. E. Cornish,
Payson Tucker Sykes,

Lewiston,
Wm. Merrill,
Wm. McLaughlin,
of

Herbert Morris of
Anburn,
John W. Miller,
D. O. Davis,
W. L. Bailey,
W. W. Morgan,
G. E.

T.awrenee .1 T.anrhran.

Herbert Libby,

11. H.

Bangs,

John T. Feeney,
W. S. Grafton of Westbrook,
John Haley,
John T.

Murphy,

Mr. Fhilbriek, Boston,
John Pooler of Water-

ville,
Frye of Waterville,
Janies Cotton,

Mr.

N. L. Merrill,
Wm. E. Wade,
Thos'. Madigan,
Clias. Hilton,
Sewall Coolbroth,.
Jas. L. Ayer,

Elliot,

Peterson,
Josiah Wescott,
C. V. Allen,
Frank Dickson,

Crockett,

F. Driscoll,
W. F. Timmons,

J. Asnault,
Wm. Adie,
Joseph A. Heath

Ed Day,
Harry Coffin,
O. Oohs,

Mr.
Mr.

J. Nichols.

Fair Ladies.

D. J.

Murphy.
A. Harvey of
Augusta,
Peter J. Foley,

Frank
of

Augusta,
Arthur Seymour,
J. M. A. Raymond of
Waterville,
Frank E. Brown of

W. F. Soule of

Waterville,
H. A. Gould of

S. D. Graves of

John A. Tliorn,
Jas. Kelliher of

Waterville,
Waterville,

Waterville,
Dr. H. M. Nickerson,
A. H. E. Buflum of
Everett Waterhouse,
Augusta,
Frank Penney, Bartlett,
Albert Hall,
Bert Kenison, Bartlett, W. S. George Bartlett,
E. A. Stevens, Bartlett, C. M. Lawlls, Bartlett,
W. H. Webb, Bartlett, N. F. Callanan, Yeazie,
R. H. Elms, Bangor,
A. YV. Burnell, Glen,
Harry Cornish, Lewis- S. E. Knapp, PleasantWaterville,

dale,
ton,
Chas. Hamilton, Pleas- Gen. Dyer, Pleasantdale,
antdale,
Fred Sanborn,
j. S. Francisco,
Fred Mclntire,
Fred Blather,
Frank Thompson,
Harry Curren,
Thos. Manme, Bangor,
Jack Dorsen,
N. T. Cullanan, Bangor, J. H. Bradley
Fred Clair, YVaterville,
Frank Hodgdon, HalT. Edward Stafford,
lowell
Walter Hayes,
Waterville,
Geo. We^t, Waterville, Orren C. Clements.
The Order of Dances.

The programme was very elegant. A
fine steel engraving of Manager Tucker
adorned its first page and a monogram of
The whole was in
the relief the last.
keeping with the outside decorations.
The Tucker Printing House furnished
The order of dances
the programmes.
follows:
March and Circle—Wamsutta.

was as

Quadrille—Fatiuitza...Suppe

TISEMENTS.__

46 th.

pipe

.Saratoga Lancers—Boccaccio.Kerssen
Schottisclie and Galop—Dancing on the
Housetop, icing of the Bond.
Contra, Lady of the Lake—Chicken Leg Beel.
Waltz—lteturn of Spring .Waldteufel
INTERMISSION.
Waltz, Schottisclie, Carleton—La Serenata,
Skirt Dance. Diabolus.

Anvr

NEW

Waltz—Queen of Hearts.Waldteufel
Contra, Boston Fancy—Turkey Bone Horn-

Statement

Annual

Quadrille, Society—Admiration.Bollinson
Waltz—Dedication.Strauss
Contra—Virginia Keel.
W

-OF THE-

Quadrille, Schottisclie—Dem Golden ings.
.Bollinson
Grand Bight and Left Polka—Our Babies
.Langey
Contra. Portland Fancy—Eight Hands Bound.
Waltz—Farewell to Munich.Oungl

CONNECTICUT MUTUAL

Officers aucl Directors.

The gentlemen under whose management the movements of the

great assembly

carried out so successfully were:
Floor Director—Wellington Sprague.
Aids—F. L. Gardner, H. G. Parkman, E. E.
W.
Parkman, Marshall Tarr. W'. H. Kea ting. G. PolBabb. Geo. E. Whitney, J. .1. Held, L. W.
lister, H. H. Hanson, A. H. Phillips, Chas. F.
Kimball, M. F. Healey. M. F. Dunn, P. A.
were

Life Insurance Co,

Feeney, Frank W. York, W. P. Stoneham.
Committee of Arrangements—E. A. Hall, F. L.
Gardner, H. II. Towle, H. G. Parkman, Geo. E.
Whitney, E. G. Foster.
Beception Committee—E. A. Hall, Wrm. A.
Alien, ueo. i-. imsKeu, 11.
ers. H. 1). Waldron, Tims.

L. V. Holbrook.
The

n.

rowie,

1'. u.

Reception hall was turned into a refreshment hall and here a capital menu
was served by Mr. Henry, assisted by a
large corps of waiters. The viands were
of the best and a better night could not
have been desired to enable the patrons
to fully appreciate them.
Fair

Of HARTFORD, CONN.

kob-

P. Shaw, S. S. Cahill,

Refreshment Room.

World’s

Notes,

Director-General Davis has declared
that all applications for space ought to
be peesented by July 1, 1892.
Herr Wermuth, the Imperial German
World’s Fair Commissioner, has already
received nearly 2,000 applications for
space from the intending exhibitors of
his country.
The California World’s Fair Commissioners have authorized the formation of
Each commissioner
a Woman’s Board.
will appoint one member of this Board.
Each member is allowed $1,000 a year for

NUT Assbts, January 1, 1801, 857,280,004.0,
RECEIVED IN 1801.
For Premiums. .$4,504,814.55
For Interest and
Rents. 3,218,354.27
81,310.18
Prolit and Loss-

$65,093,573.04
DISBURSED IN 1891.
For claims
by
death and matured endowments .$4,126,317.24

Surplus r eturueil to
policy holders 1.161,209.56

Lapsed and Surrendered Pol-

icies.

527,844.22

Total to policy

holders.$5,815,371.02

Commissions to
agents, Salaries,
Medical Examin-

fees, Printing,
Advertising,
Legal, Real Esers’

*

a 11
and
tate,
other Expenses... 778,639.74
Taxes. 291,767.40

traveling

expenses.
Of the §5,000,000 of bonds, which the
city of Chicago voted in aid of the Exposition, $3,000,000 have been sold in New
York at par and accrued interest, and
t.ie Exposition treasury has been replenished accordingly. The terms of sale are

regarded very satisfactory. They are
equivalent to a preflfiun of one-third of
one per cent on the first million, twothirds on the second, and one per cent,
the third million.
The Exposition authorties have tendered to the shoe and leather manufactures a site for tbeir desired building in
which to make a united exhibit of the
leather industry. A site was selected
twice before, but had to be withdrawn
owing to changes in construction plans.
The site now offered is near the lake
shore, not far from the Dairy building"
There is little doubt that the leather men
will accept the site and, if they do, they
will put up a building 150x 600 feet, coston

ing $100,000.
A practical, working business college,
which is purely an American institution,

will be one of the exhibits at the Fair.
New South Wales has asked for 300,000
square feet of space.
The watchmakers of Switzerland, at a
recent convention in Berne, decided to
make an exhibit at Chicago of their finest
and costliest waches. but not to attempt
any competition with American manufacturers in cheaper grades. They have
applied to the Swiss Couucil for financial
aiicl other aici to enaDie

mem

to

;

maite a

creditable exhibit.
It is announced that the imperial band
of Emperor William of Germany will
attend the Exposition having already ob-

tained permission to do so.
The province of Ontario Canada, will
make an extensive mineral exhibit. Canada has asked for a total of 100,000 square
feet of syace in the various buildings.
In response to an invitation the Illinois
Society Sons of the American Revolution
has decided to furnish a company to
participate in the parade incidental to
the dedication exercises in October, 1892.
The men will wear continental uniform.
The women of Nebraska have undertaken to furnish the hammer to be made
of the native woods of Nebraska and inlaid with gold, silver and pearl.

8 6,885,773.16
Balance Net assets Dec. 31,1891$58,207,794.88
SCHEDULE OF ASSETS.
Loans upon Real Estate, first

lien..!.$36,417,372.87

39,782.50

Loans upon Stocks and bonds..
Premium notes on Policies in

_

1,569,873.30

force.
Cost of Real Estate owned by

the Company.
7,185,284.70
Cost of United States and other
Bonds. 11,420,898.39
408,085.25
Cost of Bank and railroad stocks
Cash in Banks. 1,156,563.85
1,645.00
Bills receivable.
8,289.02
Balance due from agents, secured

$58,207,794.83
Add
Interest due and
accrued.
Rents accrued.
Market value of
stocks
and
bouds over cost
Net defe r r e d

$944,190.26
7,110.65
425,487.70
153,896.46

premiums.

$ 1,530.685.07
Gross Assets Dec. 31,1801.$59,738,479.05
Liabilities:
Amount required
to re-insure all
outsta n d i u g
Policies, net.
t

Company’s
standard.$52,765,312.0t>

All other liabilities.

■

f

914,012.14

$53,079,3-24.14
Surplus by Company’s Standard,
Snrplus by State Reports will

$6,059,1(55.81
\

6,650,OGapo

exceed....

Ratio of expense* of management
to receipts in 1891.9.98 per cent.
Policies in force Dec. 31,1891,

64,794, insuring.S155,043,055.00

>

JACOB 1. GREEN, President.
JOHN M. TAYLOR, Vice Prest.
EDWARD M. BONCE, Secretary.
D. H. WELLS, Actuary.

H. N. FAIRBANKS, Gen.

Agent,

21 MAIN STREET,

Two Massachusetts Superstitions.
In parts of Massachusetts it is thought
that if a girl puts a piece of southern
wood down her back, the first boy she
In Boston
meets will be her husband.
if a marriageable woman puts a bit of
southern wood under her pillow on retiring, the first man she sees in the morning will, so says the superstition, be the
one whom she is to marry.—Washington
Star.

The Weakness
And prostration, like that tired feeling, so sure
to follow the Grip, is really the most dangerous
stage of the disease and can only be overcome
by taking a good tonic medicine like

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

Which builds up the whole system, purifies the
blood and prevents relapse and attacks of other
diseases. Be sure to get Hood’s.
Severe

Struggle wit-li the

Grip

Postmaster

—

Foster

Of Lubec, Me., says regarding Hood’s Sarsapar
rilla: “Last spring I had a severe attack of the
Grip which left me in a very feeble condition. I
had no appetite, was nervous, and was in a poor
way generally. I was advised to take

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

And in a few days I began to improve. My appetite increased till it seemed that I could not get
ennmrh to eat. When I had taken three bottles I
felt as well as ever. I heartily recommend
Hood’s Sarsaparilla.”
HOOD’S PIIXS are purely vegetable and are
the best liver invigorator and family cathartic.

GREAT MARK DOWN SALE.
To Close Tliem Out
—

and

—

We

will
sell
regardless of
cost Ladies’ dents’
and Children’s
Winter
Slimmer
and
Hose and
Hamburg Edgings.
We have added a lot of new

Edgings

at

cost

to

make the Sale attractive.
Sale
will
begin Thursday,
February lltli.

J. M. DYER & GO.
febll

codtf

Specially.

a

Stylish Overshoes
For your Lon?, Narrow, Slim Feet.

MEN’S High Cut Overshoes for Dress.
MEN'S High Cut Overshoes for Railroad Men,
Farmers ana Mechanics.
Keel)

MAKE ROOM FOR NEW GOODS,

Hamburg

Ritter Goods

vour

Feet Comfortable.

CHiEdKEN’S.

MISSES’ AND LADIES’
Dress High Cut Overshoes.
SEASONABLE GOODS FOB EVERYBODY

Men’s $2.00, $8.00, and $4.00 Shoes

YOUNG

MEN

Examine BROWN’S $3.00 Shoes.
BROW N’S

$3.00 Shoes.

Shoes vs. all other
You please examine and

$3.00

report.

BRANCMROWN,
Round the
UNION
decBl

Corner,

STATION.

461 Congress St.
Sign

of

Gold Boot.
eodtf

f

